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PORTLAND,
succeeded in

preventing the rioters from
the United States consulate.
At Alcante, the mayor and police, while
dispersing a similar anti-American de-

approaching

monstration,

Geii.

Baratieri

Defeat

Explains

Of Italian Forces.

a

number

were

of

sustained

inju-

ries.
The Gazette

SPAIN W ILL NOT FIT OUT PRIVA-

competent
fully appreciate the
purity, sweetness, and delicacy of CuticubA
Soap, and to discover new uses for it daily.
In the form of washes, solutions, etc., for
distressing inflammations, irritations, and
weaknesses of the mucous membrane, it has
Are most

proved

to

grateful.
Ccticura Soap appeals to the refined and
cultivated everywhere, as the most effective
skin purifying and beautifying soap, as well as
purest and sweetest for toilet and bath.
Sold throughout the world. British depot: F. N*wSons, 1, King Edword-et., London.
Pott**
Psco A Cqbm. Cobp., Sole Props., Boston, U. 8. A.
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Mr. Gladstone Declines to Intercede With
Lord Salisbury In Behalf of Armenians.
Spanish Cabinet Discusses Prospect of
War With the United States—English

NOTICES.

and Tinted the Fashiona-

Cleansed,

Shades, and finished, in Frames by Steam
Piano
Covers, Draperies, Shawls,
prooess.
6acques. and Garments of all kinds
i»le
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DYE HOUSE & STEAM CARPET
CLEANSING
13 Preble st.
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0pp. Prebie House

Telephone Connection.

DR.
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E.

Journals Discuss the Blue Books.

Rome,

March 13.—According to the
Agenzia du Itala, 30,000 deviebes are
investing Kassala, the town oaptured
from them some time ago by the Italians.
Gen.
Baratieri, who was supposed to
be in oommand ot the Italian forces in

Africa,

LACE Curtains

AT

TEERS AGAINST UNITED STATES.}

most

REED

scientific and magnetic healer, 1X3 Free St,
corner ot Oak street. Fortland, Me., treats al
diseases that flesh is
heir to.
Second sihg'
consultation free. Office hours from 9. .a m. t(
12m-, 1 p, m. to 9. p. m.
ja6d*wpl

interview at Massewah,
on his
reasons for attacking the Abyssinians at Adowah, said the information
he
received led him to believe it was
easy to ocoupy the position he assailed.
He
reckoned the force of Abyssinians
in

would

an

Instead of doing so they
inflioted defeat on the Italian army. He
was ready to submit to the oonsequenoes.
The Tribuna publishes an interview
with Gen. Baratieri in which he denied
that the government urged him to attack
retreat.

Abyssinians, but added that all his
generals favored making the attack. A
victory for the Italians had been partially won and was virtually assured
w heft the native battalions became panic

the

stricken
and this produced disorder
among the Italian troops. Gen. Baratieri
declared that ha had nothing to reproach
himself for, but confessed that in a moment of madness after the defeat he was on
the verge of committing suicide, but he
remembered the piety of his family and
wished to spars them shame.
WILL FIT OUT NO PRIVATEERS.

Pursue That Mode of

London,

Not

Would

English Secretary Says Spain

WHITE STONE,
Hanson C. Larrabee

Warfare.

12.—In the House of

March

Commons today, .Thomas Gibson-Bowles,
Tory, asked if the government’s attention had been called to the statements in
the Spanish press, that in the event of
war

with the United States

out privateers to prey
commerce, she not being
fit

Spain
on

a

would
American
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MUSLIN

UNDERWEAR,
Friday, March 12.
Lot No. L

25 dozen of Ladies’ Cor
set
Covers
slightlj
soiled, sizes 36,38 and 40

At

5 CtS each,
Lot No. 2.

Ladies’

Corset Covers
Aprons and Childrens
with
four tucks anc
Skirts,

At

15 cts.

deep hem.

In accordance
ertforoed
Eenalties
enlistment act.

Disagrees With the Chronicle.

Here are

worth

goods

from

$6.00

t< ,

In this lot we have tic
finest assortment of Gowns
Drawer; 1
Corset Covers,

Lot No. 6.
At

75 CtS.
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the
be

actual

than
sale.
Lot Xo. 7.

RUSSIA IS
For

Any Further

RESPONSIBLE
Outrages

in

Armenia,

Says Mr. Gladstone.

London,

Maroh

13.—The

Daily News

we

value woult 1

for

a

BOYS’ SUITS.
Do you want a Boys’ Suit worth
$8 to $10 for SS? If you do,
will sell you.
what
just
about75 suits left in the
we

we

want

They

the

are

worsteds,

our

Queei t

tlon

\Ve have

elegantli

made and trimmed, and S5 is all wi
ask you the balance of this week, ant

until sold.

MansonG.Larrabee,
516 Congress Street.

Object of Concurrent Resolutions Explained.

THE

Maroh 12.—All the union
Chicago,
tailors employed in the city will go on
to assist the clothing
strike tomorrow
and
trimmers who have been
outters
struggling for several weeks to win
against their former employes.. It is
estimated there are 7500 organized tailWhen this number quits work it
ors.

EXTRAORDINARY RESOLUTION

Madrid, Spain, Maroh 12.—Further deof students against the
as the result of the Cuban
of

Congress,

have oocurred.
At Corunna, 200 students belonging to
the university joined in a parade yestercheered for Spain and burned the
day,
The police,
American flag.

however,

'—

Ho

---

seams

or

tacks in in-

soles of Goodyear Welt shoes.
Made like hand-sewed by

Goodyear
styles, for

Welt process,
both

sexes.

as many more will
join the
the idle the first day. In less
week it is estimated 25,000 to 80,-

All

Inquire

of your shoe merchant.

SECRET CORRESPONDENCE

of the government that could not be givthan
en to the country at large.
000 men, women, boys and girls who deFrom all that was before the commitpend on the tailors, outters and trimmers tee that testimony was ample to justify
All the unions tonight tho resolutions
will be affected.
brought in by the oomratified the strike notion of the executive mittee. There never was a stronger case
The outters and trimmers’ union of war, he continued, than that existing
board.
received a set baok today when four in Cuba.
Many victories achieved by
old employes of Skan
members,
Bros, those ignorant leaders were brilliant.
returned to work.
The natives were fighting for liberty,and
the blood of every American should leap
THE WEATHER
in sympathy for those now endeavoring
It was
to throw off the Spanish yoke.
the common people who assisted in the
Maroh American revolution.
Boston,
f
12. —Local foreWhy were the patriots of Cuba ignooast for Friday: rant? Because for years Spain denied
them tho privilege of education. They
Fair; continued were wise enough,
however, to fight for
oold
westerly liberty. It would be better if the “Detter classes” of Cuba assisted in giving
winds.
for which her sons were
Was hington, Cuba the liberty
a
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cast for Friday
for New England: Fair and

westriy winds.

Against the United States.

lieved the Spanish
justified
in making the statement he had. The
Spanish minister said thatWeyler's name
was not
mentioned in the book from
which he (Mr. Sherman) read the other
day In debate. Mr. Sherman stated that
when
the matter was referred to in
Havana, Weyler did not deny it.
Mr. Sherman ssid the committee had
ample evidence before it, in addition to
the newspaper reports, and the correspondence sent the Senate by the President.
Mr. Sherman said there was submitted
to the committee muoh

is believed
ranks of

Demongtra-

on

heavy weight

mixtures,

in

froir
that’i

for Spring goods
best Suits in cheviots

room

Scotch

Young Spaniards Violent

differen t
square neck resolutions

four

Bourgogne.

portions,

4
STUDENTS ARE STILL ANGRY.

monstrations
United States,

audy neck also the Empiri
Gowns, Corset Covers, Um
brella Drawers, long am
short Skirts,
Children’s
Slips and Short Dresses.

These are good enough
and cheap at $1.50.

ly

advised that a communication addressed
to Salisbury
would be preferable to a
He did not see any reason
deputation.
able objection to giving the
patonage
of the national fund for the relief of the
Armenians.

*■'

mor
third
ask you in this

styles, high,

98cts.
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Gowns in
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foreign

Ladies’
and
Children’;
At
Drawers, Corset Cover; 1
and short Skirts with yok< 1
23 CtS.
band tucks and deep hem.
the relief of the Armenians, which he
At the above prices the cloth am
to do by the Anglo-Ar; was requested
cost
more
than
we
ask
fo:
trimmings
menian
relief society. Mr. Gladstone
complete garment
bases his declination on the grounds of
Lot No. 4
Children’s Night Dresses physical Infirmity and abstinence from
At
Ladies’ Drawers,, Corse ; public affairs.
The Daily
News adds
37 1-2 cts Covers and short Skirt; 1 that in conversation with Francis S.
with four tucks and fim 1
Stevenson, M. P., the Anglo-Armenian
muslin ruffle.
chairman, Mr. Gladstone said he greatly
On the regular market we would jumt
regretted the acceptance of Turkish honat
at the chance to buy these
$4.50 per ors Dy Prince Lobanoff, the Russian fordozen.
eign minister, and M. Nelikoff, the Russian ambassador to Turkey. Acceptance
of these honors, coupled with Russia’s
Dressei
Ladies’
5.
No.
Lot
Night
recent attitude
on the
Armenian quesCorset Covers, and long an( 1 tion.must be held to make Russia moralAt
Skirts.
short
49ctS.
ly answerable for future outrages. He
$7.00 per dozen to manufacture.

PRICE

3896.

THREE

CENTS.

Mr. Sherman expressed the hope that

Spain herself

would soon become a republic. The tendency, he said, was that
way. There were signs that a large body
of people in Spain hopod that Cuba
would De made free.

WAR IN CUBA OUGHT NOT TO END
until the Cubans had gained their freedom, then allAmerioa would be republican, for Canada was as much republican
today as the United States.
Mr. Morgan, Democrat of Alabama,
member of the committee of foreign relations, took the floor and will speak tomorrow. The Dupont election case was
taken up and Mr. Pritohard, Republican
of North CaroJinn, advocated Mr. Dupont’s olaim to the vaoant seat from Delaware,
A number of bills were passed, including the following: Empowering fourth
olass postmasters to administer oaths in
pension oases; creating an art commission of the United States, which shall
examine the art collections in the capitol
and congressional library and all the
works of art and valuable historical records and manuscripts offeied for sale or
donation; for tho construction of a revenue cutter to oost |ir>0,000 for use in the
Gulf of Mexioo and tributaries.
In the absence of Mr. Sherman, Mr
Frye said Mr. Sherman told him that
he would tomorrow at the close of a
snftftp.h hv Mr

DHmnnr.it, nf Mia-

the financial situation, ask
unanimous oonsent to take up the conference report on the Cuban resolutions
and if objection were made he would
move to take it up (the success of wbloh
motion would be to displace t.he Dupont
eleotion case as unfinished business.
Mr. Gray, Democrat of Delaware,
said it was the desire of the committee
on foreign relations to secure aotion to
morrow.
The Senate adjourned.

souri,

on

Mr.

Miller, Republican of
Virginia, from elections committee

num-

ber 2, reported the unanimous conclusion
of the committee that' H. D. Coleman,
Republican, was not, and C. F. Buck,
elected as
Democrat, sitting member,
Representative to the 54th Congress from
the Second Distriot of Louisiana. The
was

*

resolution to that effect was agreed to.
Mr. Daniels, Republican of New York
oalled up the report of elections commit-

tee number 1, in the contested election
oose of Aldrioh vs. Robbins from the
Fourth Alabama District in favor of

Beating
There

Mr.
are

Aldrich, the contestant.
reports in this case.

two

Messrs. Daniels and Cook of Illinois find
that an apparent majority of 3786 for
Robbins shoud be changed to one of 601
for Aldrich.
They show that in twenty precincts
the vote as returned was not the vote oast
and say: “It is the cause of just astonishment that men who are mentioned
so often as intelligent and reputable perwill so far
sona in their communities,
voluntarily degrade and criminate them
selves as to descend to political trlokery
and
knavery so abundantly proved
against them. These elections are a blot
the
face and integrity of the country
on|
and are despotism complete and intolerant as can be found in any way, of the
arbitrary systems of the old world. The
people can only vindicate themselves
against wrong by frowning down and
denouncing the abuse of law and public

Local Weather Report.
looal
The
March 12.
weather bureau oflloe reoords as to the
weather are the following:
8 a. m. —Barometer. 28.909; thermometer,
humidity, 100;
20.0;
dew
point, 20;
wind, N; velocity, 12; weather, sleeting.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.670; thermometer. 18.0;
dew point, 10; humidity. 68;
wind, SW; velooity 11; weather, clear.
maxiMean daily thermometer, .22;
mum thermometer, 27,0; minimum thermometer, 18; maximum volooity wind
32, N; total preoipitatlon, .63.

Portland,

—

fightlug.

Referring again to the communication of the Spanish minister Mr. Sherman said that he did not believe
in the
narrow idea that a minister could not
anywhere represent his government.
With regard to the facts quoted in hi*
speech and taken from the book to
which tho minister took exception, Mr.
Sherman said that he depended upon the
rfewspaper translation. The material
resolution before the Senate was one
that simply
GRANTED BELLIGERENT

RIGHTS.

Mr. Sherman said he could not understand how any man could enter objeoj
tion to this resolution which was in the
interest of humanity
TVia ♦ imn lioH

people

nnma

mlmn

4-V.o

Amovl.

ready to express their
horror and denunciation of the tyranny
praotioed by Spain upon the .people of

can

were

Cuba. He said he would go further and
doclare it must stop now. He deprecated
the reference in the resolutions to the
Portsmouth’s Mayor Seated.
commercial relations between the AmeriPortsmouth, N. H., March 12.-Mayor can
and those of Cuba, still, It
W. O. Junkins and the new oity council was people
true that the commercial relations
at 10 o’clock in the
wore inaugurated
of citizens. between the United States and Cuba
presence of a largo gathering
than those between the
were greater
Mayor Junkins’s inaugural address ad- United States and all the South Amerivised a rigid observance of economy in can states.
appropriations and he denounced the
It was the duty of Congress, he said,
polico commission recently appointed.
to state in language that could not be
misinterpreted that a state of war existed
Ho Mail at Nantucket.
in Cuba, that the United States would
Nantuoket, Mass., March 12.—A heavy recognize the combatants as belligerents,
and snow squalls pre- and that the United States should not
northwest gale
The steamer Nantuoket give to Spain the advantage of our ports,
vailed all day.
Hole unable to make our commerce and nur police and deny
Woods
at
remains
her trip. There h»va beati no mails since them to the men fighting for their liberty.
’X'needav.

A MAMMOTH SCHEME.
Charter Asked to Build Canal From Great
Bakes to the

Sea,

No

Beautiful Edifice in Boston

Destroyed

By Fire.
STRUCTURE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE

But the Flames Got In
the Same—Youth's
One Time in

Work

Just

Companion Office at

Danger—Tongues
Avenue

Extended Across
Hotel

Their

of Flame

and Licked

Howland—Loss Over $250,000.
March

Boston,

building

handsome
12.—The
219, 221 and 228 on

numbered

ocoupied by the Pope
Company, bicyole manbadly damaged by Are

Columbus avenue,

Manufacturing
ufacturers,

was

this afternoon.
The building is six
stories
high, built of brick and terra
cotta
The entire Inside of
trimmings.
the bnilding is almost completely burned.
It
is
estimated that the loss will be
about 1126,000.
juuu

ouiuvou
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ably in

spread
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wood pile back of the boiler, ft
like lightning. The automatic
gave the llrst warniug. This was
a

followed by

of securities to be issued ia limitIt is provided that not
than five per oent shall be paid
thereon. The oanal is to be completed
within ten years. In discussing this bill
Mr. Hansbrough said he had been told If
our Congress would not grant the req ulr«d charter the company is prepared
to and will go ahead In Canada. A similar bill was Introduced in the House by
Mr. Cooper, Republican of Wisconsin.
amount

$200,000,000.

more

four alarms.

Then

a

general alarm called every piece of apparatus in the oity.
The Youth’s Companion building Is
nest north
ot the Pope building and

N. H., Marob 12.—At a meetGovernor and Counoil today,
they proceeded to the consideration of
evidence presented at a former meeting
by petitioners for tbe removal of the police commissioners of Manchester. After
a review of the evidence and full conslueration oi the question under
hearing
aDd
having obtained the opinion of the
attorney general, upon questions of law
involved, the board decided unanimousthat the evidence submitted was not
ly
sufficient to warrant the removal of said
commissioners from office.

in

Jail With

Havana, Maroh 19.—Gomez, Maceo,
Lacrot anti other leaders have united just
east of the Havana line near Nueva- Paz.
It Is supposed their intention is to return
to this province.
The troops have r eoently made several
combinations for the purposo of crushing
and Gomez
Maceo
separately, hut all

camps.
All the recent encounters with Gomez
and Maceo were out post fights with

trifling

loss on both sides.
It is now learned that the attack upon
Sagua de Tamino, reported as a government
vlotory resulting in the rebels
captur ing the town.
Domlngo^Betarte has filed a claim with
the fFrench consul for tho destruction of
property by Spanish troops and for insult to the French flag, Manager. Duarte
being shot while raising the flag.
Bel'usees from interior districts continto arrive.
ue
They report destruction
in all districts
Reports of excesses committed by Spanish troops reach here daily. None has
yet been punished for the Guito horror.
The 15 citizens taken from their homes
still remain in Moi-o castle. There is one
Amerloan among
them, and nearly a
dozen
American
citizens languish in
Spanish dungeons with no prospect of an
early trial and release, although in most
cases there is no evidence of guilt.
THE MELANGE REFORM PARTY.

Coxey

Bobs

Up

as a

the

Prominent Member of

Institution.

Pittsburg, Pa., March 12.—The conferconsiderable
danger, but ence of
persons here seeking to form a
fire.
did not catch
The Pope building
new party for all kinds of reforms, had
was supposed to be fire proof.
The walls
three sessionsfyesterday. ft was decided
stood the
heat well and can probably
the movement should be christened the
be used
in rebuilding, exoept on the
National Reform Party
southerly side of the upper story where
At the concluding session yesterday afthey are cracked. At one time the flames
ternoon, J. S. Coxey of Massillin, Ohio,
leaped across Columbus avenue and
made an address.
threatened the Hotel Howland.
There was an address by Gideon T.
The guests there and in the Hoffman
Stewart of Ohio with a letter from Wilhouse adjoining,
packed their possesliam Cobb of Minnesota on Prohibition.
sions ready to move. This proved un2 Then a discussion ensued on the tariff.
When
the
fire
broke
out
some
necessary.
Rev. J. C. Elliott of Ohio advooatcd
35 employes were in the Pope building.
in getting out. free silver and Edward Evans, a banker
Several had difficulty
The loss is said to be fully covered by of Towanda, Pa., wanted the government
On
the lower three floors to issue more money and spend *1,000,000,
insuranoe.
were some 1700 bioyoles.
The fourth 000 in needful public improvements.
about
floor contained
6000 tires. All
D, P. McLean of Nova Scotia closed
these, 175 second hand wheels, used in a tbe afternoon session with a tirade
riding academy on the fifth floor and against the churches and press.
about 20,000 pieces of machinery, were
There were nine intruotorB Discord in Banks of Michigan Democracy.
destroyed.
and two
other employes in the riding
Lansing, Miob., March 12.—The free
academy, but they escaped by means of silver Democratic party of Michigan was
the
elevators.
The janitor and Col. formed here this afternoon at a conferPope’s private secretary came from the ence of the free silver element of the
seoond floor by a ladder, their
escape Democratic
party. A state ooinmittee
i
by the stairways being out off.
On the state committob
was appointed.
Later estimates indicate that the total are some
of the best known men in the
loss by the fire will be nearly $250,000. state.
The
committee will appear beThe 1700 bicycles destroyed were of the fore the Democratio state convention at
latest pattern. On the ground floor were Detroit next month and if silver is not
many wheels and devices
Illustrating given a recognition the silver men will
the history
of the bioycle industry, all bolt.
of which were burned. In Col. Pope’s
rooms on the seoond floor were many valProminent Farmington Man Dead.
uable
paintings. Tne damage to the
Farmington, March 12.—Otis B. Butbuilding is greater than at first supposed.
i ne interruption to tne spring Dusiness ler died suddenly of heart disease at his
of
the company will be serious.
The home on Main street this
morning. He
company has engaged temporary quarters
was a native of this town and for many
street.
at 200
this

was

good

wero

in

attendance. The following offloers
eleoted for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent, E. W. Hall, librarian, Colby Uni-

versity t

Vice

presidents,

Mrs.

M.

H.

years an active business man. Of late
years he has been the custodian of Bates
college real estate here. He was aged
nearly eighty-two and leaves a son and
two daughters.
Small Deficit for Aroostook Road.

Boston, March 12.—The January gross
earnings of the Bangor & Aroostook
Railroad were $50,025; operating expenses
$31,05, net $18,419; oharges, $21,188; de-

ficit,§2,769.

The deficit is due to the fact
that the oharges were increased by $3,145,
Interest on $688,000 first mortgage bonds
Issued on the Ashland division, and the
o n
interest
$167,000 second mortgage
bonds, and also because of light business
from a laok of snow.
National

G. A. R,

Appointments.

Rutland, Vt.,March 12.—The

announce-

ment is made hero of the following Vermont
appointments by commander-inohief I. N. Walker of the Grand Army:
Aides-de camp with the rank of colonel,
H. W. Spofford, George W. Kenney, E.
M.
Paynes and Joel C. Banker, all of
Rutland; George W. Hoyt, Randolph;
George T. Connor, Barie; N." H. Hicks
and W. H. Hicks, Springfield.
RepublicanllNalional Committeeman.

Chicago, March 12.—Ex-Gov. Joseph W.

lifer of Bloomington, was unanimously
chosen today by the Republican
state
central committee as national oommitteeman to succeed the late Wra. J.Campbell.
Mr. Fifer declined, saying he was out
of polities.

Ice Raft Crushed the Wolf.
Nortliport, N. Y., March 12.—The
schooner ashore on Eaton’s Neck, driven
St. Johns, N. F., March 12.—The Britthere during the storm yesterday, 1b the ish sealing steamer Wolf, owned by the
Kate Scranton of Sag Harbor,
not the Newfoundland Steam Sealing and WhalEmma Bates, as before reported. The ing company, of this city, was crushed
names of the men drowned through the by ice off Foge Island today and sank.
swamping of the yawl are Charles Chris- The ice literally formed a raft over the
terman, mate, aged 50, a Norwegian, and vessel and the crew of 275 men aboard
George Upther of Sag Harbor, oolore'i, barely escaped with their lives.
aged 50. Tho sohooner is a total wreck.
Late Marine News.

Won’t Fire Manchester Commissioners,

Concord,
ing of the

Languish

Hope of Relief.

failed.
The news of tho first action by Congress has
already reaohed all the rebel

FIRE PROOF.

Public library, Miss AdWashington, March 12.—In the Senate Currin, Bangor
die C. Furbish, public librarian, Porttoday Mr. Hansbrough, Republican of
North Dakota, introduced a bill to grant land; secretary. Miss H. S. Fernald, liMaine State College, Orono;
a federal charter to
the company to be brarian,
Prof. George T. Little, libraknown as the Maritime Canal Company treasurer,
The company asks rian, Bowdoin college.
of North America.
At the afternoon meeting Prof. G. T.
for no bonds, but seeks authority to conlibrarian of the Bowdoin college
struct a canal connecting the Great Lakes Little,
an exoellent paper on the
with the Atlantic ooean with a channel library, gave
of books for free publio libraries.
26 feet deep and 500 feet wide, the eanal selection
also read by Miss H.
C.
to connect Lake Erie with Lake Ontario Papers were
librarian of the State college,
and extend from the latter lake or the Fernald,
Prof. E. W. Hall, librarian of the
St. Lawrenoe river to Lake Champlain and
thence to tidewater in the Hudson river. Colby university library.
The evening’s meeting closed with a
The charter Is lengthy and provides for
the regulation of traffic) and tolls by the lecture by Rev. E. E. Newbert, UnitarInterstate commerce commission,for soiz-_ ian pastor, at the cliuroh on “Books,”
ure for the public use and
welfare, for which was followed
by a sooial|gathering.
a rigid limitation of charges and an
annual report to the government.
The
The Kate Scranton a Wreck.
ed to

HORRORS OF THE CUBAN WAR.
American Citizens

soon

West

BUIlDISfl IlIRflED,

POPE

alarm
IN THE HOUSE.

_

New York, March 12.—Lawyers Jones
of Mr. Hoar (to refer the matter back to
Garvin,
representing La Com- the committee on foreign relations for inpagnie Generale Transatlantic, owners of vestigation) was unexpected. His action
the steamer La Bourgogne, filed a libel sught to take the whole matter out of
had been no privateers fitted out in any this afternoon in the admiralty hranoh the bands of the committee and deter it
’’
authority.
until the middle of April.
war since 1856 even by the powers that of the United States District oourt for
The report as made by Mr. Royse. ReMr. Sherman thanked Mr. Hoar for his
had
not acceded to the declaration of
Indiana and other members
$20,000 damages against the Birtish compliments which he had passed upon publican of
Paris, and in view also of the faot that
him yesterday, although they were prob- of the majority of the committee finds
the people of a neutral flag received gen- steamship Aiisa sunk in the harbor Febthe majoirty for Robbins should be
ably too uioely put. He assured the Sen- that
eral
acceptance, he doubted if Spain or ruary 29 and asked for the arrest of W. ate that he and Mi. Hoar would continue 286. This apparent majority was obtained
ITUU1U
Ul IU
UlIXlUl
GUUUVXJ
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UIUUJIU
J. Morris, captain of the Aiisa,for crimi- to sit side by side in peace and har- by fraud. They reoommend the seating
Mr. Balfour hold
measures suggested.
of Aldrich.
nal oarelessness.
mony. Mr. Sherman said that had the
that there was a general acceptance of
The minority of the committee through
Tha libel charge the collision was due luamuviuuD uddu iuau.o juiut, iuu iicai- Mr.
Paris
declaration Dy all powers,
the
Densmore, Democrat of Arkansas,
Boylston
dent, would have been compelled at a
Robbins’s majority 559 and recomfind
though it was not embodied in any to the fact that the Aiisa was anchored oritioal stnge of the war In
Cuba to eithtreaty.
in the channel in an improper and unsafe er approve or disapprove them within ten mend that he be permitted to retain his
MAINE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
Mr. Broderick, parliamentary secretary
seat. The opening speeoh was made by
manner and in violation of law. She was
days. All that was wanted was an ex- Mr.
a
of the war offioe, stated in reply to
Moody, Republican of Massachuthe opinion of Congress.
of
pression
question asked by Dr. Tanner, nation- not properly officered, was short handed However, they might, differ from the setts, who said the Democrats and Re- Holds a Meeting in Augusta and Elects
alist member from middle Cork, that the In orew, and that neoessary precautions
publicans on the committee alike agreed
Officers For Ensuing Year.
President on matters bf domestio policy,
offioe knew nothing of the report
war
that more than half the votes counted
were not taken to avoid acoident.
no one believed but that he would be acthat English military offioers had offered
ten
Robbins
in
the
for
preoincts were
tive, energetio aud honest in dealings
their services to Spain in the event of
in the boxes.
Augusta, March 12.—The meeting and
witn foreign powers and in the case of fraudulently put
TAILOR’S STRIKE IN CHICAGO.
the occurrence of hostilities between that
on the ease the House
Without
action
of the Maine Library AsAmerioan sentiactuated
reorganization
strong
by
war,
oountry and the United States. The
ment. Mr. Sherman said that he be- ad journed.
sociation was held this morning with a
of such action, he added, would It Promises to Reach Very Serious Prominister was

says that Mr. Gladstone deolined to introduce a deputation to Lord Salisbury
to urge the establishment of a national
fund under government patronage for

Lot No. 3.

33,

—

Maroh 12.—The St. James Gazette dissects the article published in the
Chronicle
Daily
attacking the Venezuelan Blue Book and
declares it to be a
“Tissue of perversions and marc’s nests,’ MR. SHERMAN AGAIN ADDRESSES
and altogether a hasty attempt on the
SENATE ON THE SUBJECT.
part ot the Radicals to discredit the
British ease.
The St James Gazette in a late edition
admits that the Chronicle proves that
there has been certain loose, careless and
of Every American Should Leap in
misleading translations introduced into Blood
the Venezuelan Blue Book, and gives as
Sympathy For Cubans Ho Says—Spain
an instance the despatch sent home to the
Herself May Soon Become a Republic—
oenturion in April, 1770, which in effect
Humber of Bills of Importance Passed—
shows that the Dutch did not hold anything on the Cuyuni except a settlement
House Considers Several Eleotion Cases,
at the mouth of that river, where it joins
the Essequibo. The Gazette’s article conWashington, Maorh 13.—'The conference
cludes by saying that the oompilers of
on the Cuban belligerency
resoluthe Blue Book in the foreign office cer- report
tions was taken up at 1 o’clock and Mr.
tainly owe the pnblio an explanation.
Hill of New York adressed the Senate.
ITIUl Ulllg X USl XX JJ J I* lull XXXI
LUC lUaiLCI
He said he should vote to non-concur in
Post
March
13.—The
Morning
London, ;
what it terms the vehement the conference report because he,objeoted
criticizes
partanship of the Chronicle in attacking to the terms of the third resolution and
the British case. It accuses the Cnroniole his
objection was based only upon that
of careless
statements and irrelevant
He should vote
declarations and says it has evidently particular resolution.
neglected to read the treaty of Munster. against concurring because he wanted to
Happily, the Post adds, there^are many place the resolutions in such parliamenindications that tho Chronicle’s attacks
that the third resolution readfind faint response in the United States. tary shape
“The United States has not intering,
Sir Thomas Wishes It Was So,
vened in any of the struggles between
Maroh 12.—The permanent
London,
any European government and their colunder
state for foreign
secretary of
affairs, Sir Thomas Henry Sanderson, onies on this continent,’’could be amendwas asKert today if the report oabled here ed and be made more clear.; He favored
from the United States that a settlement the other two resolutions beoause they
of the
Venezuelan question has been
wero substantially the same as the Senreached, was correct, he said he would
be glad
to know that the Venezuelan ate resolutions. He would not retraot his
dispute was settled, but, he added, “I aotiou on these resolutions.
know nothing about suoh a settlement
Mr. Hill said he was for
ooncurrent
as the one
reported in New York having
been reached. For all I know, however, resolutions because they only expressed
the opinion of Congress, and were rea settlement
may be near, blit I have
speotful not only to our own President
not heard of its attainment.
hut to the government of Spain.
He beSpanish Government Will Pay Big Inter- lieved the President would carefully consider the resolutions. They would have a
est.
moral effeot throughout the country and
London, March 12.—A despatch from throughout the world.
The iuterest of
Madrid to the Pall Mall Gazette says
humanity demanded that the Cubans
that Premier Canovas Del Castillo, af- should be treated as
Their
belligerents.
ter consulting the bank managers, called exeoution must be
stopped. They must be
a meeting
of the oabinet which decided treated as
of
war.
Their recogprisoners
to secure a
monthly subscription of 6,- nition could not be offensive to Spain. It
000,000 for the purpose of prosecuting should be granted by this government in
the war in Cuba, the governinyit to pay the interest of
humanity and in accordsix per cent interest therefor.
ance with the customs of all civilized nations.
Petroleum Wells On Fire.
of Ohio,
Mr. Sherman, Republican
Odessa, March 12.—Fire at the Melikoff oliairman of the committee on foreign repetoleum wells at Baku, destroyed eight lations, defended that committee from
well* and
two factories. Two persons the criticisms levelled at it
yesterday by
lost their lives in this conflagration.
Mr. Hoar. Mr. Hoar had oonvinced him,
Mr. Sherman said, that lie was one of
WANTS AILSA’S CAPTAIN ARRESTED. the
strongest friends of Cuba. Mr. Sherman said he
supposed Mr. Hoer would
Criminal Carlessness Alleged in Sinking of support the oommittee’s resolutions.

party to the

eclaration of Paris of 1856.
Mr. Balfour, first lord of the treasury
leader in the House,
and government
said
that in view of the faot that there

Special
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FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

and Women

FRIDAY

MAINE,

PRESS
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;

MISCEIXANEOUS.

DAILY

March
12.— Cleared,
Va.,
schooners Ellen M. Golder, Boston; Uen.
S. E. Merwin, Providenoe; Independent,
Portland.
Baltimore, March 12—Cleared, schooner
Jose Ulaverrl, Boston, called, sonooners
and Jose
Horatio L.
Baker,
Yale,
Olaverri of Boston; Addie -u. Anderson,
Fall Elver.

Norfolk,

A Butterine

Factory Seized.

Providence, E. I., March 13.—The factory of the Vermont Manufacturing oommanufacturers of butterine, in
pany,
this city, was seized this afternoon by orAn Entire Family Poisoned.
ders of Collector Byxbee of tbe internal
The charge is said
St. Joseph, Mo., March 12.—The entire revenue deportment.
family of Dillon B. Taylor of Craig to be of sending out goods without proper
were
poisoned Tuesday by some- stamps.
Mo.,
thing in the food which they had eaten
for sapper.
Mr. Taylor died last night
Schooners Driven Ashore.
and five of the children are in a very
Fire
N.Y., March 12.—The life
Island,
critical condition.
J. Libby,
savors report the bark H.
Thinks

Europe Should Help Spain,

ashore at Zaoh’s Inlet sinoe

March2,

went

to the piers in last night’s storm. What
Paris, March 12.—The' Eclair today was left
of the soliooner Nellie Woodbur
Cuban
the
resolutions
commenting upon
whioh went ashore on Long Beach abotir
of Congress, say* that in view of the “exag- the same
time, was driven high upon the
of
the United beach.
gerated pretensions”
States, it is “diffloult to see why European diplomats cannot, at least, extend Miss Barton Doing Quite Well iu Turkey.
their good offioes to Spain.”

Constantinople. March 13.—Two of the
assistants of Mies Clara Barton, presiTO CUKE A COED IN ONE DAY.
dent of the American Red Cross Society,
Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. hove received permission to proceed to
All druggists refund the money if it fails Alexandretta.
Miss
Barton, however,
to core. 2->
.will remain here for the present.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

of tartar baking powder.
all
in leavening strength
of
Highest
Government
States
United
—Latest

A

cream

Food Report.

Powder
Royal Baking
•n«
v.

Co.

NO

MORE TROUBLE LOOKED FOR.

A Deoislon From Chairman

of

speotaole

MONSTROUS JAM,

Kentucky

Legislature Said to End the War.
Maroh 12.—In
the
Frankfort, Ky.,
Senate this morning Mr. Jones, Republican, offered an amendment to the journal which made it appear that the Senate
had adjourned before the report, declarthe seats vacant, was considered.
The lieutenant governor said he had intended
finally to put the motion for ex-

The Frozen Mass That Now Marks
the Kennebec’s Course.

ing

NO

SUCH

pulsion.
The Senate voted down the amendment
and
approved the journal as It stood.
ordered the police to dear
The mayor
the lobby of all but members and officers
before noon.
The crowd resented this, but the exmembers and the state officials had to go
as
well as the rabble. James and Walton were still in the House when it was
announced that the Senate was ready for
When the roll was
the
jolut session.
first called none of the Republicans answered to their names till Dehoe was
When he responded, Jones, Lay
called.
and Landes followed, and all the Republicans began answering to their names.
Neither olerk called the names of the
No one attempted
unseated members.
to Interfere with James and Walton, who
had seats on the floor. Senator Bronston
asked for the reading of yesterday’s
each house. Mr.
journal of
Burnet,
Rep., objected to the reading of any
but the joint session journal of the joint
Mr.
Bronston
said
seen stationed in
the
oorridor police officers. He asked that
be
excluded
from the floor exeveryone
the actual members and officers
cept
and bonafide newspaper correspondents.
The chair ruled that the rules allowed
ex-membfere and
state officials on the
floor, but ha put Bronston’s request in
the shape of a motion. The Republicans
refused to vote and broke a
quorum.
fin__t_:_

__

«
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SIGHT

EVER

SEEN IN

MAINE BEFORE.

Buildings, Fences, Fogs, Timbers, Boats,
Ice, Snow and Slush Frozen Into One
Huge 3Iass that Stretches for Miles and
Miles—How
Man's

a

Grove of Trees

Saved

a

Property—The Terrible Hanger

that Threatens

If

the

Ham

THE

IRESS.]

Is

Not

Started.

[SPECIAL TO

was
probably never presented
Maine river before. In that eonglomerate mass is frozen about everything imaginable that oould float or be
swept before the furious onslaught of
the rushing waters. There were of oourse
millions of logs, big and little, of
every
conceivable size and shape and
thrown
into every kind of a position
by huge
blocks of Ice that securely hold them in
place. Then there are fences innumeraioe chutes,
ble, sections of ice houses,
boats, pig pens, barrels,
boxes, cord
wood, wheels, old wagons, all torn from
their natural resting plaoes on the farms
up river and carried for miles and miles
down the river.
Right in the middle of the stream,
seemingly ns if built there rests a nig
two story barn.
It originally contained
the
hay of a farm miles
up the
river, but suoournbed to the rush of the
water and was floated down to its
present location, in the middle ot the Kennebeo River, where men are beginning to

upon

Richmond, Me., March 13—It is safe to
say that never before in history, have
the waters of the Kennebeo borne suoh a
gigantic freight as is now firmly Imbedded in the billions of tons of mighty Ice
blooks that now rest upon the surface ; of
the waters or rest high upon the banks

TEETH OF A CIRCULAR SAW.
Through several rows the torrent

a

THE FAIRY QUEEN WENT

Its way, and then the trees withstood the
shook, formed a hariioade, against whioh
the logs and ice formed in a jam and
the house whs saved. It is needless to
say those trees will always be held sacred
in the memory of the Gorham family.

Rhode

yum.cu

Congressman

Green,

Conservative member of Parliament for
has written the Pall Mall
Gazette that he thinks Spain would make
an error if she regarded
the recognition
of the Cubans as belligerents as a hostile
aot.
Island Thief Extradited.

London, Maroh 12.—The extradition of
John L. O'Brien, who is wanted at Newport, R. I., on the charge of
stealing
rubber goods from Goodrich’s factory.and
who says he forfeited his bail on advloe
of counsel, was granted at Bow
street
police court today.
Texas and Louisiana For

Maroh

Keed.

13.—Speaker

Reed
was informed yesterday that thus
far 20
of the Texas delegates had been elcoted
tor him, and that more were likely to be
secured. He expects to have the Texas
and
Louisiana delegations practioally
solid,
A Fortune For

a

Maine Man.

March 12.—Tlio Senate
claims has made a unaniin
favor of William S.
report
Grant of Gardiner for nearly $78,000 and
a report is expected from the House committee tomorrow.

Washington,
on

that if written to confidentially. I will mail in
sealed letter, the plan pursued by which I
was permanently restored to health and
manly
vigor, after years of suffering from Nervous

Weakness, night losses and weak, shrunken

parts.

as

it Appears, Near Swans Island, Richmond; Looking from the Richmond
Side.

under some condition*, is very plainly
shown in the accompanying cut entitled
“The
Kennebec a* it
appears, near
Swan’s Island, at Richmond.'
At the two locations marked “A” and
“B” two good men of Richmond have
lived in peace and harmony as neighbors
for many years past. Now one of them still
has a fine house in which to live, while
all that remains of the habitation of the
other is a mass of tumbling boards and
and timbers. What did itP Those trees
at the left of the house marked “B
For many years that grove of large trees
has stood there and
NOBODY SEEMS TO KNOW

just why it

was
left. There was good
timber stuff in it, and it was an obstruction to the view of the people living in
the house in question, but nevertheless
the grove was allowed to stand, probab-

ly fate decreed it, but now, you eouldb’t
buy one of those trees for love or money

Some idea of the extent and force of the late floods can be gained from the fact that the
ferryman's house on the Richmond side of the river shown iu the above picture, when things
are in their normal condition, is about a sixteenth of a mile from the waters
edge. To-day it is
lltterally hemmed in by ice and timbers, thrown against it by the force of the flood.
Is one of great wildness, it is perhaps nowhere more appalling in its aspect than
in the vicinity of Swan’s Island,
Richmond, to whioh plaoe the PRESS repre-

for

to their

Gorham

strength and location John
the salvation of his home-

owes

stead.
When the mighty

mass of
ice, logs and
came roaring
and tearing
wreckage
visit today.
When down the river, there was
nothing in
one looks at
that terrible mass which front of the ferryman’s house, marked
marks the course of the river, some idea A, and as the water rose higher and
of the immense power of the freshet is higher, the huge blooks of ioe thumped
and pounded against the house till it
obtainable. To see these immense logs wag literally lifted from its
foundations
stioking bolt upright in the ice, frozen and thrown high upon the bank, an
Meantime the
solid, projecting some 25 or 80 feet in the almost | shapeless ruin.
torrent was not
neglecting
air, one shudders to think of the force roaring
Gorham
neighbor
below, but the trees
that rolled and tumbled them about like
saved him. The grove was a large one—
so many little pins In a bowling
alley.
been but a few trees
When the reporter made his way, and had there
they
would r.ot have availed,for the vast mass
it was diffioult climbing,
out into the
was
onward
In
Its
rushing
of
depath
frozsn river,
struction at an eight mile an hour gait
fast
as
the
NEARSWAN’S ISLAND,
(as
average horse trots), and
when It struok the first row of trees it
the sight that was presented was both in cut them off as
neatly and smoothly as
teresting, weird and terrible. Such a ; if they had been subjected to the sharp

sentative

made

a

Cumberland Co. Pharmaceutical

no
a

business transacted

publio

at

the

meeting

of

nature.

The Ericsson Isn’t Paid

For.

I have no scheme to exhort money from any
New London, Conn, March 12.—The
whomsoever. I was robbed and swindled
boat Ericsson was this forenoon
by the quacks until I nearly lost faith in torpnlo tor
libelled
$2,500 by her orew and $60)
mankind, but thank Heaven. I am now
well, vigorous and strong, and anxious to by Darow & Comstock for material, etc.
States Marshal Morris was put
make this certain means of cure knowu to United
all.
aboard the
vessel.
It was announced
Having nothing to sell or send C. O. D. I want that she would leave
Saturday for Brookno
Address
money.
JAS. A. HABKI8,
lyn navy yard, aud the creditors to proDelray, Mich,, Box 36t).
th®
tact,
one

^Ien

Think That

covered

mous

a

KEEP THE NASAL PASSAGES CLEAR,

1

g

According to the best authorities chronic nasal catarrh results from
neglected acute attacks. Hollowing a cold is always an attack of acute
catarrh.

No cure can be effected without
absolute cleanliness of the nasal passages,,
This is secured and

^g^
""

V

A
m

V

at

ST

absolutely guaranteed by

Write for testimonials to tiie California Catarrh Cure

Co.,

&

Boston, Mass.

For sale and dealers supplied by Cook, Everett & Pennell and J.W.Perkins&C*.

MARK TWAIN SICK.
Boston

Society.
The Cumberland County Pharmaceutical Society
usually hold a meeting in
January to talk over matters pertaining
to the trade,
and after tho business is
transacted enjoy a supper.
Sunken Steamer Floated.
This year instead of holding the meetVineyard Haven, Mass., March 12.—
The
sunken steamer Monohansott, at ing in January it was delayed until last
Woods Hole has been floated.
took place at the Preble
evening and
house.
There were 29 members present
AN HONEST MAN.
and they fully enjoyed an excellent supDear Editor: Please inform your readers per in the small dining room. There was
committee

Pearsons of North Caroa gen-

a

They

Have

places

if it did not

literally

drown them

out.

WILL BE READY FOR WAR.

DisThe Great American Humorist

Gold Mine.

Seriously

Francisco, Maroh 13—A mysterious
expedition left today for Alaska. The

111 at

Said to be

schoonei Excelsior was chartered
and the owners of the vessel know hardly
anything of the plans of the managers.
Last year some wealthy oltizens of Boston heard rumors of immonsn gold bear-

The question is, huw to break up the
jam and that question is now agitating
the
minds of the brightest
river men ing deposits at Cook Inlet, aud A. Pen
in Maine, and they are already experi- nock an experrience miner, wus sent up
menting with dynamite and other means to view the country.
Pennook was sue

Will Continue

find out their effects.
cessful beyond all question and with a
The
big jam of ’96 which will go
down Into history as the biggest in the few friends measured off ten acres of land
liistcry of the state must be broken up whioli, it was alleged, showed gold from
and the bright ifien of Maine will find a
the grass roots to the bed rock.
The
way to do it.
prospeotors washed out a few outers and
started for Boston.
GRAND PATRIOTIC TABLEAU FREE.
The gold is both fine and coarse and the
mint here values it at $16 per ounce. The
Raltle of
Hunker Hill, in an Original
Boston investigators incorporated ns the
Form Will Be Given Away with Next Alasak ifc Boston
company and $100,000
was paid in.
Sunday’s Globe.
Henry K. Spaudling and G. T. W.
Braman, the latter being at the head of
Boston, March 11, 1396—A remarkable the West Side Electrical Roads, came to
series ot grand patriotic tableaux on the this city and began preparations for the
expedition. Tho destination of the expepopular art supplement of The Globe will dition is about 20 miles from Resurrecbe opened next Sunday, with a splendid tion creek at the head of Crook's Inlet.
representation bt" the battle of Bunker
BRIEFLY TOLDHill, something that ought to find a
place in every New England homo. This
promises to be the most successful, as it
Owing to the lack of interest among
certainly is the most original feature yet the members, the Boston Athletic Assopresented on The Globe art supplements. ciation will not send a team to compete
It can easily be cut out and set un iDto in the Olympic games next Monday.
a tine historic
Italians desiring of escaping military
picture. The Sunday'Globe
circulation is increasing so rapidly that service are
flocking into France by every
it is advisable to order the paper in ad- railroad train and there is no diminution
vance.
of their numbers.
Hotel WiDter, at Kingfleld, has been
A Natick Shoe Man in Trouble.
sold to
J. W. Jordan. The hotel was
Natick, Mass., March 12.—A report is built and has always been owned by
current Lera ot the financial embarrass- John Wiutor.
ment of (J. F. Driscoll, shoe manufacturAmong the petitions to the Senate yeswho lately decided to remove from terday was one by Mr. Gallinger, of the
er,
Holllston to Natick.
For some months White Ribbon women, a branch of the
business men have been making overtures Women’s Christian Temperance
Union
to Mr.
Driscoll for the removal of his of New Hampshire, advocating the setbusiness to Natick.
tlement of differences between the United
After much discussion it was voted to States and “the mother country” by arpay $1,260 upon the establishment of his bitration.
business here, the subscription being to
The
committee on public charitable
reimburse Mr. Driscoll for the expense nstltutions of Boston
yesterday, reported
of removing his machinery from Hollisappropriating $100,000 for the Massachuton Every thing was settled satisfactorily setts Charitable
and
Ear Infirmary.
Eye
n.lld the committee wore renrlv tn turn
Henry Farrar, of Lisbon, cast a $30
over the money today.
When the mornJUHIVlUg
ing's report was circulated they immedi- HV1V4 JJiOUU
three weeks ago and the flood reately ordered the treasurer, Edward ohange
vealed
it
to
him
the
other
This
is a
day.
(o
retain the money until the matClark
modification
of the Scriptural
er is investigated.
Driscoll’s integrity is slight
of
bread
injunction
casting
upon the
unquestioned.
Farrar doesn’t object
waters, but Mr.
to it.
Maine Pensions.
Clarence F. Wing, a well-known busiWashington, March 13.—The follow- ness man of Augusta, was found dead
in bis barn Thursday, probably of heart
ing pensions have been granted to Maine disease.
people:
fire at Reylear opposite Havana,
A
ORIGINAL.
Wednesday
night, destroyed the sugar
of the American firm of Crabb,
refinery
Duncan Frazier, Phipp3bnrg; William
&
Co. Two warehouses and 12
H. Morse, Harpswell; Edmund McFar- Triay houses
were burned.
The loss is
emitH
land, Ellsworth.
The
sstimated at $230,000.
refinery
for
insured
was
$100,000.
INCREASE.
the
Robert Cushing,
sculptor, died in
William D. Tyrrell, Linneus; Elijah
G. Hall, Carmtns k; Frederiok L. Nash, Now York yesterday of Bright’s disease.
His last work was a buBt of President
Milbridge.
Senate chamber in
for the
Fillmore

London, March 13.—A despatoh to the
Central News from Bombay says that
Samuel U. Clemens (Mark Twain)
is
seriously ill at Jeypire.
COAL WILL GO UP OF COURSE.
1 hat 1

tYl.a' AIL,such

Agreements

as

This

Mean.

to

I1LV

A

light With the Moonshiners.

Chicago,

March

1

VI1V

lli*u

Washington.
Another Clothing Firm Assigns.

13.—A

special to the
Record from Kern«rsville; N.C.,sajs Jim
A Heresy Trial io Connecticut.
Smith has been after blockaders again,
Madison,
Conn., March 18.—An old- and this time with disastrous and bloody
fashioned heresy trial over the violations effect.
Two men
at Kernersville lie
of the Orthodox creed in the
Congrega- dead while Smith and another officer
tional churoh, will take
are
Very badly wounded. The Jordans
place here, beattacked in their home by four
ginning March 84th. The pastor ot the wore
Congregational churoh, Hev. T. Brown, revenue officers and a desperate battle
is accused
of heretical teaching by the followed, the
moonshiners continuing
conservative
members of the Congrega- the fight after being rlddlod with bullets.
tion council of about a dozen neighboring churches summoned to deal witn the
matter.
How's This?
Among the oi.rgy in council
will be Hev. Drs. Smyth, Munger and
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
Phillips of New Haven, and leading Orthodox clergymen in New England. The any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
specifications against Mr. Brown are for Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., props., Toledo, O.
violating in his preaching the vital
We the undersigned, have known F.
points of the Congregational Orthodoxy.
J.
His
aocusers
J.ave for the most part Cheney for the last 16
years, and believe him
been
members of the church sinoe the
honorable
in
all
business
transacperfectly
the century. The local tions and
early half of
financially able to carry out any
churoh was founded about 1650.
obligation made by their firm.
WEST & TRUAX, Wholesale Druggists,
An Oil Mill Burned.
Toledo, O.
WADDING, KINNAN <!fc MARVIN, WholeVioksbnrg, March 18.—The Clarksdale sale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
oil mill was burned yesterday morning
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken Internally
with animmenso quantity of seed.
The acting directly upon the blood and
mucou,
loss will approximate $100,000; partially surfaces of the system. Price 76e. per bottles
insured.
gold bv aU nrueglsta. Testimonials free.

Spanish Thinks There Wont Be One But

Jeypore.

Preparations,

San

steam

Wednesbury,

Washington,

uia-

VilU

AN ALASKAN ELDORADO.

paragraphs endorsing the
administration of President Cleveland,
for
home
rule In the distribudeclaring

Bhode

IU

Jof

ral way.

in

Mistake.

SANBORN, Importers, Boston.

the imp. if-

lina, indorsed the proposition in

were

March 12—Alfred Davis

publio domain,

Holmes, state geologist of North
Carolina, showed the eduoational advantage connected with good reads. Mr.
Anderson
of the Wheelmen’s League,
took up
the general subjeot of instructing the people In road improvements.

After the recess the committee on resolutions made a report, which was adopted. The principal features of the reso-

London,

the

vuu

Prof.

The Kennebec,

tion of looal offices, and re-aifirming tho
plank of 1866 in regard to know-nothingism In its relation to the American
Protective Association.
No action was
taaen
on unsocial matters.
six delegates to the Chicago convention were selected.

CHASE &

highways

country.

money” and “free silver” advocates.

a

of

road {material and
iree
testing of these in the construction f
modern roads and
instruction in road
making at agricultural colleges and experimental stations Representative 8.
W. Stonef of Penwylvania, the author
of the bill, briefly explained the purpose
of the bill.
The commission contemplated no great expense, he said, no increase of salaries and its life was limited
in time.
It meant a brief continuation of the
work the Agricultural Department had
so well begun.
Mr.Sams, an official of the Wheelmen’s
League, spoke for the wheolmen of the

Condition.

Would Make

UJ

oovery

Washington, Maroh 12.—The District of
Columbia
Demooratic convention met
here today with a full attendance of 66
delegates, to elect six national delegates
to the Chicago convention. A recess was
taken to enable the oommittee on resolutions to get to work, there being considerable
feeling between the “sound

Spain

improvement

the

on

ways
UIVUV

where they were hurled by the resistless
Woonsooket, R. I., Maroh 13.—A six- foroe of the reoent
freshet.
tenement bouse owned by the Slatersville
This mighty jam of wood and ice exMills Company, located opposite the railtends for miles and miles upon the Kenstation at that
way
village, was de- nebec
down
to
what
is
way
stroyed by fire this forenoon.
The ocouknown as “the chops” where there is now
pants, live families, some 40 persons in
open water. In this jam is everything
all, lost nearly all their household effects conceivable in the
way of wreckage that
and clothing
and are homeless. They
was floated down the stream
by the reare mill employes.
There is not a vacant
oent floods, caught by a rapidly
falling
tenemont in
the village and they are
temperature and now lies firmly fastened
In
Muslo
hall.
The
loss
on
quartered
in its frame of ioe. Following the freeze,
the buildings and contents is about $10,came snow storms and warmer
days—
no insurance.
A few tenants had
CCO;
then cold again, and now added to the
considerable
sums of money, their savioe is an immense
ings, reported to aggregate $2000, which
MASS OF FROZEN SLUSH
was burned.
the one thing that river men dread the
most in the time ef spring freshets, for
A. P, A. DEMOCRATS.
nothing makes water so fast as this slush
Members of District Columbia Democracy when once it commences to melt.
While the scene all along the Kennebec
A farm Belief in Know-Xotbingism.

lutions

roaster

byways and the best methods of
scouring the scientific location of I igh-

v

Island

March 18.—The two

and

HOMES AND MONEY BURNED.
In

Biddeford,

Making

Biddeford Pool.

fishing sohooner Fairy Queen, of Portland Captain George Cushing, foundered

promote

It
was agreed on all sides that the
obalr’s ruling
that 70 must be present
the situation.
and voting relieves
Nobody will now objeot to the presence
of the unseated members and no more
trouble Is looked for.
The
ballot stood:
Blackburn,
61;
Carlisle, 13; Buckner, 1. The Demoorats
are
over
the
chair’s
Jubilant
ruling.
They think they will get enough votes to
elect before the legislature adjourns on
Tuesday. Both houses have adjourned.

Operatives

Harbor at

The PRESS man stood for sometime on the rocks and sunk in five fathoms of
what had once served as a bridge at water last night, about 7 o’clock, while
Gardiner
(marked C,) now opposite the making harbor at Biddeford Pool.
ferryman’s, at Richmond, and surveyed
She was putting in past Wood Islandjin
the tremendous evidence of the destruction of the floods. Column after ooiumn a blinding snow storm under full sail.
might be written descriptive of the
Captain Cushing lost his bearings and
scene—it is the same story all up the the
vessel struck on Nigger Island, bgt
Kennebec and what is true of the Kennebeo is true to a greater or less extent of slid off and went upon Phillips Ledge,
other Maine rivers.
where she sunk In a few minutes.
One instinctively turns from a contemThe orew of eleven men escaped in
of
these
miles
and miles of slush,
plation
at the Pool.
ice and logs, and asks the question, what small boats and landed
another sudden thaw should come The Queen had 15,000 pounds of fish
if_
with all this mass of stuff to obstruct the aboard. The loss is over 13,000. She was
passage of the waters?
That is just the owned
by Cushing &MoKenney.
TEAR IT APART
question that is appalling the residents
of the Kennebec valley and stirring its
FOR GOOD ROADS.
to carry ashore the lumber and thus save residents to immediate
aotion to cause
a breaking up of the big
it.
Should
jam.
“There is a good deal of luok in this a
An Important Hearing Before the House
FRESHET COME NOW
world” said a Richmond
Committee on Agriculture.
man, “and it
applies even to freshets’” and when the the waters oould not get out and they
gentleman had pointed out a striking ob- would do the only other thing—back up;
Washington, March 12.—A hearing was
ject lesson to illustrate his point the and in this bnoking up is terrible menace given
today by the House agriculture
PRESS man was Inolined to agree with to the towns upon the banks of the Ken- committee on a bill to create a special
him. The illustration of this point, of nebeo, up stream,and there is no comput- commission on the high ways. The purthe damage that would result to
a freak of
the freshet, of bow a little ing
pose ol the commission is to enquire genthing may be of immense value to a man Augusta, Hailowell, Gardiner and other erally how th e government may further

adjourned

Unfortunate

A Portland Schooner Lost While

on

and that the motion was lost.
In,} the Legislature today, Mr. Carrol
ioroed from the chair the most importanl
rating of the session. He deolared that
he would rule on all questions that 7C
members must be present, “and voting”.
This removed a menace to the Demorats from the presence of James and Walton, even if Dunlop were present. The
chair
demanded a roll call for the vote
for
The Republicans did not
senator.
vote and the Demoorats divided themselves between Carlisle and Blackburn In
the usual proportion. The session then

Poor Mill

DOWN-

cut

O., March 12.—As a result
the olothing firm of
failure of
Rothschild, Baum & Stern of Rochester,
the
Union Clothing
N. Y., yesterday,
Company, Solomon M. Levy, proprietor,
assinged today. Assets $100,000; liabiliColumbus,

of

the

ties, $125,000.
Schooner

_

Wrecked,

New York, March 13.—An agreement
has beeu reached between the anthracite
coal producing raidorads and coal dealers
iu New England whereby the rate for

cite roads has been for the line trade and
only one-third foi tidewater. The general sales agents will meet Thursday and

expected to agree

are

on

a

small

advanoe

in prioes.
Are

Forgetting Ballington Booth Already.
New York, March 12.—Commander Eva
Booth at a meeting
of the
Salvation
Army auxiliary, announced that she had
received a cablegram from chief of staff,
Bramwell Booth, announcing
the appointment of Commander Booth Tucker
and wife to take charge of the forous in
the United States.
This was greeted with hisses and applause. The meeting showed oouclusivet
ly that Commissioner Eva Booth is fas
weaning the Tank and file from their
hero worship of Balllington Booth and
wife.
A Condition to Licenses.

Washington, March

12.—The Canadian
government has notified the government
of the United Status that licenses will
he issued to American vessels as usual
this ooming season, with the additional
proviso that any licensed vessel supplying any unlicensed vessel with supplies
which can
onlv be had by a licensed
vessel shall forfeit the license.
Carson Doesn’t Know About It Either.

London,

Grand Manan.

The crew

was

ohoose delegates to attend the state and
congressional conventions, March 29 and
30, were very harmonious. The A. P. A’s.
secured a solid delegation.

The President Back All Right.
Washington, Maroh 12.—The President
returned to Washington about 10 tonight
from his duck shooting expedition.

loaded with arms and ammunitions of
war, went to sea this morning. She regularly cleared from this port for Tampa.
I here is no doubt she is carrying aims
to Cuba.

John, the apostle of prohia
candidate for Conin
the
second
Kansas distriot.
gress
John P St.

bition, has become

Chamberlain’s Couhg Remedy gives
the best satisfaction of any cough medicine I bundle, and as a seller leads all
other preparations in this market.
I
recommend it because it is the best medicine I ever handled for coughs, colds and
W
croup. A.
Baldridge, Millersville,
111.

For sale by Landers & Babbidge,
Druggists; and C. B. Woodman, Westbrook.

Messenger’s Notice.
Office of tlie Sheriff of Cumberland County,
stale

ot

Maine,

cumoeriana

u.

ararcn

11th,

A. D.. 1896.
is to give notice, that ou the 10th day
of
March, A. D.. Is96, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland,

THIS

__niar!2&19

is

hereby

subscriber has bee
Notice
editor of the Will of

n

given, that th

duly appointed Eg

SARAH J. HAMBLEN, late of Gorham,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
has taken upon himself that trust as the la w
All persons having demands upon
directs.
the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted
to said estate are called upon to make payIn

Wrecked

Sicbooner^Washed

Ashore.

Highland Light, Mass.,

March 12—One
half the hull and deck of the sohooner
L. S. Wyman, whioh sunk off here yesterday, was washed ashore near Cahoons ment to
HENRY A. HAMBLEN. Executor.
hollow last night
Gorham, Mar. 3, ’96.
mar6dlaw3wThur*
Frost for His Creditors.

Raines

Dover, N. H., March 12.—Superintendent, Fish of the Cooheco Manufacturing
company says that the damage to his
oompany by the recent flood is only shout
$20,000 instead of $100,000 as at, first leported. The loss is chiefly to dams and
dye stuffs in the print works.

Arms and Ammunition for Cuba.

Charleston,S.C., March 12.—The alleged
steamer
“Commodore,”
filibustering

Gloucester, Mass., March 12.—The
Republican caucus held this eveoing to

saved.

Figures Reduced Considerably.

Homo resolutions.
He added that warlike preparations would be continued, the

March 12.—Mr. Curaon, under
secretary of foreign affairs, stated today
the estate of
that the government had no information against
LEONARD F. LIBBY and HOWARD F. LOMthat the settlement of the Venezuelan
BARD, both of Portland,
difficulty bad been effected.
adjudged to be Insolvent Debtors, individually
Despite Mr. Curson’s statement the re- and as partners under name of Dlrlgo Dry
port is credited In ministerial circles that Plate Works, on petition of said Debtors,
Prime Minister Salisbury has assented to which petition was filed on the 9th day of
the formation
of an Anglo-American March. A. D. 1896, to which date interest on
commission that
will be authorized to claims is to be computed.
That tlie payment of any debts to or
settle the dispute.
by said Debtors.and the transfer and delivery of
any property by ihem are forbidden by law.
Storm Was Severe in Vermont.
that a meeting of the creditors of sala
to prove their debts and choose on*
Brattleboro, Vt., March 13—About a Debtors,
or more assignees of their estate will be held
foot of
snow fell here last might which
ataCourtof Insolvency to be holden at Probate
was badly
drifted, delaying trains and Court Room, in said Portland, in said County of
of April
staves. The wind is blowing vigorously Cumberland,
the 6th
day
on
the forenoon.
tonight. Small towns report one of the A. D„ 1896. at 10 o’clock in date
first
the
above
hand
Given under iny
worst storms of the season.
C. L. BUCKNAM.
written.
the
Court
os
of
Messenger
of
Deputy Sheriff,
A. P. A. Had It Its Own Way.
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

Toronto, March 12.—James Fairhnad,
Halifax, N. S., Maroh 12.—The British manager of the Lake Simcoe Ice comschooner Kodron, Lookport, N, S., for pany, mado a personal assignment today.
St. Andrews, in ballast, was wreokod Liabilit ies, $54, 000: assets, $80,000.
nt

dently believing that the fact (lint th
Senate has not already agreed to the conference report, means there is good prosthe
pect of tho Senate not accepting

government being determined to be ready
for any contingency.
transportation and prices to he charged
The prime minister announced that It
for coal at different points east of the was
reopen the
intended '.o immediately
Hudson river have been arranged. Two- universities closed on
account
of the
thirds of the present tonnage of anthra- “anti-American demonstrations of the
students.”

A

But Crew Saved.

Madrid, March 12—Cabinet connoil was
held today at which Queen Regent presided. Senor Canovas Del Castillo, prime
minister made optimistic comments
on
the action of the American Senate on the
Cuban belligerency resolutions, be evi-

Liquor Bill Passed.

Albany. N. Y., Maroh 13.—The Raines
liquor tax bill pnssed the assembly this
evening; yes 84, noes 69. The bill now

goes to the governor.

pills for constipation io* and 25*. Get the
book at your druggist’s and
go by it.
Beecham’s

Anna*! ulu

maM

&ilon non hot—.

IS HEREBY GIVEN that the subscriber
has
been
appointed
duly
and taken upon himself the trust of administrator of the estate of

NOTICE

IRENE G. KING, late of Portland,
in
the County of Cumberland, deceased,
and has given bonds as the law directs, and
I have appointed
Henry P. King of Portland.
Me., agent or attorney within the State of
Maine. All persons having demands upon th*
estate of said deceased, are required to eg.
hibit the same; and all persons tndeoted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
ARTHUR C. KING.
Chicago, 111 Administrator, or to
HENRY P. KING,
Portland. M«*.. Airt or A tty.
nnr3dlaw3w 1 u*
Portland. Feb. 28, 189(i

Europe $132
paid.

•■penses
Nassau

marll

to $420. All ex-*
Frank Baker, 93

St., New York,

&1&*

..

MISCEIXAICEOUS.

DEERING.

_

Every Mother should always have it in the
house. It quickly relieves and cures all aches
pains, asthma, bronchitis, colds, coughs,
catarrh,cuts, chaps, chilblains, colic, choleramorbus, earache, headache, hooping cough,
and

inflammation,

la grippe, lameness, mumps,
muscular soreness, neuralgia, nervous head-

ache, rheumatism, bites, burns, bruises,
strains, sprains, stings, swellings, stiff joints,
sore throat, toothache, tonsilitis, wind colic.
Originated in 1S10 by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician. Its merit and excellence
have satisfied everybody for nearly a century.
All who use it are amazed at its great power.
It is safe, soothing, satisfying; so say sick,
sensitive sufferei^. Used Internal and External.
The Doctor’i signature and directions on every bottle.
Ih’st'd Pamphlet free. Sold everywhere Price, 35cents.
Six bottles,$2.00. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

FIRST CLASS
F»

I

N O

A

S

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

Mr.

Olmstead would report in 'favor of
t dyke
from Bedford street
across to
Cukey’s bridge. I fail to see any neces^ iity for suoh a
cutting in two of our
reautiful cove, and I beg the citizens of
1 he two cities
interested will examine
this cut of the Back Cove Park
made
| evoral years
ago.

this

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

\

MISCELLANEOUS.
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SEE WHAT THIS WILL BUY.

necessary proof of insanity however, it
was not possible to send the young man
at once to an
asylum, and so, with the
oonsent of his relatives, he was
committed to jail.
will be
Examination
made as to his mental
condition, and
it is probable that he will soon be taken
from the jail to the asylum.
Mr. James Mitchell of^Ealmouth street,
Oakdale will entertain tho Dirigo olub

evening.

LATEST

OF

E

?

Another step towards Price Nothingness further beyond
the reach of all

of

manner

Mrs. H. A. Hart will read

papet on "Reformation.”
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of Stroudwater
will address the members of the Whittier
and George Eliot olubs at the rosidenoe
of Mrs. W. H. Bryant of Portland, this

competition.

a

Jl

<

|

afternoon.
There
will be a supper and social in
the vestry of All Souls’,church, Morrills,

|

ONE THOUSAND PURE BLACK CLAY

evening.

The

HASTINGS’.

In common with many others interest’d in the Back Cote Perk and Boulevard
ichemo I was greatly disturbed to find

MISCELLANEOUS.

Superintendent Bachs,

U. S. Const Survey, and Capt. Davis,
since noted as Roar Admiral Davis, all
eminent authorities) lays
great stress
upon the importance of Back Cove, on
account of the area of its]wet basin. They
say, “It is a basin of 787 acres in extent,
nt high tide it is covered bv an average
of 7A foot, and contains about 110,440,000
cubic yards of water,” and “that they
oDinion,
are unanimous and clear in one
that the future occupation of Back Cove
should be guarded with jealous care because it is a valuable reservoir, and because it is the means of greater future
usefulness.” And further, ‘‘It is perfectly understood that the harbor of Portland

bank where he has money on
deposit. After his arrest, in his violence
he bent with his hands two of the iron
bars in his cell. In the absenoe of the

this

—AT—

W. P.

recently has been acting in a manner so
strange and violent that his relatives and
friends believe that lie is not in his right
mind. It was while in this condition
that he was arrested after visiting Portland and scattering about a lot of checks
drawn on

Engineer Corps,

Park.

To the Editor of the Press:

The case of Ellis M. Sawyer, who has
been seDt to jail for 30 days by tho Deerlug Municipal fcJuurt is a sad one and the
result of misfortune rather than wrong
doing. It was stated by one of his relatives yesterday that several years ago the
young man reoeived a
snnstroke, and

For FAMILY Use.

—-.

Baok Cove

regular monthly meeting of the

nnnnoil

tnboa

nlona thia

a von

ino nt.

7.30 o’clock.

The private dance at the Hoegg ball,

THE VICTOR

Deering Centre last evening, was a pleasant ocoasion, about 30 couples being present.

| The Cresoent

dramatic

club

who re-

PORTLAND.

cently produoed the “Mountain Waif” in
a
very successful manner, will produoe
a new
four act play at the new Hoegg
mis plan contemplates dredging out owes its existence to the
scouring aotion
hall, April 29 and 30 for the benefit of the mud so as to seouro a uniform depth ot the waters ot the reservoirs on the
ebb.”
returning
the Home for Friendless Bhys at Mor- of water of three or fcur feet at low tide.
Any dyke across the Cove would reduce
rills.
The mud excavated to be deposited upon the
apparent size of the Cove, impound
Miss Hattie Johnson, teaoher in the the site of the boulevard and islands. A one half of the water basin, and reduoo
the
llowage one half at least. Moreover,
Springvale high sobool, is spending her considerable saving in the cost of dredg-

A.

vacaton at her home on Meohanic street.
Mr. Arthur W.Pieroe has returned from
Providence.
Mr. Chester Doten of the Deering Grocery Company has returned from Boston.

Costs more to build than any
other Bicycle.
Wears longer.
WESTBROOK.
Runs easier. Victors spend their
time on the road, not in the
The East End Dramatic olub will give
Examine Victor au entertainment at Cumberland hall,
repair shop.
construction, before you buy. Maroh 25th.
Mr. Edward Phillips of the firm of
We are only too glad to explain
& Webb is in Boston this week
Phillips
it to yon.
on business.

in a commercial sense it should not be
ing out the oove will be saved by putting allowed^because it outs off one half of
in two "or thre6 islands a few aores in the shore of the Cove from the waters
extent, which can be eventually covered of the harbor. While it may not be desirable to have many dooks near the bouwith shrubbery and trees,
and upon
levard, It would be unwise to out off all
whioh Casinos, Kiosks and refreshment vessels from the D
Bering shores of the
booths can be erected.
Cove. Now I feel sure that when the
The most serious objection to the dvio city governments exnmine this soheme
is that it Alls up and reduces the wet they will And this
plan has greater pracbasin of Baok Cove.
tical value than auy plan whiob shall out
The Report of Commissioners on Port- up the waters of the Cove and
thereby
land Harbor in 1855, (a commission com- destroy its beautv.
posed of Gens. Totten, Chief of U. S.
EDWARD A. NOYES.

THE SEVENTH TIME.

E. S. PENDEXTER.
OPPOSITE NEW BAXTER BLOCK
Jfo. 561 Congress St., Portland. Me.
mar4dtf

FULL
COUNT
PRINTING
ON

Of the Meine

recent job we printed the outside
and another printer printed the inside. Our customer said:
Didn’t you
print more than 3,oco?” Ans. “Not
more than 20 over.”
Customer: “We
had 250 of yours left over.” Natural deduction : the other fellow gave short
count. That’s the kind of competition
that makes friends for us. He cheated
the customer out of nearly 10 per cent,
of the job.
We give you just what we charge you
for every time.

PRINT

87 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET

PORTLAND, ME.

NOTICE.

Annual

has tendered his
resignation as pastor of the Advent
church to take effect June 1st. There
will be a meeting of the church to consider the matter this evening.
The degree team of Calanthe Assembly
will work the degree on two candidates

Saturday evening.

■Wawenock Tribe of Hed Men worked
the Warriors’ degree on six candidates

Wednesday evening.
Funeral of Mrs. Cora Reed

Connell.

The funeral of Mrs. Cora Reed, wife of
Charles J. Connell, and only daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Watson, was
held last Sunday at the residence of her

parents,

Forest

Avenue,

Pleasantdale.

The deceased has been in
poor health
for the past eight years, but has only
been confined to the house about three

Banquet

of

tlie Sheridan

Capt.

Conley, His

Men, Honorary Members

and Invited Quests Celebrate the Anniversary of

Co. L.

Last evening the Sheridan Rifles, Co.
1st
Regiment, National Guard of
Maine, celebrated its seventh anniversary of their organization with a dinner

L,

at Swett’s

hotel.

A number of invited

WHITE’S.
480 Congress St., 0pp. Preble House
tebl9eodtf

R. H. JORDAN,
STATE

104

A.GBJHT.

St.,

Exchange
MAINE.

rORTLAXD,

After using one of tlie Nation
al Cash Registers about a year,
we are fully convinced that it is
one of the necessities of a retail
store, and heartily recommend
it to any one
doing a retail
business.

LANDERS & BAB8IDGE,

tlmrirkts. Mnmimsnt Snuare.

Jau2B_dtf

After
dinner, which was served in
Landlord Swett’s usual admirable style,
Capt. M. E. Conley, who presided, in-

troduced

the speakers of the
evening.
Gen. Lynoh, Mr. George Keeley, W. H.
Looney, Esq., Alderman Kehoe, Mr. W.

At the last quarterly
conference of
Old Oroliard Methodist ohuroh, held
Tuesday evening, Rev. G. R. Palmer
the

says Hr. Cyrus Edson.
It is such a simple thing and so common that very few people, unless it is a
case of pneumonia, pay any attention to
a cold.
There are a great many cases of
which have
catarrh and consumption
their origin in this neglect of the sim-

under the five years limit he cannot remain here longer than anotherjyear.
His
ministry has been a successful one.

cold, get rid of it

elected :
Moody, b. G.
were

FOB SALK BY_

H. W.

McCAUSLAND, 416 Congress St.,

Jobber of Bicycles and Supplies.

mar9d&t3mo

wood

Mantels

and TILING.
Samples and Salesroom,

424 CONGRESS
W.

A.

ST., CORNER TEMPLE.

ALLEN,

Foot el Preble Street,

ect&dtf

you would not think so, but
a very large
proportion of diseases in
New York oomes from carelessness about

“Perhaps

following named officers
Stewards—E. M. fates, I.
Stevens, M. E. Hill, J.
Gegenheimer, 0. W. Huff, C. A. Wing,
Ij. W. Hawkes, S. Hanoock, Mrs. M. A.
Harloy and Nettie L. Chase.
Rev. Walter Canham was invited, by
vote of the conference, to remain for another year as pastor of this ohurch, and

presiding,

M. E. Hill was elected delegate to the
annual conference to be held in Auburn.
Persons afflicted with chillblains, so
troublesome to many, will find a pleasant
and permanent ears In Salvation Oil.
ilea.

ell, of Hallowell.
Letters

were

reoeivert from

One Price Spot Cash Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers,
SO slilcL SO

Governor

Cleaves1, and Mrs. Is M. N. Stevens of
Portland, regretting their unavoidable

MONUMENT SQUARE, PORTLAND, ME.
CHAS. H.

catching cold,”

plest precaution of every day life. The
most sensible advioe is, when you have
as

soon

as

possible.”

Dr. Edson does not tell you how to cure
Take Chamberlain’s
a cold but we will.
Cough Remedy. It will relieve the lungs,
seoretions and
25 and 50
soon effeot a permanent oure.
cent bottles for sale by Landers & Babbidge, Druggists, Portland: and C. B.
Woodman, Westhroo'aid

expectoration, open

the

REDDON, Proprietor.

dlw

marl 2

condition.
Thumb’s Wedding.

Tom

Imagine
Ailed

a

with

brilliantly lighted church
guests, the organ playing a

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

COMMON SENSE
is but

wedding march as the bridal party, consisting of ushers, bridesmnids, maid of
honor, the bride and father, and par-

ture.
It

ding,
iruju

called a “Tom Thumb” wedbecause all who took part in it wero
was

rne

sniauess

meinuers

oi tne sun-

another

name

lor

Good
judgment.
judgment demands

E. Chandler, Lient. Collins and others
made appropriate
remarks that drew
ents, walk down toward the altar, and
merited applause.
At the termination of the speeches the that was what took place at the Church
and
their guests retired to of the Messiah last evening—in miniacompany

their armory and held an informal sooial
No
meeting.
military critic who has
been
months. Everything having
done
seen
the Sheridan Rifles could fail to
for her which could be done, it was deadmit that it is composed of excellent
olded to take her to the Eye and Ear Inand that its m< moers are a
material,
a
month
about
an
firmary
ago, hoping
hrvilu
rtf
afTirtlnnf
inlolllrvanf
benefit
her. At first
entire change might
or could
refuse to give due
soldiers,
she seemed to improve, then gradually
oredit to Capt. Conley both for its forma.she began to fail till the end came,
tion and for the high standard of disciThursday, Maroh 5th. She had a very
and training which he has always
pline
happy disposition, always seeing the
maintained.
bright side of everything and none knew
Co.
L, 1st Regiment, the Sheridan
her but to lovelier. She leaves a most
was organized in January, 1S89
devoted husband, a dearly loved daugh- Rifles,
M. E. Conley. The oompany
ter, Bessie; a father and mother; three by Capt.
brothers, Charles, George and Frank, and served in the reserve militia until that
one who has been as a sister, besides many
friends who have the sympathy of the organization was abolished in January,
community in their time of trouble. 1891, and then was admitted into the
The tributes were many and beautiful. National Guard, Capt. Conley
being reIt seemed as though thj deceased was
elected its captain. In 1893 tho Sheridan
asleep amoDg the flowors. Among the
floral offerings was a star with “Dot” Rifles made a tour of the the state and
from
the husband,
a
crescent with performed
their famous silent drill at
“Mama” from Bessie, broken cirole with
Biddeford and Bangor.
Cora” from father aud mother, pillow Lewiston,
The company this year has decided to
with “Sister” from Charles, George and
braiik, wreath with “Aunt Tola” from substitute a novel feature for their anCarlisle, six lilies with one stem broken nual ball. The services of the celebrated
from Jennie, basket from Mr. and Mrs.
Iiinis military band have been engaged
Chas. Welch, bouquets from Mr. Albert
Watson and family, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. to give a concert at City hall on April
Ballard, Mr. and Mrs. F. Carter, Mr. 18th. Mr.Innis, the director of this band,
and Mrs. G. Kennedy, Mr. Knight and won
renown as the trombone soloist in
familv. Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Knnnn. Mica
Grace Evans and brother,
'Mr. P. S. Gilmore’s band, and many of the musicRogers and family, Mr. Georgs Strout, ians were members of that organization.
Mrs. E. M. Hannaford, Miss T. A. A Portland
lady, Miss Webb, the daughParker, Mr and Mrs. Chas. Coolbroth ter of Mr.
Harry Webb, tho talented bariand Knapp Brothers, besides many cut
flowers. The services were conducted by tone player of Chandler’s band, is a viothe Rev. Ur. Blanchard, of Congress linist in tho Innis orchestra, and her ar*
Square church, Portland.
tistic execution
will not fail to give
pleasure to her many friends in the
Old Orchard M. E, Chnrch.
city.
the

held, Wednesday, at Hallowell, the
following being in attendance: Hon.
Moses Giddings, of Bangor: Miss Clara
M. far well, of Rookland; Capt. Charles
E. Nash, of Augusta, andEliphalet Row-

guests, among whom were Gen. John
J. Lynoh,
W. H. Looney, Esq, Aider- absence.
man
Keboe, Capt. Hogan of the MontMuch routine business was attended to
Guards, Lieut. Collins of Co. and the school was found to be in a most
gomery
A, wore present.
prosperous and in every way satisfactory

nnnm

We are now constantly receiving our Cpring
lines in Men’s, Boys* and Youths’ and also
Women’s Misses’ and Children’s Footwear.
We have enlarged our store, consequently we
will increase our various lines to such proportions as will enable us to suit all persons in
need of anything connected with a first class
Boot and Shoe establishment.
Our lines of
Young Men’s and Young Women’s Footwear
will contain the largest assortment of latest
Styles east of Boston, and we wish to impress
the public with this fact, viz:
That we are
selling goods at the lowest prices for high
in
footwear
.New
England.
grade

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,

Industrial School for Girls.—
Most Prosperous.

was

SHOW WINDOW.

IN OUR

-xox-

Institution

The quarterly meeting of the managers
of the Maine Industrial Sohool for Girls

$7.98.|

PRICE

SEE THEM

Rifles.

good class is attending. He proposes to
give a “cantata” at the end of the sohool

Elder M. G. Nelson

^

SPECIAL

resumed.
Prof. J. E. Ward has started a singing
school at the Methodist church and a

which will onnsist of twelve lessons.
Motorman Moore of the electrics is on
the sick list.

a

THE THURSTON

at the East End on Cumberland street is completed so that travel is

| OUR

QUARTERLY MEETING.

_

The;bridge

Cutaways, Sacks and Double Breasted. A regular $15.00 Suit;
Our price $7.98. We will also give you a new suit
for every one that docs not prove satisfactory “for a few days only.”
In

de-

caution—caution

mands

Worth of

care—

———

DOCTORS

1]¥

Material,
W or kinanship
and Finish.

REQUIRE

CASH.

•

The customs of a real wedday school.
The bridal party
ding ware adhered to.

CARE

the altar by the groom and
his best man, the father of the bride giving her away. The ceremony was performed by a bishop in pantomime. The
“gentlemen” of the party were all at-

their
prescriptions.
We have established a

were

met

at

in the

reputation

tired in full dress su its,and the costumes
of the “ladies” were copies of the drosses
of their elders. The names of the partici-

pants and parts taken were as follows:
Bride, Bernioe Woodbury; groom, Otis
Lapham; maid of honor, Mildred York;
best man, Willie Wish; ushers, Ueuben
McLean, Thurlow Bartlett, Cordis'HodgNonie
don, Koy Lynch; bridsmaids,
Inoz Harmon, Gracie Merrill,
Floyd,
Corinno Legault,; father and mother of
the bride, Chester Butler, Shirley Garden; father and mother of groom, Ralph
Sawyer, Lucy Webber; bishop, Mel Cal-

being

for

Fair Priced Druggists,

SIMMONS & HAMMOND,
Congress & Green Sts.

•

THE DAYTON, 1896.

Bicycle repairing by

most two hours a social timo was had,
and although the orowd was very'great,
all seemed to enjoy themselves. Refresh-

marl2d3t

an

expert mechanic.

O.

B K Wv

180

Dy

Exchange St.,

Economical Housef umisliers. Sole
Agents for Household Kanges.

OR RENT A PIANO
Until you have examined

and other high grade

All Styles.
business, and we are Cash or Easy
ready for business too, with a stock
Call and see the
of Wall Papers that can’t be equalled
There’s nothing like
in this town.

very
pretty and consisted of an
evergreen arch in each of the oentre
aisles, and an immense floral bell under
wore

which the bride

are

for

artistic paper to make a wall attractive to the eye, and give a room a
The

new

season are

designs

we

exceedingly handsome.

So

Payments.
Wonderful

AEOLIAN.

offer for this

stock too, gives ample room
'arge
for Choice, and in this superfluity of

All Prices.

Write for Catalogue if you cannot call.

M. STEINERT &

cheerful, inviting look.
H

stock ol

our

Steiuway & Sons,
Hardman, SacOn,
Standard, Gabler

PIANOS

“ON THE MOVE !”
We

marOdtl

DON’T BUT

Liberal allowance for old wheels in exchange.

EM
MIC £ ©ft
Us iMi
R©
W5
u

•

ments were

and groom stood.
The
committee having this in charge were
Mrs. II. E. Sherman, Mrs. F. N. Calderwood and Mrs. M. Simonds.
The
refreshments were served under
the direction of Mrs. C.Pettes, Mrs. It.
Noyes, Mrs. Harmon, Mrs. Fuller, Mrs.
G. E. Lelnvor and Mrs. K. m. Thornes.

o

Careful and

derwood.
At the conclusion of the ceremony the
“happy oonple” held a reoeption in the
vestry, to which plaoe those who witnessed the affair adjourned. Here for al-

served by a large number of
waitors.
The committee having the entertainment in oharge were Mrs. W. M. Kimmell, Mrs. W. O. Pitoher and Mrs. E. H.
Sargent. The decorations of the church

compounding

T.

SONS
St.

CO.,

517

Congress

C.

McCOULDRIC,

Manager,

a

Will

Stand By the General.

Peoria, 111.,

March 12.—The Illinois division of the Salvation Army closed its
session
liore last night.
officers
The
agrood to remain steadfast to General
Booth of England.
TO CUBE A C01A» IX ONE, i>AY.
Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money
if it
fails to cure. 25o.

riches

none can

fail to be pleased.

-CARDDR. F. AUSTIN

TENNEY,
OCULIST

H. J. BAILEY &

CO.,

190-192 Middle St., Portland, Me.

marll, 13

Office
and Residence
183 Leering St
Woodford*.
Special attention given to diseases of the
EYE and the fitting of LENSES. Consultation
free. Will call within city lfroits of Portland
and Leering on notice by postal or otbfirwBe
uu
dec27

PORTLAND DAILY

PRkSS

points

varying from

to

at

on their beats
ten miles in length
It will be seen that
ly did not place the
shops In Portland at

—AND—
MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscription Rates.

one

Mr. Baiter not onnumber of liquor
400, but that he

Daily (in advance) $6 per year: $3 for six
praotlcally denied the correctness of any
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
such statement.
The Daily Is delivered every morning by
within
the
limits
and
carrier anywhere
at
city
Col. Frederico Parez Garbo, Secretary
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance:, invariably at th of Gen. Maceo, has arrived in New York,
■ ate ol $7 a year.
and he gives a very encouraging account
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published of the progress of the rebel oause.
He
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months; says the patriot army numbers 60,000
6o cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial subscripwith muskets
well armed
men, fairly
tion of six weeks.
from the Spaniards. He reports
Persons wishing to leave town (or long or captured
Gen. IVelyer as completely dazed, having
short periods may have the addresses of their
acoomplishod nothing since he arrived in
papers changed as often as desired.
the island, and not knowing which way
Advertising Rates.
to turn. He alleges oruel practices by the
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
first
Three inser- Spaniards, while he claims that.the rebels
week, 76 cents per week after.
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
ates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week
week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpanel type and
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
first

line each insertion.
Pure

Reading Notices in reading matter type,

26 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, Lor Sale and similar advertisements, 26 cents per week In advance, for

less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adver40 words

or

loemanfa

barged

not

at

nfildl

regular

tin

orltronnn

lari 11

lie

rate*.

State Press—$1.00 per square
insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
aerlptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland. Me.
New York Office:
No. 66 Pulitzer Building, New York City,
Byron Andrews. Manager.
In Maine

for first

THE

PEE8S.

treat

prisoners

with

Another great battle has been fought
in Cuba. In this conflict five
Spaniards are reported “hurt” and fifteen
rebels killed.

great

kindness,

hoping
Spaniards may be affected
by the influence of a good example. Gen.
Carbo’s reports are to be taken of course
with
of
them
allowance but some
seem to be pretty well corroborated. Gen.
that tho

Campos has already borne testimony to
the humanity of the rebels and their

The Biddeford Record advises the new
city government to turn out every one of
the prominent office holders. That sounds
like non-partisanship, doesn’t it?

would seem to indicate that it was not so
awfully strong as has been pretended.
President

Cleveland has
two Presdential aspirants in his cabinet—Secretary Olney and Secretary Carlisle. That
is at least one too many to preserve harmony.
It is announced that Senator Hill of
New York has concluded to become a
candidate for the Democratic Presidential
nomination. He is said to want it for
the purpose of showing his enemies who
year ago thought they had him down
that he is up again, and at the head of
the party once mqye.
a

The Portland PRESS is evidently of
the opinion that non-partisan movements
that are not stirctly Republican should
not be encouraged—Lewiston Journal.
The Portland PRESS is of the opinion
that there is generally
quite as much
partisanship in so-called non-partisanship as in partisanship which is avowed.
Under some circumstances movements
that are really non-partisau deserve en-

couragement, but under no ciroumstances
do partisan movements that masquerade
under a non-partisan guise merit oom-

CURRENT COMMENT,
MAYOR BAXTER’S

ADDRESS.

(Bath Times.)

criticism

of

Senator Lodge’s speech in the Senate
was certainly improper, and constitutes
offense which our government should
take notice of.
JFor a less offence the
Hawaiian government was notified that
Minister Thurston had become
persona
nn

grata, and his reoall forced. Had

can’t be fooled all the tme.
Although
it is impossible to aot on Mayor Baxter’s
suggestion in favor of a modification of
the Norwegian sysstm of control, because of the constitutional
amendment,
it is, nevertheelss, hopeful of future progress to have the mayor of the ohief city of
the State face the problem squarely and
fairly and suggest the character of legislation that is needed.

Nobody

wants
way, but be
reminded by our

ought to be pointedly
State department of the proprieties of his
position and urged to observe them.
Mayor Baxter places the number of
shops in Portland at 400. The mayor
should be an authority on the subject.—
Bath Times.

AN ABORTIVE TARIFF.

read
was

Mr.
Mr.

Baxter’s language:
A gentleman who has recentlv assumed
the dangerous role of a statistician asserts (of course 1 question the correctness
or his statistics) that there are over four
hundred open saloons in the
city, about
thirty-live to each one of our twelve day
policemen, and yet he seems to think
that it is an easy task for these twelve
men to close
up these four hundred saloons, without taking into account the
fact that they must look out and enforce
all the other laws within the
large area
under the.tr oharge, and be
at certain

a

in Studying Animal Life and
Structure iu Field and Laboratory.
By
James G. Needham, M. S., instructor in
zoology, Knox College, Galesburg, 111.
The book is desigoed for beginners in the
study of zoology after the scientific methGuide

it takes up at first the simplest form
of animal life, the protozoas.
Next we
have the coelenterates, such as the sponges, then Insects, then orustaceans, worms,
The
mollusks, and finally vertebrates.
work contains numerous helpful illustrations.
Selections from

Vlrl

Romae.

Edited

by Robert Arrowsmith, Ph. D., late
fessor of Greek and Latin, Teachers
lege, and Charles Knapp, Ph. D.,
structor in Latin, Bernard College.
work of whioh this is

compiled by

a

revised

proColInThe

edition

professor of the Uni-

a

versity of Paris, Charles Francois LhomThe
ond, who lived from 1737 to 1794.
No better argument against the farciedition has been prepared with
cal theories of the Wilson tariff bill could present
be advanced than is to be found right reference to the difficulties most likely to
here in New England. It is almost im- embarrass the young pupil at the outset
possible to tell all the damage this abor- of the new study. There are copious aud
tive tariff measure has done, but a few
notes on the text conveIt has ad- illuminating
figures will be interesting.
versely affected thirty-two vroolen mills, niently placed at the foot of eaoh page.
compelling fourteen of them to shut The difficulty which is always condown, putting ten on quarter, five on siderable to the young pupil, of finding
eighth and one on half time, besides prac- in the
alphabetical vocabulary the reflecttically dosing two more.
Seventy-five
hundred employes are practically Idle and ed forms of verbs—especially irregular
the loss in wages annually is over $2,600,- verbs—met with in the text is met in
000. To this add, say $5,00,000, the total
In Italics in the foot notes
loss in native raw material and you can part by giving
get an idea of how much we owe Wilson, the vocabulary form of verbs not easily
Gorman and the rest of our free trade leg reooguizable.

(Springfield Union.)

islators.

If

New

GO.,

53 Exchange Street,

BONDS

Casco National Bank

and

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
CHAS. S. FORES, Frest..
W. F. MILLIKEN, V.Frest..
JAME8 E. MoDOWELL,
JAMES E. HEWEY,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
CHAS. L. MARSTON. Sec'y,

~|
I

ExeoutlTe
Committee,

r

I

Friday

ui

ininit

one

can

gee

ic

M’KINLEY’S WILD CLAIMS.

fit be for
f Bre&Kf&st?

The Lives

of

Cornelius Nepos,

notes, exercises and vocabulary.
by Thomas B. Lindsay, Ph. I).,

LORING, SHORT & HARMON
PUBLISHERS OF

GOLLECTORS’

MARGARET

MATH

Incorporated 1824.
S
CAPITA!#

AND

8CKPLC8

MR. FREDERICK
and

TONIGHT,

ROMEO AND JULIET.
Saturday Matinee,

The dates of the most Imof 1882-1895.
portant events have been inserted in the
New Engllsh-Latin
margin.
exercises
have teen prepared, with a view to making the sentenoes difficult enough to require some thought, but not mere gram-

puzzles;

to

making them

cover

the most difficult part of the text; and
with a view of Inureasing in difficulty as
the

pupil proceeds.

Latarotory Work in Chemistry. A Series of experiments in general in organic
chemistry. TBf Edward H. Keiser, professor of chemistry, Bryn Mawr College.
This Is a series of directions for laboratory experiments in oonneotlon with

Advocated Reforms in Turkey and Is
Now

as

♦
♦
♦

•

j

dyspepsia ?
If it’s to be the latter kind it
must be
H-O, no other will do.

*

%

^

we are

W. L.

|

selling

i
CARD,

NO. 46 FREE STREET.
dec*

eodly

J

1

PERHAPS YOU CAN PLAY
The Violin, Flute. Cello or some other solo instrument, but have no one to play
your accompaniments.

THE POLIAK
will play any accompaniment you wish, from
a simple andante to the
great concertos of
Beethoven Chopin, Bruch or Mendelssohn,
ana play It better than the most talented and
gifted accompanist.

JEoliun Recitals Daily

from 3 to

5, to which you

are

invited.

H OPERA CO.f

517

Congress Street.

Constantinople has been sentenced to
death by default, is the bold official who
last October made a pers1 na
appeal to
the Sultan to rid himself of his evil coun-

XTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
the
subscribers have been duly appointed Executors of the will of
JOHN
late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
have taken upon themselves that trust
by giving bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate ot said deceased,
are required loexhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to
make payment to
MARY A. BRADFORD ) p

riiinanA

LIVING PICTURES.

for safe.

At

Hallowell, Me.—Substantial

mill

Zou

APA

a;s.

Zou |

Evening prices, 15, 25,

|

{Seats

now on

36. 50c.
sale at Box Office.

i|

FIRST WEEK OPERAS:
Monday Night and Tuesday Matinee,
TWO VAGABONDS
Tuesday Night,
MARITANA
Wednesday Matinee and Night,
FRA DIAVOLO
Thursday Matinee and Night, DOROTHY
Friday Matinee & Night, BLACK HUSSAR
Sasurday Matinee,
MARITANA
Saturday Night,
BOCCACCIO

dtf

Cnnitni*ir

IV ? <-> 4 *-!

,-4-

J

j|
\
J
i

I

BOXING EXHIBITION
—AT—

Thatcher Post

Hall,

Saturday evening,
under tlie

utau

Mar. 14th

MADE

LIKE

A

HOWARD

Street.

jam

uti

$45,000

palate.
tion

iL

The only wheel
handle bars.

double

furnishing

503
Agents

Congress St.,

for Cumberland

feb24

County.
eodjlm

RAMBLER

BICYCLES.
Seventeen years of steady improvement
—AND—

STILL

LEADING.

1896 Models Now In.

Hardware Dealers, 8 Freest
feb26

asm

STATES
|
BONDS

Feb20

bnck—252x47 feet—4 stories and building—
basement,
with boilers,
shafting, sprinklers, piphis gates to all complainants who wished ing and river engines,also
water;
ten tenements, storeto come, as in anoient times, to lay their house and brick office.
Suitable for cotton,
shoe or paper
grievances before their sovereign. The factory or machine shopwoolen,
Salesroom 46
h°WE at the mill, or to J. C.
Sultan saw this faithful counselor, and
PALI'KEY, Trustee, 13 Doane St., Boston, f. o. BAIX
for a moment a new era seemed about Mass.
feb28eod9w
marl4

F, O.

BAILEY &

We Offer fhe Following Desirable

SECURITIES:

Sold

City

Water Works Co, of Kenosha,
of Wis., 5’s, 1924.
_City Water Co. or East St. Louis,
111., 5’s, 1914.
City Water Co. of Chattanooga,
Tenn.. 6’s, 1907.
Streator, 111., Gas & Light Co., 6’s,
1913.

Ottawa, 111.,

Gas

1904.

Anctioneers and Commission Merchants
Exchange Street.
©, w, ALLEN
dtf

I

2lb.

the

by

j1

f

[

r

1

[

][

trade in

j£

packages.

& Coke Co., 6’s,

H. M. PAYSON & CO,
I INVITE

EXCHANGE

32

decSl__dtl
MIINIRIPAI
INVESTMENT?

City

of Zanesville.

Ohio, 5’s,

due 1908.

..4 1-2’s,
Ashland, Wisconsin, 6’s
Cincinnati, Ohio, 5’s,

“

“
“
“

1905.
1901.

decal

HUMBER

-

CYCLES

the oldest and largest house in the
Cycle trade and for twenty-eight years the
standard of excellence as the highest tame of
Cycle construction known to the civilized
world, copied by every manufacturer, and
Built

by

today unapproachable by any other
built in Europe or America.

o,
feb21

Cycle

JVC.

MAnCH

No. 314

Federal St.

dim

1930.
1915.

WM. M. MARKS,

H. M. PAYSON & CO..
BANKERS,

VOL'R INSPECTION

of the World-Famed

STREET.

3S Exchange St.
«irf

Book,

Card

-AND-

RECOVERY OF

CO.,

•

After you’ve tried all other
cereal preparations you’ll
Wheatolene.
It is the germ product of
the wheat parched, rich,
pure, wholesome.

dtf

-FOR SALE BY-

SALES.

5

it
it

Town ot Pittsfield. Maine. 4 s,

_APCTIOy

•

the breakfast

to

m/mk® I

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY

“ “

BOOK AND JOB PRlJlTEl)

5

tickle the

A welcome addi-

Sew Loan

“ “

STEPHEN BERRY,

auwn

table

Perfeot in construction,

all parts made in our works, warranted
pel feet and fully guaranteed.

uuv

Something to

;

il

"WATCH."

unsurpassed
finish, new drop frame assuring extra
stiffness, detachable sprockett, Vim tire,
in

iu

uuavia

SWAN & BARRETT,

No. 37 PLUM STREET.

MILL BUILDINGS

Matinees daily

4Eft

STANTON,

marOeodtt

BRADFORD,

JOHN H. FOGG ! Executorsr,
Foitland.
Mar. 5, 1896.
marGdlaw3wF*

i

-AND-

Maine.

Town of larmonth, Me., 4s,
due
1916-1926.
of
Calais.
City
Me., 4s, due 19011911.
of
Zanesville, Ohio, 4s, due 1915.
City
City of Piqua, Ohio, 5s, due 1903.
City of Seattle, Wash., 5s, due 1910.

ST.

THE M. STEINERT & SONS CO., N.M. PERKINS& CO.,
T. C. McGOUEDBICK, Maria
ger.
feb27d2m

I

|WILBUR

& MOULTON,

186 Middle

| J.A.MERRILL&CO.,

|

16.

BONDS.

CYCLES.

•

I

Tailor and Draper,

L*

and in a

Exile.

selors at tho Imperial palace; to govern
pasty oatmeal which i
by a responsible Cabinet of honest, Joonwill clog the digestive tract, or
$ soientious men, capable of forming their
shall it be a smooth oat food,
opinion, and free to retig 1 when it was
Dot accepted by his Majesty; to call diseach kernel standing out by itJ honest
administrators in the
provinces
self, an oatmeal which can be ?
(whom Mourad described as little better
eaten without fear of indigestion
J than brigands) to account; and to open
a

Suitings

—

Monday March

Refunding Bends,

E. “Howard” £ Co. UNITED

*

$25, $28 & $30 I

Chicago,

CONDEMNATION.

line of Bust-

our

**

j!

duplicate all orders promptly
satisfactory manner.

B00DS.j

SPRING

j
2

?

I

management of
1901.
Portland Water Co., 4s, dne 1927.
PROFESSOR WM.
Maine Central R. R., First Mortg. 7s.
of this city where lie will introduce some of the
1898.
JJ1VH
muiuuujg
Maine Central R. R., Cons. Mort. 4s.
O’Brien, cliampion middle-weight of New
1912.
Maine ICentral R. R., Cons. Mort, 5s, England. Patsy Kenrdon, 3 25 lb. champion of
Maine, Billy 3lalioney, of Lewiston, also Bosgraph
Work, Legal Blanks,
1912.
Office Supplies, Card Plate En- Duluth Street
ton. Lewiston ami Portland men will appear.
First Mortg.
Railway,
6
Tickets 50c. Doors open at 7. Performance
graving and the manufacture of
5s, 1920.
Blank Books.
at 8 p. m.
marl0d6t
-FOK SALE BY
We have all the patterns of Lithograph
and Blank Book Work fortnerly done by
these two houses, and are prepared to

184 MIDDLE

•

WE ARE READY TO SHOW

COMMENCING

—

BELFAST, MAINE,

Stevens & Jones Co., and have also purchased the stock
and good will of
Thomas B. Mosher, the Exchange street
stationer.
We shall carry a full line of Stationery
for office and private correspondence,
and shall make a specialty of Litho-

TELEPHONE 636-3.

ness

thoroughly revised, with Fleckersin’s revision of Halm’s text as a bases, and with
due consideration of the Nepos literature

We are pleased to announce that we
have succeeded the well-known house of

/ou, $A.UU.

2 -WEEKS- 2

BANKERS.

OFFICE:

ANNOUNCEMENT.

ou,

Matinee Prices, 25, 50, 76c,

$30,000

mar

LEAH.

‘'-TO) -eo,

■*

'"•““a

Cajhp

Portland,
2

Saturday Evening,

LYON’S.

LADY

100-2

....

W. H. STEVENS & CO.,

lease
thing is

a

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.

Company unManagement of
\
H.
FRENCH,

T.

MR.

PAULDING,

Selected

Also Manager of the Broadway and
American Theatres, New York City.

Carront Accounts received

4 Per Gent

Carefully

a

der the

DOLLARS.

CITY OF

R

Supported by the Talented Young
Actor.

ONE MILLION

BOOKS

SURVEYORS’

ana

a new

possible.

:
T

enables

aisease

of life where such

*

matical

on

inrow

of Latin and Sanskrit in Boston University. In this edition the text has been

sor

*

or

gives

lu

to the sufferer

Edited

(Brom The London Daily News.)
Mourad Bey, who in his absence from

£
£
£
J

mein

Examine

He

t

invigorating them,

J

MOURAD BEV’3

i

J
J
^
£
*

thus

profes-

The American Book Company,
Cincinnati and New York.

Shall it be

collapse, so common among consumptives, we always use it.”
Bovinine being easy to take, and
quick of assimilation and a wonderful food product, at once
starts on its mission of
creating
It
strength, flesh and blood.
tones up the vital organs and
by

\

SATURDAY MATINEEThe Distinguished Artist,

195 Middle St P. a Bex 1108.

-and-

TELEPHONE

L|

Saturday,

March 13 & 14.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

eontl

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
»P3
M.W&Ftt

Dr. W. E. S. Preston, House
Physician of the “ House of Rest
for Consumptives,” of Tremont,
N. Y., says, “ I have never known
a case where the stomach has
rejected Bovinine. In cases of

with

of leotnreg or reoitations In chemistry. The directions are olear and easily
The book. Is provided with
understood.
an index.
All the above publioatlons are from

♦

a

Bovinine

oourses

♦

or

and

Prapr.

J

oc2i_

VALUATION,

I

’

-OF-

SECURITIES.

THEATRE

PORTLAND
G. E, Lotfiro;).

Lehigh

permanent cure, as
has been proved in thousands of
cases is accomplished.
To effect
this much desired result, give
3
the patient 3

Englnnd

wants that
uy voting
the
Democratic ticket
in November.
And yet the Democratic press is calling
attention to the straightened condition
ofthe treasury and seeking to throw the
blame on the Republican party.
him/

rum

This

nitely,

Elementary Lessons in Zoology,

was

an

American minister at Madrid been
guilty
of publicly criticizing a speeoh delivered
in the Cortes the chances are that he

have

BANKING

WOODBURY

of the Latin tongue.

od.

*

Wb*t sbn

The Bath Times must

AMUSEMENTS.

TKa

COAL.

Consumption—
Collapse

(Lewiston Journal.)
The MoKinley men have been claiming
the earth, the past week, and have been
trying to Invade New York and Pennbut theit aggressive movesylvania;
ments may react against them. It is asserted, for example, that out of 130 delegates chosen up to date, 70, or a dear
spectacle to see the reformers of the Coxey majority, are pledged to the Ohio candiilk get together and try to agree upon
date. The truth is, that of these 130,
can count
what they want. The confusion
with«|a degree of
at the McKinley
confidence upon only 45. The remaining
tower of Babel would be as nothing compared with the ooufusion that would result from these reformers trying to agree.
There is probably one thing however
which
they would be a unit upon,
namely, that more money ought to be issued by the government and that the
most of it ought to come to them.

Baxter’s address hastily.

NORTHERN

W t MU,

Mr. J. S. Coxey, the commander of
the late and unlamented array of vagabonds, has blossomed out now as a reformer. He wants all the reform parties
to get together and agree upon what
they
want and then make national nominations. It would be a very interesting

would have been mobbed.
De Lome treated in that

FINANCIAL

FINANCIAL.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON

Mayor Baxter’s frank treatment of the
liquor question in his inaugural address
is refreshing.
It is also encouraging.
The English journals are already quar- For light is what we need on this subject. While so many people are in tne
reling over the British Venezuelan case dark they can be fooled, but they can’t
as presented in
the Biue Book.
This be kept in the dark all the time, and they

non

to davrn in Turkey. We give below his
aooount of his interview, which he
afterward published in Paris:
“The Sultan,” said Mourad Bey, “gave
me an audience, and in a tete-a-tete of
mors than two hours’ duration the most
complete agreement seemed to be established between us as we exchanged ideas.
When I quitted the palsoe I was authorized to present to him a draft
Constitution, moderate yet liberal. X was filled
tor
the future of my country.
with joy
Aias, my happiness was of brief duration. A few days later Klainll Pasha
was dismissed, and the honest element in
the Ministry had to give plaoe to corruptmen who had long been denounced oy
public opinion. The day after Lord Salisbury’s Guildhall > speeoh I presented
myself at the palace. The Sultan, Instead of receiving me, contented himself
by sending me a smooth message by his
First Chamberlain. I was
convinced
from that moment that there was no
of
a
with
hope
doing any good
sovereign
who was a hypocrite above everything. X
decided to quit my country and make
my appeal in its favor to the civilized
world.
Mourad Bey kept his word. He consulted first with five leading spirits of
the Young Turkey Party, who joined
him on the Bosporous; and the means of
combating the nefarious policy of! the
SultaD, “that perturber of the public
own

o*
favorable
peace,” was dismissed. Afrevolution wag
terms.
For Towns.
even from Spanish sources do not oredlt
Some patriots offered to sacriElementary English.
By Robert 0. feasible.
Interest
allowed on Time Deposits.
Weyler with any victories of consequence Metcalf, Supervisor of Schools, Boston, fice their lives to aohieve their country’s
Endorsed by the State Board Correspondence solicited from Individuliberty; hut it was deemed the wisest
since he arrived in the island.
and Orville T. Bright, Superintendent of course to make a further
als, Corporations, Banks, and other* deappeal to the
Correspondence siring
opinion of Europe. Mourad him- of Assessors.
to open accounts, a* well
as
from
(From the editorial oolumns of yester- Schools, Cook County, 111. The book is public
self accepted the missiou of denouncing
those wishing to transact
solicited.
uesigneu to supply or to suggest material his
Banking busiday’s Express.)
sovereign, a mission distasteful and
of
ness
aaj description through this Bank.
Thfl flnTmniiBflmnnf; hv n Prtrf.ln.ni1 Tin. for a three years’ course in elementary even savoring of sacrilege to the Mussulpublican paper this morning that, if Dr. language worg and to form a fitting in- man; but justifying his oonscienoe by
CTZDUCU
D
OKI SI
n___
Kilgore of Belfast is nominated for con- troduction to Metcalf’s English Gram- tne requirements or Uie supreme interests of his country, ho went forth into
gress by the Third Maine distriot Demo- mar.
By means of pictures and suggest- exile.
‘Le Palais de Yildiz
«WBSHALL 8. GODIN*
crats he is “likely, to command
et la
much
j»n*
strength outside his party” will probably ed stories, many lessons have been made Sublime Porte,’ le veritable mal d’Oiient
attract considerable attention from politi- for the purpose of training the imagina- par Mourad Bey, ancien Commissalre
Opposite Preble House.
cians. The Republicans of that distriot,
pres la dette publique Ottotion, and also of increasing the power of Imperial
eo<t
was published toward tbe end of
mart!_
msiif,
however, will lmrdly relish the suggestion the children to
express their thoughts in last year, and now we have the Sultan’s
that they mean to desert their standard
reprisals In the sentence of death probearer, whoever he may be, in so Import- good English.
nounced against him for “conduct calcuant an eleotion as that of next Septemlated to disturb public order in the Turkber, particularly if Mr. Reed should ho
E.
Latin Lessons for Beginners. By
ish Empire.”
the leader of the national forces in the
W. Coy, Ph. D., principal of Hughes
battle to follow ours.
A decidedly
Cincinnati.
(From the news column of yesterday’s High School.
good book for beginners in the study of
Express.)
PROBABLE CANDIDATE FOR CON- Latin, in whioh translation of sentences
DATED NOV. 1, 1895.
#
run along concurrently w Ith the grammar
GRESS.
DUE NOV. 1, 1925,
A
Full
Assortment of
and Freeof the language. It is arranged after the
Belfast, March 12—Dr. George C. Kilin this disease is what physicians
OPTIONAL NOV. 1, 1905.
manner
of
books
used
at
the
present
of
Belfast
is
day,
announced as the piohgore
Coals for Domestic Use.
able Democratic candidate in the Third for the teaohing of modern laguages.
constantly are on the look-out
Interest
in Boston.
Semi-Annually
Maine congressional district. Dr. Kil- The
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
appendix contains the conjugations for, knowing that it means the
Denominations $1,000 and $500.
gore’s friends claim that he would not of
regular and irregular verbs and a Latend. Just keep up the strength ; Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
only have the strength of his party, but
Price 103 and Interest.
that he would have a heavy vote from the in- English vocabulary.
The book is
keep the body nourished prop- unsurpassed for general steam and
other parties.
prepared by persons who have had a
so that waste of tissue is
forge use.
This is the “announcement by a Port- thorough
experience in teaohing, and is erly,
land Republican paper this morning,” in every way well
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
adapted to its purpose checked, and with proper mediwhich tbe Express alludes to, verbatim of introducing
cines death is delayed indefi- English and American Cannel.
beginners to the study

caped breaking up in a free fight when
the unseating business was begun—and
a free fight in Kentucky means business.

Spanish

PUBLICATIONS.

NEW

chivalrous conduct, and certainly reports

Gen. Weyler is as good at Issuing proclamations as was Gen. Pope.
And he et literatim.
makes quite as little progress in putting
Yesterday must have been one of the
down the rebellion as the latter did.
days when Col. Dow has nothing to do
with the conduct of the Express.
The Kentucky legislature narrowly es-

minister’s

divided among Reed, Quay, MorAllison apd Culloin, in the order
named.
Forty-nine of the number are
copper-fastened adherents of the Maine
candidate, and this does not take into
count the 12 delegates eleoted In Pennsylvania and the six elected in New York
before the oandidaoies pt Quay and Morton were announced, all of whom were
instructed for Reed by the local conventions. The MoKinley managers claim a
majority of tbe Louisiana delegation.
With a single exception, every one of the
Louisiana delegates is pledged for Reed.
The MoKinley men claim the entire Alabama delegation.
Only two Alabama
delegates have been chosen. As for Florida, which is counted in the McKinley
column by bis managers, the information is that all the delegates will vote
against MoKinley from first to last. A
majority of the Texas delegation is also
put down in the MoKinley column. Out
of 18 delegates chosen there are 10 explicitly instructed for Reed and two for Allison.
Mr. McKinley’s managers are now
claiming the entire Mississippi delegation. John R. Lynd, the Republican
leader there, who has returned to Washington, intimates very strongly that if he
has anything to say about it. MoKinley
will Dot reoeive any support whatever
from his state.
are

Burning

FRIDAY, MARCH 13.

The

85

speoifled times.; ton,

Poplar

Wood.

We will pay $3.00 per cord to any person
who will recover and deliver to our mills at
Cumberland Mills any of the poplar wood
which was carried away by the recent
freshet
JOHN K. WAKKEN, Agent.
inart>dlw»

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

•T

EXCHANGE,

Exchange Sc, Partiaad.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All order*
jemded so.

by mail

er

tale phone

promptly gt

nnrUeaM*

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

At the

Portland theatre the Wilbur
Opera Company will begin a two weeks’
engagement on Monday evening. Oue
of the operas to be presented will be that
mustoal, idyllic “MaritaDa,” a counterof

Dumas’
famous story, “Don
de Bazan.”
There is no charac-

Caesar

ter in romance or song more pleasing
than the dashing Don Caesar who defies the King of Spain, aud who rescues
the handsome Maritana from the Beoluded chateau. The dare-devil hero who is
not afraid to kill his man on Holy Day
is the one character in Spauish history
that is famous, and in the opera, “Maritana,” with the delightful music, it Is
especially attractive. The other opera
which the Wilburs will
sing, with its

beauty of concerted musio, is “Martha,”
sublime effort of Flotow.
Every

that

and bar of this creation has
been called a lyric
poem. The other
operas that will be sung are kuown to
opera goers as the light, breezy aud
charming ones, such as the “Mascotte,”
measure

“Fra Diavolo,” “Two Vagabonds,” aud
In these operas the Wilburs
“Falka.
stand conspicuous iu a representation of
dash and chic that makes them peculiarly pleasing and fetohing. But opera is
not all that Manager Wilbur will
give.
There are those in com parable living pictures, poems in grace, and form portraitHis pictures are
ures in flesh and blood.
put on with a wealth of delightful color-

ing. Over thirty new pictures are shown
by Manager Wilbur this season, each one
being a stage production in itself. The
company is the largest ever organized by
him and comprises all the old favorites
who have made this organization the
most popular now on the road.
Margaret Mather.

Margaret Mather will probably play to
large business at the Portland theatre
nomgnt

wnen sne

presents

nnaKespeare

s

great masterpiece, Romeo and Juliet
too long absent from onr boards.
When
the name of Shakespeare is announced,
feel somewhat like the prodigal son
returning to his own onoe more, for surely our theatre-going public have indulged
we

a long spree of burlesque
and vaudeville and theatric conooctions impossible
to name appropriately.

in

■

Miss Mather is an actress whose powers,
have wide scope; she has in the last few
years played parts tanging all the way
from Joan of Aro to Nano Oldtleld, aud
selecting her present bill she has chosen
ot the most exacting roles, in ail of
which she has been most signally successful. Everything will be done with that
elaborateness and care tor details that is
a characteristic
of our times. Frederio
Paulding, one of the most popular of our

one

younger
Mather’s

leading
support,

men.

beads

Miss
includes the

which
of many other sterling actors. New
scenery and costumes will be used in this
production. Miss Mather also has in hor
company six beautiful young ladies for
names

the minuet; in faot nothing will be left
undone to make this a memorable en-

gagement. Miss Mathers will also appear
at the Saturday matinee in the "Lady of
Lyons” and on Saturday night Miss
Matber will appear in her great role of
“Leah.”
Brown

Ihe Brown

University Banjo

Club.

University mandolin,

ban-

jo and glee club are to give a concert in
City hall, Maroh 30th under the auspices
of the Y. M. C. A. The club ranks high
among the college clubs and as many of
the members
am well
and favorably
in this city they
royal welcome.

tdrvn
a

should ba given

Notes.

Conroy
aui en.
ning.

e

and Fox drew another large
to ti e Portland theatre last eve-

Visited Kora

Temple.

A

ladies and gentlemen,
party of
among whom were Mr. and Mrs. W. N.
How,: Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Hanley, Mr.
and Mrs. M. H. Dole.Mr.and Mrs. Chare,
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Nash, Mr. and Mrs.
P. S. Niokerson, Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Heseltine and Mr. J. A. Pine, went from
Portland last evening to attend tne ladies’ reception held in tho new hall of
the Kora Temple at Lewiston.

Impossible to Amuse Him.
And no wonder. The poor little chap
broken out from head to foot with
prickly heat, his tender skin chafed in
everyone of his little fat wrinkles, —feels
if he was on tire. His mother
justtoasblame
if she
is
neglects to give
him relief by the use of
—

made from rice,
affected by the heat of
starch, etc.,
the body, and ferment a short time after
they are applied, thus acting as an
Comfort Powder
additional irritant.
is a medicated, antiseptic, healing preparation, that relieves all smarting and
burning sensations immediately, and
leaves the skin in a normal, smooth,
cool, clear, and soft condition.
are

mil*

TIUU1U

Tbe Comfort Powder Co.
25c. and 50c.
a box.
Hartford, Ct.
All Druggists sell it*

L'x.

x>uxicb

xiciixx

spenKing,
here was hardly
dry eye in the big asHis remarks were followed
1 lemblage.
vith a prayer,, tho choir sung again aod
!Jr. Blanchard impressively pronounced
This euded the final
trie benediction.
■arthly services so characteristic of the

himself simple, earnest,

ind tender.
The pall

bearers

impressive

four

were

of

Mr

-[unt’s intimate, personal friends. Judge
Putnam, Hon. C. F. Libby, Mayor Baxand Mr. George O. K. Cram. The
IT
ioral tributes were

very

numerous

and

■xtremely beautiful.
In
At

a

Memoriam of Hr. Hunt.

special meeting of ths> managers
Men

Aged
yesterday the
resolutions were passed:
Whereas in the Providenoe of God,
George S. Hunt, our esteemed associate,
has nasseri on from this life,

of the Home for

following

MJHII1U

X L

applicable

jjnjbjjcu

a

!

\

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

a

writes;

J

A FTER being completely worn

▼

out from constant nervous

f

v

f strain,

I

advised to use the
JOHANN HOFF’S

genuine

J

HALT EXTRACT.

VUIivinuvn

*•

C--

of the contract must have been
agreed upon.
If the contract is incomplete in any
material particular, or the assent of either party is wanting, it is of
no binding
force.
The property insured must be in existence at the time the contract of insurance is made,
in order to render such
contraot valid.
Judgmont for defendant.
terms

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE

JUDGE

ROBINSON.

Thursday—John Flannagan and Catherine A. Feeny. Fornication; eaoh 80
days in ocunty jail.
Thomas J. Malta John H. Hassett,
John F. Leonard. Intoxication; 80 days
in county

jail._

TO

CURB A COLD IN ONE

DAY.

Take laxastive Bromo Quinine Tablets
all druggist refund the money if it fails
86c.
ot oure.

|

f

X
»

♦
i

X

l

GENTS’ WATCHES.

|

Any good ♦
kind you wish.
Don’t keep the X
Elgin and Waltham *
poor ones.
are all right.
They have suited ♦
A hundred of them.

millions and will suit you.
to $100.00.

$5.00 T

LADIES’ WATCHES.

X

!

X

Way up in quality. Way down X
We have a hundred of ♦
♦ in prices.
No old stuff but the latest T
T them.
X produccions of the Elgin and X
♦
Waltham Companies.
*
$io, $50.

!
X

fflcKemey, lie Jeweler,
MONUMENT
feblS

SQUARE.
tffithorsp

I
X

splendor, a
gorgeous sparkle
and picturesque brilliancy
about the trimmings for

t

>■

It has feene-

fited me so wonderfully that I
have become its strongest advo-

\

\

cate.

\

dresses

this

marked

constrast

demure

quakery simplic-

of

ity

FURNISHING

f

EXTRACT.

f

Avoid Substitutes.

J

GOODs'-

-

\

i ne

SALE.

wildering

bands, yokes
and fronts, collars, plastrons and

beltings,—it
looking through

new

Only.

mings

47c

cartwheel.
made of

49c

Natural

IARRARFR
Ln 1 InuLL 0
A FIT

O

nuity

is in

perfect
harmony.

Moreover this

sort of

stuff is the fashion and is
not

expensive.

Our line is much the

largest

in the

You

city.

hardly afford to miss
seeing it, and the sooner
can

O

the better.

MOORE &

OWEN,

TRUSS

—

ai

decorative ingeand skill and yet

everything

t-v

».

r

uuu i

iuigci

card sent

rniutt

uukk^kunuinult

Geo. C-

CO.

P. S.

AT-

75c.
uintrrc

mar-

are

vels of

Seeley Hard Rubber

TRUSS
:— ax

ar-

The

THE

Elastic

York

invent.

can

passamenteries

SELLING

THE

New

French and German
tists

ST0RE’

6I1ABAHTKED

STILL

tint and shade and color
that the most imaginative

LOWEST
PRICES.

• • • •
• • • • •

STOCK.

steel, silk and aluminum.
They are irridescent, op.
alescent, dead black, fire
red, electric blue, creamy
white, and every other

sigcongressst.

LARCEST

are

and silver

gilt

taste and

WH,TE

They

glass, rub.
ber, horn, pearl, jet, ivory,

Wool Flannel

Men’s Buck and Oil Tan Gloves at less
than fifty cents on the dollar. 76c and
$1.00 quality, sale price 38c.
The $1.25,1.50 and 1.75 GloveS only 09c,

One lot of worsted Gloves in fanev patterns, regular 50c quality, sale price 29c.

They

and brass and

Outing Shirts, full size and length, regPercale Shirts,
29c ular price $1.00,sale price 49c each.
Lot 6—Gents’ Striped
Percale Shirts,
choice patterns, large size; regular price
Shirts and Drawers,
49c
75c, sale price 29c each.
200 pairs Men’s Wool and Merino Shirts
and Drawers, in odd sizes, ALL PERBoys’ Sweaters,
|6c FECT, reduced from $1.00 and 1.60 to
75 dozen Boys' heavy ribbed Egyptian 49c each.
yarn Sweaters, regular price 35c, sale
price 16c.
Boys’ Outing Shirts,
46c
13 dozen Boys’ Natural Wool Flannel
ITIen’a Sweaters,
39c Outing Shirts, full size and length, reg15 dozen heavy, sell fitting yarn Sweaters ular price 98c, sale price 46o.
never sold for less than 75c, sale
price 39c.
Boys’ broken lots in Shirts and Drawers,
Odd lots of Gents’ Linen Collars, mostly 17c regular price 50c, sale price 17c.
large sizes,2100, linen regular 20c quality, ALL PERFECT.
sale price 2 for 5c. Your size
maybe

here.

genu-

the dimensions of a mole,
cule to a medium sized

Lot 8—Men’s Fine imported Cheviots,
fast colors and very choice patterns,yoke
and pearl buttons, ALL PERFECT, regular $1.00 shirts for 47c each.

Lot 9—Men’s

are

beautifully designas delicately made
as
pieces of jewelry.
They range in size from

Lot 7—Men’s Check Cheviot Shirts, full
length, regular 75c shirts for 29c each.

Outing Shirts,

as

spring

considering

ed and

25c

quite

ine works of art.

29c

Cheviot Shirts,

a

see out

you who

to

costumes.
The buttons

25c

69c Bates Check Shirts,

now, and

interesting
are

following extraordinary

is

stock of dress trim-

Percale Sliirta,

Doinet Shirts,

of but-

array

and

tons

are as

Lot 5—Men’s Domet Shirts, full length,
fast colors, made with yoke; regular 69c
shirts for 25c each.

strangest

curio cabinet to

25c Cheviot Shirts,

com-

barbaric in richness.
There’s the most be-

Lot 1—Men’s Fancy Laundered Shirts in Lot 4—A specially ordered lot of woven
very neat patterns, large sizes, regular Cheviots, 12 1-2 to 14 1-2, regular price
price $1.00, attached cuffs, sale price 25c. 75c, sale price 25c each.

Lot 3—Men’s
fine
laundered Percale
Shirts, with 2 collars aud 1 pair of cuffs
detached, in new spring styles. The
purchaser will find this lot ALL PERFECT. Regular price $1.50, sale price
69c each.

color

the

blending of spangles and
beads and gilt and silver
and jewel
stones, dazin
effect
and almost
zling

1 have just purchased from Fowle & Piersou, Shirt Manufacturers, 65 and 69
Bedford St., Boston, a part of their large stock of Negligee, Outing, Laundered
Shirts, Men’s and Boys’ Sweaters, damaged by water only, in extinguishing the

Laundered Shirts,

extravagant

to

as

binations;

MEN’S FURNISHINGS.

fire in their building.
I am therefore enabled to make my customers the
offers.

of it.

most

notions

like

Water

from

have

brightness

Men’s Furnishing Department.
GREAT FIRE SALE
by

a

years,

been
you
accustomed to and you’ll
be a bit startled by the

On account of the explosion of the Automatic Sprinklers caused by the fire
in the apartments of A. Colun & Co., on the fifth floor of our building, our entire
We have sold a part of this stock to lUanson G.
stock was damaged by water.
Larrabee of Portland, Me.
FOWLE & PIERSON,
Shirt Manufacturers.
65 and 69 Bedford St., Boston, Mas

Damaged

to the

departure

what

in

season,

other

radical
Ask for the genuine
JOHANN HOFF’S MALT

Mar. 13.1896.
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Hunt Yesterday.
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Ordinary powders,

Services of the Tate George 8.
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NKW ABVeETISEMENTS.

A BIG SALE,

loss. He was one of the founders
to New
of this institution and has been on the The L. F. Atwood Trademark Sold
York Parties.
management
for
many yearH.
-?af.
Skilful in the conduct of his
private
No better evidence of the esteem in affairs, he displayed the same ability in
Readers of the PRESS will remember
dealing with all questions pertaining to
which Mr. George S. Hunt was held
by the Home, and no one showed a
the interesting law suit that took place
greater
his follow townsmen could be had than interest in the welfare of
the aged men. several
years ago when the Manhattan
the
tremendous
cheering presence will be much Medicine Company was restrained from
attendance
the His
at
at
our
missed
meetings and we sincerely
funeral yesterday.
The funeral services,
of the letters “L. F.” in the
the use
of his
regret his sudden termination
iu deference to the oft
expressed wish of earthly career.
manufacture and sale of a bitters, that
Mr. Hunt, were held at his residence and
Resolved, That this memorial be spread under that trademark had been manuwere very
simple though none the less upon our records and that a oopy of the factured by Nathan Wood & Son of this
the family of the desame be sent to
impressive. They were oonduoted by the
olty.
ceased.
Rev. Dr. Blanchard and the
Rev. Dr.
After the rights of Nathan Wood & Son
At a meeting of the directors of the
Bolles, Mr. Hunt’s brother-in-law
and Maine
to the trademark by the
Steamship company the following were established
life long friend.
court the firm continued to manufacture
resolutions were adopted:
After singing of a
hymn by the Conmedioine. It is now reported that
It is with feeling of profound sorrow the
gress Square church choir, Dr. Blanoh- that the loss of
George S. Hunt, our es- the representatives of the old Manhattan
ard read from the
scriptures and a touch- teemed companion in business comes to Medioine Compnny have bought from Mr.
ing poem, entitled “Our Dead.” Then us.
Throughout nis long association J. T. Wood the proprietor, the trademark
with our
as one of our
board of
Dr. Bolles
paid a loving and tender tri- directors, company
paying therefor a very large
we put large trust in his ad- “Ij. F.”
bute to his dear friend.
mirable business counsel. He was al- sum, report placing It all the way from
Dr. Bolles said:
ways to bo relied upon for sound judg- *30,000 to *40,000.
ideas and substantial
ment,
1 shall not be misunderstood
if, out of supportprogressive
in every line of dsvelopment and
my affectionate nearness to this brother
Hibernian's Montreal Trip,
and
his kindly and genial disposervice,
°,ls Bone, I say those things which lie sition
made every nssooiation with him
the deepest in
The fame of Portland’s military and
my heart as I remember oue of
His
him.
pleasure as w ell as profit.
1 shall say
social
nothing but that which
organizations hits gone abroad,
justice would say; nothing I am sure always punctual n <1 helpful presence at
and the Uniform Rank, Ancient Order
our meetings will he greatly missed.
tint which the gratitude and the
We tender to the bereaved family
of of Hibernians of this
love in a hundred hearts
city, have been inhere present our
friend and associate our
heartfelt vited to
would leap out to declare,
in the grand celeO'or I think
participate
sympathy in the great loss they have sus- bration of St.
that God shows his love not
only in the
Patriok’s da.v in Montreal
great ways of nature and of grace, but tained.
It is ordered that these minutes be next Tuesday Following is the Itinerary
also in those human laws
which He gives
upon the company’s records and of the trip: Leave Portland next MonU8>. ”bjch are moulded upon His law, spread
a oopy he sent to the
Wllioh dfidarn fc
Ktronfft:itP
hiinvon
family of our de- day morning via Grand Trunk railway
eeased
member.
n.v and tile
recungitlo.i of whose goodness
on the
morning train (7.66 o’clock), arii our own praise of the divine
At the meeting of the board of directors
love. And
rive in Montreal same evening at 6.50,
sj 1 remember of this
dear friend of your’s of the Cumberland Loan & Building Asand mine those
good things for which sociation yesterday these resolutions were when the visitors will be met at tbe dehis lire has stood In this
oommunity for
pot by the A. O. H. ol Montreal and esso many years.
While he is remembered passed:
oorted
to the hotel.
On the following
U/hnrnna
nn a
nf
...«A
it will he known that the New
England members of the board
conscience and New England purity have
of directors of the morning (Tuesday,) they will march in
not become an irridescent dream.
While Cumberland Loan & Building Associa- company with the various divisions of
he is remembered, every
tion has been so suddenly and unexpectyoung man may
the A. O. H. of the Frovinoe of Quobec
come to think that
his associates desire to
integrity undindustry edly taken away,
St. Patrick's ohurch (one
are still tho
upon their records, a testimonial of to the famous
golden keys to success and place
honor. While thd* influence of his life is the very high esteem in which he was of the most beautiful
edifices on this
felt it shall be understood how
genuine held.
continent), where they will attend mass
S.
Hunt
was
chosen a director
George
modesty is the highest mark of true excellence and how the sanctity of the at the first organization of the associa- in a body, after whioh the procession will
home is the shrine from which oomes the tion, before these institutions had fairly re-form and parade the principal streets
the experimental stage in this of Montreal.
divine influence of public and of
private passed
state, yet with his customary foresight
benevolence.
In the evening there will be a grand
I speak to those of you who have known and keen business judgment, he gave it
him in his oornmon life in the business his enthusiastic support, as ho believed vocal aud instrumental couoert at tbe
world, and if I lemlnd you that his name they would greatly aid in building up Windsor hotel hall under the auspices of
was the synouim of
activity and enter- and beautifying the oitF of his adoption, the A. O. H. ofCanada, during whioh the
prise, that his forecast and his honesty and by his presence and wise counsel star attraction will
be a superb emcontributed largely to its suooess.
were remarkable
among the many who
have honored the commercial ranks of
Therefore, Be it resolved, That while blematic drill by the Uniform Rank of
Portland’s life, if I speak to you of his we humbly bow in submission to this Portland. The
next day, (Wednesday),
pride in this city and tell you, as you dispensation of an All Wise Providence, will be spent
In visiting the various
know perhaps better than, I that noth- which removes from the scene of his
of interest
in and around Moning which could promote the honor of earthly activities so energetio,, so kindly, points
Portland, wnloh would add to her so considerate a companion and citizen, treal, and on Wednesday evening at 10.16
strength or to her credit could come to we feel his death to be a great loss not o’clock the visitors will leave Montreal,
him without the most geunrous support only to this association, hut to this oity,
in Portland Thursday noon at
from his sympathy, his personal help and and to the numerous bodies with whioh arriving
13.15.
his purse, I shall but recall to you by he was so olosely identified.
That we tender to his sun, Arthur K.
All members of the A. O. H. and their
my eulogy the simple f^ct of his true, his
faithful and his tender life. I want to Hunt, our former president, the most friends are
invited to aooompany the
say of him that be was a man who heartfelt sympathy of every member of
Uniform Rank on this trip as they will
filled out the full term of human life,and this board, in this hour of his great
yet was always young. If, as Longfellow affliction—as also to every member of the be grantod the advantage of tho exoeed
tells us, “The thoughts of youth are long bereaved family.
ingly low railroad fare. This trip will
long thoughts,” they were the thoughts
be an event long to be remembered.
EXCEPTIONS OVERRULED.
of his whole life, for he never grew uld.
Members of the A.O. H, and any others
And if, to quote Lowell, that “The gift
without the giver is bare,” we may know Rescript From the Law Court ill the Case who wish to take advantage of the low
that his life writes a swoeter verse in that
excursion rate to Montreal and return on
of Bennett vs. Dyer.
pcem, because in all his generosity which
Monday, can obtain tiokets from either
was so great, he himself, his sympathy,
and his love was more than the abunThe following rescript was yesterd ay re- Messrs. J. A. O’Neill or M. T. Ragan
dant largeness oi his mind. He was one ceived from the law court in a Cumber- at Hibernians’ hall on Sunday evening.
who knew that most difficult of arts, to
land county case:
do auother man a favor as though it were
OBITUARY.
a favor
Klbridgu G. Bennett et als vs. Howard
to himself. Beyond publio expression in the consciousness and tearful E. I' yer, et als, in equity.
Rescript, Whitehouse, J.—It is settled
thoughts*of how many, high and low toHenry C. Noyes.
gether, In this dear city, is the story of law that if one induces or knowingly permits
another to perform in part an oral
his friendship and his love And I want
Henry C. Noyes, who died yesterday in
to say again that he was moulded upon agreement for the sale of land, on the
75 years was formerthe choicest and the best type of Ameri- faith of its full performance by both Revere, Mass.,[aged
can manhood..
There was no ostentation sides, and it clearly appears that such ly of Portland and was in the
carpet
in his life. His heart went out to beau- acts of part performance were done in business here with Marrett & Poor.
He
of
the
part
performance
to
and
contract,
to
tiful,
simple things. In
true,
leaves a son, Mr.H.W. Noyes of this city,
recoverable
in
damages
matters which concerned the government that
of the city, the state and the country, he law would not adequately compensate and two daughters, Mrs. A. S. Hinds of
loved the best thinos and lie loved the the plaintiff and that fraud and injustice this city, and Mrs. Alice K. Prime.
uu II1111
V1ID OglCUUJCUl
uc
best men. The honor and the character
of such a man add lustre to the stars held void, then on the principle of equiwhich mark the ensign of our govern- table estoppel, a court of equity Is auMARRIAGES.
ment. Death came to him as he has al- thorized to compel specific performance
the
other
in
contradiction
to
the
by
that
party
it mig'ht. The thought
ways prayed
of any slackening of the hasty pulse of positive terms of the statute of frauds.
In this city, March 9, by Rev. Jos. B. ShepBut on all these points the evidence herd, Wm. II. Lewis of Westbrook and Emma
his
toil, the thought of any failure
must
be
definite
and
J.
conclusive
Robbins of Bath.
full,
through the weakness of old age or the
In Pleasantdale, March,11. by Rev. Wlliiam S
acoident of time, the thought that lie And ordinarily no importance can be atHoward A. Abbott of Scarborough and
could ever become useless in the world be- tached to acts of part performance done Jones,
Miss Maude E Milllken of South Portland.
cause God had laid the repressing hand bv the defendant or party to be charged.
In South Portland, Marcn 12, by Rev. Wm
ot circumstances upon him.
Oh! how he If the defendant chooses to waive the Wood, Willis 1). Mooney and Elizabeth S. Riddreaded to live when he oould not do benefit if his own acts of part perfor- ley, both of South Portland'
In Livermore, March 7, George A. Hines of
something for h is fellow men, could not mance, which would entitle him to alcontribute to the enterprise of the world, lege a'fraud on the part of the plaintiff, Canton and Miss Abbie Jackson of Livermore.
In Dexter, March 8. Forest A. Cousins and
it
cannot
be
that
tho
force
plaintiff may
could not stand as a living authority for
Mi<s Edith M. Drew.
those things to which he had given his him to reiy upon them, thus in effect
In Oldtown, March 7, Charles A. Roundy and
life. And so the angel of| death touohed himself setting up his own fraud.
Miss Angie B. Glldden.
The act of part performance relied >'pIn Kenduskeag. March 6. Almon F. Rowe and
him and his sleep was painless and his
on in this case is not only fouod to
have Miss Myrtle E. Strout, both of Hudson.
t> morrow was heaven.
In
been
done
the
but
Newport, March 8, Stanley Keirstead and
by
solely
defendants,
And this is but a single word out of
Miss Dora Withee.
what our abundant love would say for upon every point of view, it is manifestIn
LtinluEton, March 7, Harry C. Hurd and
him now that he is gone. We say it ly Insufficient to justify the court In de- Miss Llzz.e M. Greenlaw.
performance. The act of
quietly and simply, as ho would have us creeing specific
speak of his name or his life. And yet, “ploughing a driving park upon the land
there is one other thing that we must say, did not occasion any injury or damage
DEATHS.
that wo must remember now. In our for which a remedy at law would not
faith in God’s love wo have to say that afford a full and just compensation. The
we remem her that such a life cannot be plaintiffs can be restored to their former
In this city, March 12, William J. Jones, aged
lost. Of course its influence will linger position with out speoifle performance ot 86 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
through its contributions to the life of the contract. The principle of equitable
from No. 44 Lafayette street.
the world; it will linger in its effect estoppel does no tapply.
In this city. March 12, Bridget Stanton, wife
overruled.
Exceptions
city and its fortunes, but
upon this
of John Sheehan, aged 60 years.
more than that the conscious personality
In South Portland, March 11, Mrs. Marian,
of this active, pure, tender loving heart
The
deoision
from the wife of John Newman, aged 33 years 2 months
following
must find its place and its work in that
16 days.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
higher world upon whose experience it law court was reoived yesterday:
from her late residence, corner Kincaide and
has entered. He who has conquered self
KNOX COUNTY.
Stamford streets.
upon earth enters as a viotor into that
Arthur A. Clark vs. The Insuranoe
in West Baldwin, March 11, Cyrus F. Noble,
divine privilege. He who has had the Co. of North America.
aged 64 years.
warm hand and open heart
In
below, finds
Revere, Mass., March 12, Henry C. Noyes,
J.—Where
a
valid
Foster,
Rescript,
fields of infinite oliarity and love await- oontraot of Insurance has been
effected formerly of Portland, aged 76 years.
In
He
who
has
tried
Saco, March 10, Mrs. Olive P. Ross, aged
him.
to
ing
elevate and the assured has accepted the policy
31 years.
the standard of our human life will find iu a
particular
company, the agent of
Maroh 7, Mrs. Mary E. Towle, aged
In
Saco.
that the garnered wisdom is not wasted the
SO years.
company has no right to cancel suoh
in the demands of the immortal years.
or place the assured in any
In Blddeford, March 9, William Rowe, aged
other
polloy,
He has not passed from activity to rest.
without the authority or re- 55 years.
He has not passed from care and devo- company,
Ill Blddeford. March 9, Michael Scanlan.
quest of the assured.
In Brewer. Mch. 9, Capt. Andrew P. Lunt,
tion and trouble to dreamless peace. He
Where by the terms of the policy or con78 years.
iged
bas gone to a higher work with God. tract of
insurance, an insuranoe oompany
In Liberty. Feb. 26, Rev. James Lewis, aged
i'hat is why God took him to himself. reserves the
to cancel the polloy by
32 years.
right
His place is roady there, and the dear
In East New Portland, March 9, Mrs. Melvtna
giving five days’ notion to the assured,
mes who have gone before have weloomed
such oanoellation can be effected only by Davis, wife of A. J. Davis, aged 56 years.
bim with faoes from which the tears have
In Bucksport, March 8. Capt. Amos Arey,
of
such
or
assent
the
notice,
by
60 years.
iried and which now are wreathed in giving
the assured. Without some stipulation »ged
smiles, and when God’s time has come
an
insurance oompany
it,
authorizing
we shall find
him living, loving still,
oau not cancel
a contract of Insurance
with garnered sheaves of heavenly grain once
entered into, except with the asto show us there, and with a welcome to sent of
the assured.
the same loving, active tolling spirit, to
Nor will suoh notice by the oompany
he same self saorifioe and to the same be available
after the liability of the oom- »♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦>
■r
A
manhood and purity that "e have known
pany has become absolute by a destrucin him below.
The years are few and tion of the
property by fire.
:he way is short.
It is not farewell but
The contract of insurance is to be test>nly for a little, and we coma
to the
ed by the principles
The Funeral

Wilbur Opera Company.

part

HesolveU, That in the death of Mr.
Hunt, this corporation has sustained a

the last sad rites.

the

care

House will

luw.

iuai a

bring

Thompson
your
explain the
of “Featherbone,”
to

puai

Preble
Miss
own

house to

Frye,

use

COB. CONGRESS and FRANKLIN STS.
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QUIGK SALES AND SMALL PROFITS.
Ginger Snaps,
Ginger Can wheels,

10 cti. lb.
10 cts. ib
Lemon Cart Wheels,
10 cts lb"
Rifle Nuts,
loots', lb!
Animal Crackers,
lOcts Ib
Vanilla Crisps,
10 cts'lb
Fruit Biscuits,
16 cts. lb.
Assorted Cakes,
12 cts lb
Graham Wafers,
12 cts'. ib
Tea,
26c to 60c lb.'
Chase and Sanborn’s Coffee In
2 lb. cans.
Chase and Sanborn’s Orloff Tea,
try it.

S.

A

-

Telephone, 318.3

4 lb.
6 lb.
6 lb

Seedless Raisins, for
Currants lor
Good Raisins,

26 cts
26 ots
26 cts

3 lb. Fancy Raisins,
100 Crackers,
20 lb. Sugar and 1

lb. 60o Tea,
Good Cooking Molasses,
Sauer Kraut
10 lb. Rolled Oats,
4 lb. good California Prunes.
Salt Pork by tbe Strip,
Beans, all kinds,
Good Canned Salmon,
Try High Life Coffee.

35 & 37

Middle, St.

PIGEON
Ull V .asSSfe: PENNYROYAL
I
lm
B^always
DiSCOVERY °F

IVI

Wm

receipt et it b,

positive preventive.

$1.60.
25 cts. gal.
5 cts. lb.

R U ST’S

Can be

carried Invest pocket, all

com-

26 cts.
cts. lb.

60 cts. pk.
cts. can.
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COTTON ROOT

reliable

are

$50 A

25 ots
7

MADDOX,

_____

A

Ilf vou

26 cts
26 cts

by

^ ^ p|1# ^
For falo in Portland by JOHN D. KEEFE, 206 Middle St.. SIMMONS & HAMMOND 667
ttd GOO Congress Street and John Williamson. 694 Congress St
novedtf

I

Chauces are, nothing will happen to you—$17 a year isn’t much
to pay for chances—Drop us a
postal—We’ll tell you how we’ll
protect you and yours.

f DOW
\

35
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PLNKHAM, f

Exchange Street.
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BE STRONG MD HEARTY.

_miscellaneous._j

DISCOVERY BY LIGHT

Vigor.

Solar Corona

of

in

Photographed
Broad Daylight,

If you starved for two days you would feel
as weak as a cat.
Proof enough that your food is the cause

your strength.

If your stomach is sick, you
Slowly
away your strength.
none

starving
perhaps, bu

are

CATHODE RAYS FROM SUN SPOTS.

surely.
yourself.

the less

You feel it

You have nausea, loss of
ache, giddness, pain in the

strength, spirits

appetite, headstomach, loss of

and ambition.

What do you think? That it’s your head?
But it’s not. It’s simply your stomach.

Bearing;

on

the

Shaker Digestive Cordial will, in a few
dcees. make your stomach well and help
your food make you strong.
Who wouldn’t he strong?
Whoever won’t
take Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Siok, tired, weary men and women those
who are working their bodies and brains
too hard, will find relief
and strength in
Shaker Digestive Cordial.
It makes STRENGTH. It makes HEALTH.
It makes HAPPINESS.
It’s not an ordinary medicine, it’s a cordial.

It's pleasant to take,
pleasant in its results.
For sale by all druggists
apd $1.00

a

and
at

MORE than

10, 25, 50 cents

bottle.

MAINE

TOWNS.

pondents

of

Corres-

by
the Press.

Knowledge of MeterologiConditions.

England,

sun.

March 12—This

has

she orosses

been the
way of

hope

out the
that it
in ordi-

so

nary times; hut till recently all suoh
cillffni.
«n(V\__
efforts hove mot with little success. Now,
raised for the repair of the bridges by the apparently Mr.JPacker has succeeded.
The method is simple enough.
town. Party lines were laid aside and free
It has
high school or no sohool seemed to be the long been known that thin metal foil,
programme. The town refused to raise or metal films deposited on glass, will
let strong light through, though in ordiany money for a high school.
Our mail goes to Hiram and then back nary thicknesses the metals are extremeto Cornish and up here.
Freight goes t o ly opaque. Packer has now discovered
Brownfield then by teams drawn back that the rays that do sucoeed in getting
into this section. E. E. Chapman had through are the photographic rays, in
to ship his stook to Conway, N. H., then which the corona is very rich,
while the
via Boston Maine to Broughton. A num- solar disk, with all its glare, has reladid

was
washed away and considerable damage done to private property. Lumbermen are having fine going at present and are improving it as

best they oan.
are

beginning

to

crease.

lioothbay.

Boethbay, March, 12—At the annual
own meeting Monday 9th inst,
the folowing offiers were eletod:
Clerk—Byron Giles.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of
the Poor—James E. Berth, A. P. Giles,
J. A. Reed.
Treasurer and Collector—John E.

Kel

lay.
Road Commissioner—John

A.

Reed.

Auditor—Byron Giles.
Other minor offioers same as last year.
The town voted to build a new road on
Ooean Point at a cost of one thousand
dollars, and another at East Boothbuy.
Scarboro.
There were some errors In the vote of
Scarboro f or selectmen as published a
The figures should have
few days ago.

beeni

Newcomb, Rep., 138; Plummer,
D«n., 131; Soamman, Rep., 146; Seavey,

Com., IIS; Knights, Hem.,
WIT

mortal eye can see—the
in broad daylight.
no

move

a little.
Mr. A. and B. are laying
their lines to see if they cannot be delegates to the oounty convention. Mr. C.
wants to no state senator. Mr. D thinks
he ought to have it this time.
A number of people are quite sick in
and about this place at present.
It is reported that there is a lot of nice
lumber in town at the present time.
Cows are commanding a good price.
Fair cows bring from 160 to ITS and extra
ones most any
price asked.
Some of our farmers who wished to dis
of
their
property a mouth ago do
pose
not care to now.
.Some who thought our
taxes heavy are changing their minds.
make
all
will
loss
1400
good in this town
by the late rain.
Our population seems to be on the in-

just

tively few of them. He, therefore, simply photographs the sun througn one of
these films, and gets a pioture of what

188.

AND WISDOM.

Correcting Himself!

solar

oorona

VALUE OF THE DISCOVEERY.

in two

out
anything about a
be seen clearly only once

can

three years, and then for but a
few sceonds. Now, however, the corona
and its changes can be observed from day
to day, and probably Mr.
Packer has
or

but the most

"Johnny,
for me."
“Shan't!"

I want you to run a message

“Johnay,

is that the way to speak to
four father?’’
"If you please, I sha’nt!”—Judy.

at once attraot

attention, and the annonuoement of the discovery, coming as
it does close upon Prof. Roentgen’s,
is
something of a coincidence.
Many astronomers have long beileved
the ooronal steamers to be electrio,
and
have
compared them to those of the
aurora; but while the aurora is more

When Baby
When she

was

was a

sick,
gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.
we

became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

When she

like the glow of a partially exhausted
tube, the corona is like the cathode rays
of

a
tube.
highly exhausted Crookes
Prof. Bigelow, of the Weather Bureau,
has often pointed out the llkeuess be

tween the curves of the ooronal rays andthose of electrio or magnetic lines of foroe,
such as those in which filings arrange
Found

ms

mace.

In one of the frontier counties of Texas
a few residents were fixing up a political
elate so that all would have a place at the
public crib.
“There,” said one, “I reokon about everybody has something but old Tom
Jones."
“Might make him constable.”
“No; he oan’t read—couldn’t serve a
warrant.”
‘•Justloe ef the peace,” suggested another.
‘‘That won’t do, because he oan’t write
either.
Beckon the old fellow will have
to go hungry.”
“That would never work,” said another.
“He would throw his influence
against us. I should think the school
board was the piace for Tom.”
“Didn't thick of that. Put him down
for the best place on the board.”—Texas

Siftings.

themselves when sprinkled over a magnet.
He thinks that they ultimately
reach the earth, here they profoundly
affect the weather, originating cyolouic
The
storms, cold and warm waves, etc.
disoovery of Mr. Packer may thus put
at our disposal the machinery for studying the causes that lie at the root of all
our ohanges of
weather. We can already
predict pretty well tho progress of a
storm when it has onoe started; we may
now he able, by studying a series of oorona pbotogaplis, to toll
when and where
it will start.
These experiments

are

strikingly illus-

trated by some performed recently by Dr.
Pupin of Columbai, who obtained an artificial electrioal discharge, strongly resembling the corona, from an eleotrifled
brass

globe.

sphere

inolose in

an

exhausted glass

tenement

on

BENJAMIN

SHAW, 51£ Exchange street.

Payment
1*

11-1

particulars, apply

theinstaUment plan is desired*.
ORD, 31J Exchange steret. 11-1

on

H. HARP

es

to MRS. E. A.

on the prernisCLARKE.U-l

LET—Two

street.

SALE—In Falmouth, fifty acre farm
31 miles from Portland, at the head of
navigation on the
river at
Staples Point bridge; can cut 60 tons of hay
per year; two story house, 12 rooms- ell,
bam and outbuildings; all connected, in first
class repair, $3500.
J.
WM. MERRILL,
Falmouth, Maine. Box 460.
29-3

FOR

rents of

I^OR

premises

Men’s and Yeung Men’s Sizes, 34 to 50, Frock
-——-—-o>

You

probably

or

Sack.

..

know what the Wanskucks are 1 The goods are made by the celebrated Wanskuck
Mills of Provideuce, R. I. No better guarantee can be given of a piece of
Clay Worsteds than to label it “Wanskuck.”

containing six acres with fine
grove and pleasure grounds, plenty of fish,
lobsters and clams. Price $6000, or will exchange. Photo at this offico.
W. H WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
ll-2

OR SALE—In Cumberland, 26 acre
farm,
10 miles from Portland. Can cut 60 tons
of hay per year. Two story house contain10
2
barns
and
other outbuildings,
ing
rooms,
all in good repair. Inquire of G. W. MORRILL, West Cumberland, Me.
11-2

IP

ALMOST EVERY PRESS READER WILL READ IT.

THIS ADVERTISEMENT ?

MEN ALL OVER MAINE WILL READ IT.

second hand photograph
Heats with an ordinary oil
stove and is just the thing for an amateur
w

v

FOR

***•’

*u bcu

jk*****'■***&•

“Burnisher,” •this office,

SALE—A

new

Munioy hill,

on

two

cueau.

mchll-tf

story frame

house

and

hath,

seven rooms

compact and convenetnt. The above is now
occupied by owner for whom it was built;
change of business compels him to leave
the ci ty.
Size of lot about 40x88 feet. BENJAMIN SHAW, 5! i Exchange street.
9-1

SALE—Manufacturing plant;
32,000 feet of land; very large and substanFOR
tial
brick
over

In fact, if the Press story is true, this will have the greatest circulation in this section of the
country. We cordially invite you all to come and see the greatest bargain in Black Worsted Suits
ever offered in New England.
We have purchased goods enough for 2,000 suits and have 1,000
ready now for sale. There’s no doubt about it. no question whatever but what this is the greatest
value in Clay Suits ever offered in America. Thousands of suits, not as fine fabric, not as
nicely finished, not as well made as these, will be sold this season at $18 and $20 a suit. The coats are made
in three shapes, single breasted Sacks, double breasted Sacks, and three button
cut-a-way Frocks.
The sizes are 34 to 50. They are cut in regular, stouts and slims. The goods are
ready and exhibited in our window, and we avise you to be on hand.

buildings;

engine and boiler house.
boiler, shafting, etc., already to

Engine,

start up. Side track right to
factory door.
Price of whole plant less than the vacant
land is worth.
A. R. & E. A. DOTEN, room
25, 98 Exchange street.
9-1

SALE—Doing business at the
stand. Our leaders
FOR
the Black
and Pulliam

old
Rock

same

are

Cigars. Putnam, part Havana,
$22 per m.; Black Rock, all Havana, $(>0 per
m.
Goods from S3 and upwards delivered
tree in Portland. J. H. COSTELLO & CO.,
154 & 158 Beach street, Boston.
mart 4w_
SALE—Choice building lots
Central.
FORAvenue,
Alba and Mabel streets, for 2c
on

3c, 4c, and 6o per foot.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE——

ALL GOODS AS

good drainage;

and

REPRESENTED,

Woodfords

terms.

easy

ng;

478% Congress St.,

Lot 50x100. Sebago
money advanced for buildC. B. DALTON & CO..
7-1
(one flight.)

or on

j

MARRY ME ARRABELLA
I will Dujr you such
pretty ring at
AndMoRenney’s.
A thousand of them, the best
a

largest, the prettiest stock. Engagement
and Wedding; rings a speciality. McKENNY
The Jeweler, Monument Square.
Janl6tf
the

IF WE WANTED A CLOCK
Would go to McKenney’s because he has
”
more up-to-date Clocks than all the other
stores combined. His 96c alarm clock is waking up the town. Clocks, 96o to *50.00.

\V"E

McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument Square.
janlStf

WANTED—HALE HELr.
Forty words inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

Vl/ ANTE—Bookkeeper;

unusual opportune
ty for a young man with some experiand energy; good business; one preferred who can take a financial interest for
permanency. Address P. O. Box 919, Portland, Me.
12-1
ence

IMMEDIATELY—A young

WANTED

will take the kick out of it and make it
keep good time. Mainsprings 76c, clean
ing $1.00; mainspring and cleaning combined
51.60; all work nrstclass. McKENNEY. The
Jeweler, Monument Square.
janl5tf

WE

Standard Clothing

Co.,

Y\7 ANTED—Salesman; salary and expenses
TV
from
start,
permanent place; no
capital needed; good chance for advancement; free replacement of stock, that does
not live.
BROWN BROS. CO., Nnrserymen,
Rochester, N. Y.
9-1
ANTED—First olass coat makers.
VI
*•
KOHLINO, 646 1-2 Congress St.

ui?±

ujiii

port, which will contain about

uetir

Probably

no

Maine town

was

% p. p, p,
%

AND OLD SORES
PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH, MALABO
AND POTASSIUM
KIDNEY TROUBLES
Wakes
and DYSPEPSIA

#

Warvelous Cures

\

|

in Blood Poison

#

Rheumatism
and Scrofula

'Sv
Jjh

& P- P. purifies the blood, builds up
the
weak
and
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness,
gloomy

t

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES

#

#

€

Are entirely removed by P.P.P,
—Priokly Ash, Poke Hoot and Potrs■lam, the greatest blood purifier oa
earth.
ABsauaun, O.. July 21,1891.
Masses Lippman Bros. Savannah.
Oa.: dbar 8ms—I bought a bottle or
your P. P. P. at Hot Springs,Ark.,and
done me more good than three
months’ treatment at the Hot Springe.
Bead three bottles O. O. D.

ft baa

B“pooU^irar.sNEWT0N,
Aberdeen,
Cotu^y, C«
Brown

for

makes

no

capital required;

uia^ogc.

rvuuvA.

work

DALfa., xuocii

eater, N. Y.mar9MW&S36t
who desire to take the
civil service examinations soon to be
held in this city should write to the NAT L
CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE, Wash., D.
C., at once.
6-1

WANTED—Those

sale

WANTED—SITUATIONS.

3b all whom it may concern: I here*
by testify to the wonderful properties

o? P. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. I

w'

A*.

y&fi
br

fgB
Vjr

aI
\

jr
wr

ko?
A
flP

For primary, seoondary and tertiary
syphilis. for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, bolls, erysipelas,
eczema—wo may aai, without, fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier In the world, and makes
speedy and permanent cures
positive,
mall cases.
Ladies whose systems are poisoned
And whose blood la In an Impure conditlon, due to menstrual Irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the won*
devful tonio and blood cleansing propertleaof P. p. p.—Priokiy A5fe, Poke
Boot and Potasainm.

Springfield, Mo., Aug. 14tb, 1893.
can speak in the highest terms of
your medicine from my own personal
Knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
35 years, was treated by the very best
dolpbyalciana ana spent hundreds ofwithIars, tried every Known remedy
out finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and oaa
—I

cheerfully

aay It has done me more
than anything I have ever taken.
can recommend your medicine to aH
sufferers of the above diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY.

faod

Springfield. Green County. Mo.

my face.

I tried every known

reme-

dy but in vain,until P. P. P. was used,
and am now entirely cured.
(Signed by* ^ J. D. JOHNSTON.
W
Bavannah. Q9h
SbfiB Cancer Cored.
_

Testimony fromxheMayor of Sequin%TaU
_

Sequin. Tax., January 14,1893.

Messrs. Lippm an Bbos. Savannah,
Ga.: QtitiUjnan—l have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually

as skin cancer,of thirty years'
standing,theand found great relief: 1C

known

blood and removes all lr«
rltatlon from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
sores. I bfeve taken five or six bottles
ana feel confident that another course
will effeoc a cure. It has also relieved
po from Indigestion and stomaob
purifies

troubles. Youro truly.
OAPT. W. M. BUST,
Attorney at Law*

Bool

on Blood Diseases Moiled Free.

ALL

Ji,

FOR

FOR

SALE—A limited amount of

SALE OR TO LET-The Homestead
Thomas Quinby, near StroudFour acres of land with
line of
street cars;
10
minutes from Union station; perfect drainAs fine a location as
age; Sebago water

|70R

A
of the late
water in Deering.
good house. On
is

Tlftorincr
Stroud water.

in

PROPRIETORS,
Uppmu’i Blook.Pnv.nnah, 9a

AnnTv

t.n

AVtYRFW
dec27-tf

WANTED.

vfP
Forty words

^

one

Inserted under tills heed
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

WANTED.
A

Farm, Cape
beginning April 1st,
Sealed proposals, naming salary exand wife

man

on

the Town

ja.

Elizabeth,

Afjg}

next.

Jh

pected, will be received

0$
w

^
wr

x
W*
jb
NT'

(ffl?
nT

dgf
\

m*

^

T

^
V

$

references given; 10 Danish and lost. Johns

in

(L-

5

W'ANTED—By a smart, capable hotel cook,
position to cdok in country hotel; a strong
Irish girl wishes position in
private family, city

MISCELLANEOUS.

11-1

HAWES.

DRUGGISTS BELL IT.

LIPPIMAN BROS.

stock

words inserted under this head
week for 9G cents, cash in advance.

a well established and profitable industry worth investigating.
Apply to A. C.
LIBBY, 42£ Exchange street, Portland, Me.

t,r«re

an an-

Sightly and disagreeable eruption on

V.

A

V

Forty
one

SALE—Lot No. 13 St. Lawrence St.,
3656 sq. feet, healthiest location in Portland, $100 down, balance on long or short time.
Apply to E. N. PERRY, Exchange St.. Por£
land, or to J. H. COSTELLO & CO., 154 &
158 Beach St., Boston,
Mass._mar4d4w

\

Copt. J.Os Jfobnttoci

canerea ior several years wisa

J

for the year

A1

ON BY

TO LOAN—On first and second
mortgages, on real estate, stocks, bonds
life insurance policies or any good securities. Notes discounted at low rate Of interest.
L P. BUTLER, 48 Exchange street.
10-4

and

■pRESH VIOLETS—For ten days at 13c per
doien. FOREST CITY GREEN HOUSES.
195 Danforth St. Corresponding prloes to the

trade.

XO-1

ONEY easily made at your own home* with
iu- the new and beautiful
Opal Art work. It
costs you nothing to try It.
Lessons given
free. It is beooming the most DOpular art
work. Can be learned by anyone In 20 minutes. Come and see for yourself. OPAL ART
CO., 559 Congress street, Portland, Me,
9-1
Al ONEY TO LOAN on 1st and 2d mortgages
l'A real estate—also life insurance
policies,
and any kind of collateral security—notes discounted on favorable terms.
W. F. CARR,
room 6 Oxford Building.
feb26d4w

ICTURES! FREE! Pictures! We fra m
them! Those in want of pictures should
on us before going elsewhere.
The picture
m.
on Saturday the 21st instant. Address
•‘Thorough-bred’’given with every picture we
Overseers of the Poor for the town of Cape frame. All kinds of easels from 35c up. E. D.
593 Congress St., next door to
Elizabeth, Me. The right to reject any or REYNOLDS.
Shaw’s Grocery Store.
Ieb24-Sw
all proposals is reserved as deemed for the
interest of the town.
OTICE—The offices of STEVENS & JONES
CO. have been removed to No. 100 Ex
C. E. STAPLES,
change street with the Ellingwood Furniture
CHARLES PEABLES,
Co. All accounts will be settled by Edward
C. Jones at above address.
H. S. JORDAN,
22-tf
Overseers of the Poor of Cape Elizabeth,
ATR. SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared to
1'A buy oast off olothlng of all
mar 12
dlw
descriptions for
highest cash prices, Address letters or posta
room about May 1st for the
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.sep4-tf
storage of household goods and furniuntil

2

o’clock

p.

WANTED—A

ture during the summer
months. Would
like a room that would be accessible at all
times. Anyone who has such a room may
find a user by addressing at once “Storage”
this office, stating price and locality.
mar 11-tf

$500 for six months
sharks need apply.
Address E. B. I), this office.7-1

T|TANTED—To
on

no

persons
WANTED—All
and bags to call

in want

of trunks

REYNOLDS,

on E. D.
693
street, one door above Shaw’s
as
we
manufacture
our goods
grocery store,
and can
therefore
bottom

Congress

Trunks repaired.

call

to loan; on first and second mortgages on real estate, personal porperty,
stocks, nonds or anv croorl collnt«r»i uemir';_
ties.
Inquire of A. 0. LIBBY, 42$ Exchange

MONEY

street,

give
prices.
Open evenings. We frame
fed4-4

jan21-4

WANTED—AGENTS.

borrow

good security;

pictures.

it

big snap for agents,
surely
takes the lead of all. Something new,
AGENTS—A
beautiful and wonderful.
First class

lady

and gentlemen eanvaesers and agents wanted
in every town and
in the U.
8.
and
Canada. Right of cities and towns given.
Agents for the Opal Art Co. are making *30
to $60 per week. Call and see for yourself.
We can prove to you tfcat our agents are
THE OPAL ART
making $5 to $10 per day.
CO., 569 Congress 6treet, Portland, Me. 9-1

city

buy all kinds of cast off
clothing. ladies’ dresses, children’s clothaerify. Real
me and men's clothing, l pay the highest cash
per
sums of $5000 and
$10,000 on 5 to 10
price. Send letters or postals to MR. or MRS. cent intime.
N. 8. GARDINER, 185 Middle
years
S. De GROOT, 76 Middle St., City.
13-3
street, room 4._
12-1

WANTED—To

soene

of a more amusing or
unusual towu
meeting incident than Troj. The meethad
been
smooth
and
serene
ing
until it
came to eleotlng a treasurer and
it was
decided to let the good men bid for this
the
one
office,
agreeing to disohargo the
duties for the lowest price to have it.
This indicates of course, that the oitizens
of Troy are all houest and all fitted to be
town treasurers, but this observation is
not a part of the story. When the meeting was ready for propositions Newell
Bagley allowed that during the next
municipal year he would be treasurer if
the town wanted him for *25. Then came
an unexpected bid from
G. L. Tyler at
115. Mr. Bagley’s next bid was *14. Mr.
Tyler’s was $10. Mr. Bagley next said
$5, and Mr. Tyler dropped it to $1.
Then Mr.
Bagley told the assembled
multitude that he would do the business
gratis. Mr. Tyler said he would give
the town *1 for the privilege of doing the
business. This brought the house down.
Mr. Bagley concluded not to be outdone
so his next bid was to give tbo towu |2
tor the privilege of handling the town’s
Then
money. This ended the bidding.
the money, *L from Mr. Tyler and *2
from Mr. Bagley was paid over to
the
moderator, and it was necessary to vote
the treasurer iu. Tylor won handsomely.

FOR

CO., dealers in
Registers, 86 Weybosset street,
6-2
Providence, 11. I.

seventy-

the

'-,1V*

‘heap.

XviiSl-

five rooms. The builders of the hotel aro
a number of gentlemen who have formed
themselves into a company of which Mr.
A. D. MaoFall, of Maohias, is tire agent.
The hotel will bo 120x80 in diiuensious.
H.
L.
the taxiderCrosby,
mist, is mounting a 2C-pound togue, the
biggest fish ever caught in Moosehead
lake.
This magnificent fish was hooked
in the lake last Friday by a guide named
Chas. Nicolas; It measures three feot,
four inches in length, and is a beauty in
form and color.
Landlord Deunen of
tlie Kineo House, bought the fish on
and
is
it mounted for
having
sight,
bunging in his hotel this season.
This
is probably the biggest specimen of the
ever
hooked
in
trout family
the State.

every town and
delivering; good wages from

start; pay weekly;
J

9-1

in

3eeond hand

The

decision of the U. S. Supreme
Court, March ad, in reference to the laws
relating to iish and game, not only gives
the State oontrol, but goes much further
than most men have thought.it gives the
State the right to control the
fish and
game for the citizens of the State. Even
the interstate oommoree laws, cannot interfere with the right to prevent its
transportation from this State to another.
The State cun, if this is correctly understood, prevent fish or game being taken
from the State for the purpose of sale.
This decision gives the State a solid basis
upon which to stand, and it will be easy
to make our laws, so as to secure the
greatest benefit to tho State, from these
immense resources.

no

orders

W. H.

SALE—Small farm of 16 acres; choice,
high., early land, large orchard, choice
Fruit grafted, good life story house with ell and
able bodied man who under
3table in good repair, 1 mile from Gorham "W'ANTED—An
”
stands farming thoroughly, between the
village, very pleasant location: price $1000. aces of 21 and
35, and who conies well recomW. H. WALDRON & CO.. 180 Middle St. 7-1
mended.
Apply to the office of Wm. M.
feb26tf
SALE—Three National total adding BRADLEY, iSVa Exchange St.
latest
FORCashP.Registers,
J. ENRIGHT &

STATE TOPICS OF INTERESTt

man

with moderate capital to learn a good
and profitable business; situation
permanent. Address with real name and references, INDUSTRY. Press office.
11-1

MENcity;

■F YOUR WATCH KICK

premises.9-1

LET—Two connecting rooms up one flight,
rpo
A
has three large closets and all moaern
conveniences, including hot and cold water;
would prefer to let
unfurnished; will be vacant
about March 20th. Call at 122 FREE ST. 7-1

to take

-—o---

the

TlO LET—Upper tenement In brick house No
A
25 Myrtle St., between Congress and
Cumberland Sts., with bath room. Apply at
BINES BROTHERS.
7-1

SALE—A

FORburnisher.

Address

WHO wicl bead

remodelled and newly ^papered and painted
Inthroughout. Ready about March 15th.
quire of F. E. LEIGHTON, 303 Forest avenue,

Presumpscott

SALE—New Seaside Hotel in Casco
Bay, with daily communication by
steamers which land at the wharf on the

interesting [part of the
Mr. J. K. Clark of Bar Harbor, has
discovery is the announcement that
of a
it definitely proves the corona to be elec- drawn plans for the oonstruotiou
m/u;i nu kjii«uiuuin a x

rays into space. The similarity of these
to the much-talked-of oathode rays will

in excellent
RENT—Upper
FORorder—furnace
beat—sunny situation
street for two adults.

Emery

rooms

new

trical in its nature. If this is so, every
sun spot must bo a vase center of electrical disturbance, sending out visible

St,12-1

five
very pleasant
SALE—Cow and calf. For particulars TO
and batn, each at 158 Pearl street
IJ'ORenquire BRADLEY & SMALL,
35 Preble Large lot, splendid light, house
completely

At a meeting of the Lewiston city government Wednesday evening an order was
sheet copper.
passed to instruot the city solictor and
hole for the oamera lens, with great ad- city treasurer to draw up a contract to
indemnify the Grand Trunk and Maine
vantage. He made three or four pictures Central railroads for
any damage that
at a time, some with the lens, and some may ensue from tho use of the
bridges of
with the pin hole, and the close agree- the companies.
ment of detail showed that the pictures
The hoy business is thriving just now
were real, not the result of some reflection
or refraotion in his instrument.
This in Randolph. Tho flood caused a soarcity
of hay and those who live near to the
was an important point
to prove, since town are
hauling in all they can and
his brother astronomers would be sure to find a ready market. At one time there
were
live
loads of pressed hay and one of
suggest that such remarkablo results
straw waiting to unload at the end of the
were probably unreliable.
passage across the .river. A number of
The photographs thus taken show that
boys aud men are employed to huul it
the streamers of the oorona are very across the river on sleds in tho foot path,
where
it is taken to the different stores in
closely connected with suu spots. Every
Gardiner and readily sold.
sun spot has its
own
ray; wherever a

ELECTRICAL IN ITS NATURE.

_11-1
RENT—On High street, near Spring
new flats,
eight rooms each, ali
improvements; electric bells, speakhot
water
in
ing tubes,
every room, set tubs
separate cellars, and hot water heaters, each
flat being separate.
Enquire of IV. H. STEVENS, 122 Spring street.
H_1

Ip

--—

of tin and lead foil and
Later he substituted a pin-

that its shape and size dopend on the sun
spot from whioli its rays spring.
Many
of the most prominent rays are twisted
or spiral—a surprising fact never
before
noted, and at present inexplicable.

suite

en

STREET

FORtwo
modern

ARM FOR SALE—At Cape Elizabeth three
miles from Portland. About 3
acres;
large orchard; buildings in good order- for
particulars apply to
MRS. ROLl,on the farm, or B. j
WILLARD, at 59 Commercial street.
n-4

screens

counts fur the conflicting accounts of
observers at eclipses, no two of whom
ever saw the ooorna of the same shape
and size. The reason is now seen to be

bath. Also two large sunny rooms
third floor. 217 CUMBERLAND

Inquire MURDOCK & FREEMAN,

Franklin

i3.1

; on

I^OR

season.

stairs._

LET—Large pleasant room furnished on
first floor; furnace heat, gas and use of

on

more of it in the page few months
than have all the other astronomers of
the world since the dawn of time.
Packer’s first photographs were taken
with a camera, of four-inch
aperture,

prominent ray shoots out in the oorona,
a
big sun spot is sure to be found at the
bottom of it. The corona changes, too,
with the number of suu spots.
This ac-

TO

fe. WALDRC&

SALE—Restaurant. First elass location for business: new
building newly furnished ; reason for selling owner
going south.
Receipts $76 to $100 per day during summer

seen

through

or

St.,up

lots at South Portland
LET—The upper tenement of 782 ConFOR SALE—Buildings
high land overlooking the city and TO gress street. Six rooms, gas and Sebagu.
within
the reach of all For further
prices

rounding the sun, and shining either by
reflected light or electrically.
But it
thing that

tunny unfurnished rooms with
TO LET—Two
without board. Apply to 32 Winter

300

harbor at

The importance of this to astronomers
may he imagined when it is known that
they have not yet decided what the corona is.
Probably most of them agree that
it is an envelope of very thin matter sur-

is hard to find

SALE—Desirable Surburban home for
retired business man; about 12 acres land.
apple trees grafted, raspberries, blackberries strawberries and
asparagus in abundance,
ample buildings In first class repair, handy to
Portland, close to Depot and all privileges;
W,
& CO.
lyo Middle St.
13-1

one

FoI

not

ber of dams

County polities

rb^lETHIMC

NOTHING LESS THAN THE SALE OF 1,090

the sun’s disk.
It
of astronomers that

effectively blocking

Forty word# in.erted coder thU bond
one week for 25 cents cash in
advance.

S/.SOO

them from the public till this late date
that he might test them thoroughly; and
it is not until now, when he is convinced that his disoovory is a real ono,
that he makes announcement of it to

glare might bo discovered,
might be seen or photographed

town

|§ |"f" f

Mr. Packer

his brother astroonomers.
The sun’s oorona as is well known,
oan be seen only during total solar eclipses, when it shines out in soft, silvery
beams all around the dark body of the

TOIUT.

head
week for 85 cents, cash in advance.

A

has since
July last been photographing the sun’s
corona in broad daylight.
The resuits of
this photography are said to he so remarkable that Mr. Packer has [withheld

energy—the

sun’s

Porter,

wy AT
1

another

aDnonoes

sale.

Forty words inserted under this

FOli YOU TO TALK ABOUT!

that has much similarity to it, though
the cathode rays of which it treats proceed from that great res ervoir of electric

some

Porter.

for

Close upon Prof. Roentgen’s sensational discovery, D. E. Packer of South Bir-

moon as

Items of Interest Gathered

miscellaneous.

cal

strength. Stomach makes it available. If stomach won’t work, food does not
mingham,
become available strength.
Food is

j

OMSTIHarO FOB YOU TO REAP!
QjflKTHIUTG FOR VOf TO |||[\li ABOUT!

How to be Strong and Full Of Life
and

miscellaneous.

w

LOST AND

estate*?!? the^dty^tlf

jleuenger’s

POUND.

on Congress St., between
a diamond Stick pin: the
finder will be rewarded by leaving it at GEO.
C. SHAW & CO., 585 Congress St.
7-1

5th.
LOST—March
Preble and Neal,

This

Cumberland, against

the estate of
WANTED—FEMALE

HELP.

PRYB, doing business nnof *‘Troy Steam Laundry” and
22f W®
Troy Eleotrio Laundry” ot Portland,
work preferred. adjudged
to
be an
Insolvent Debtor in

WANTED—Lady compositors

at once; those

experienced in book
to THE THURSTON PRINT.

Apply

13-1

Forty

one

words Inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

TIT ANTED—Two women,
American, pay not

mi-,

t »HP^

TWITThe only safe, sure

hotel, no cooking,
large at presem.
season,
g.
12-1

for the

and

PEMMVDnYAI Dll IQ sSSJSSMSi
rcnn inuiKL riLLoi rt*“s
PEHHYBOYAL

Ask for DB. MOTT’S
PILLS and take no other.
Send for circular. Price $1.00 per box, « fcoxes for $5.00.
l^H*. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.,
Ole,/eland* Ohio,
For sale by Landers itBabbMge, 17 Monument
Souare. Portland. Maine.

LOST AND FOUND.
Forty words inserted under
one

Notice.

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland Countv
State of Maine, Cumberland ss., March
11th A. D. 189b.
is to give notice that on the 9th
day of
March. A. D.
1896, a warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of insolvency. for said County of

this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

horse blanket;
FOUND—A
J.
by calling
same

Cumberland.

on

owner can

have

MORRELL, West
12-1

and under said business names
of
said
Debtor, which
filed on the 9th day of March
A. D., 1896, to which date interest on claims
is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
Property bv him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
Debtor, to prove their debts and choose one or
more assignees of his estate, will be held at
a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probate
Court Room, in said Portland, in said Cootity of
Cumberland, on the 6th dey of April, A.
D.. 1896. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
C. L. BUCKNAM,
the Court of
Deputy Sheriff, as MessengerofofCumberland
Insolvency for said County
ms

own name

onA,A?eti£ou
petltlonfwas

marl 2*1©

•

J

Leather
New \orlt-

FINANCIAL AMICOilMERCIAL

iNutmegs.66065

Ifepper.14016

.26026 • Cloves.14016

weight-26®26|Glnger.x7018
Heavy.26®26|
d'mg.2o®26|Laundry.4Vi®5
Mia

Quotations of Staple Products

in the

starch
Good
Union ducks.. .86«38lGloss.6Vi®7Mi
Am. call.... DO® 1.00
Tobacco.
Load
Best brands...

.60000
Medium.30®4o
Common
25®39

5£®®1.6J4@7

_.,n9.61408
Ve®8Vj

Zinc.

leading Markets.

Naturalaf..

Wednesday’s
York Stock

New

anti

..80^70

Gram Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
quotations.

WHBAT.

Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)

Mch.

n

NEW YORK. Mch. 12.
Money easy at 3@3% per cent.; last loan
at 3 per cent., closing at 3 per cent. Prune mer-

May.

Closing.64%
<

ORK.

Mch.
O >e ning...
5% per cent.
..
Sterling Exchange was easier, with actual
PORK.
business in bankers bills at c00t*86% mr
60-day bills and
@4 87% for demand; Oj ening
posted rates* 4 87% @4 08%. Commercial bills ^!cSinS.
Tnursdav’s auotatsions.
60-daYS at 4 86@4 86%.
Government Bonds
WHEAT.
steady. Railroads firm.
Mch
cantile

paper

was

quoted

at 6

_

31 7-18d

&

oz

was

silver

quoted

was

aud quiet.

Receipts by
land 76 cars miscellaneous merchandise;

for

na'««.

confectioners at

7c; pulverised—c; powered, 6c; granulated
6% c; coffee crushed .ns- yellow 4%
Portland Wholesale Mar k<*r.

PORTLANl). Mcli 12. 189 5.
The following are to-dav’s wholesale prices of
Pr jvisions. Groceries, etc..
lour.

Grain

|

&■
Wheat. 60-tbs.
886
low erades.3 25®3 51 'it'orn, new, car 39®40
VVneat
bakSprlue
(Corn. nag lots.. 40842
ers.cl and st370®3Sf
bag lots..40»4J
Patent Soros
lOats. car lots
28,829
vvneai... 4 15*4 31 Oats, bag loos
30832
iviich. 6U" ell
Cotton Ssecroller.... 4 26®4 3£
car lots .00 00822 00
clear do... 4 15*4 2£
bag lots 0000824 00
rtLouis st'at
Sacked Br’r
4 26«4 3£
roller...
car lots. 14 60*16 6o
clear do. .4 15*4 2£
bag lots. .616817 00
Wnt'r wheat
Middlings. .S16igl7 00
pateois.. 4 35®4 6t
bag ots.. SI765,19 00
Fish.
Coffee.
Cod—Laras
Rio. roasted
20823
Shore
.4 7o.®5 2£ Java do.28®31
email do.. 2 60i£3 2£
Molasses.
Pollock
2 26® 3 2£ Porto Rico.27833
H addock... l 60®2 oc Baroadoei.26828
il ake.1 60®2 OC Faucy.30® 3 6
Herrlna. box
Tea.

pleai,

...

....

Scales_
»@13c :Amoys.16@2o
Mackerel, bi
COUgOUS.14:8:50
Extra Is 00 00@*0t Japan.18® 86
Snore Is *22 00W*2£ ll’ormoso..2o®b0
Shore 2s *1900**21
Sugar.
Produce.
Standard Gran
6Vs
Cape Cran’brs* 10@S i 1 |Ex-quality,fine
6 3-i6
Maine,
$8(®S1C
granulated
Jersey,cte2 5G®$3 0( Extra C,
4%
Mew York
Seed.
Pea Beans.l 40® 1 4£ Timothy.
4Vi@41/a

Foreign—nominal

May.
64%
64 Vs

Mch.

^

Clover,West,

a

g9

May.
30%
30 Vs

Opening.28%
C'osme..

PORK.

^oaJo

Opening..

Closing.
LARD.

cars.

Retail Grocers
Portland market—cut loaf 7;

Superfine

^9*87
9.86

CORN.

Kaiiroa'I Keoe'irs
PORT I AN \ Mch. 12
Maine Central R. R.—For Fort-

connecting roads 143

80%

J

dull.

oar

30%

Opening.
c,08ln*.62%

Mexican dollars 65@66%.
Silver at the Board
At Londou to-day

May.

..

«

Bar silver 68%

July’

Opening.
Closing.
■*

ll»uu

OMWt

Sept’

kiliu

Corrected bv Swan ft Babkbtt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
61001 8.
Description.
Par Value,
Bid. Asked
anal National Bank..100
115. 118
Casco National Bank.100
98
100
umberland National Bank.. 40
36
38
Chapman National Bank.100
98
100
First National Bank.100
98
100
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
110
112
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
198
100
Portland National Bank_100
100
102
Portland Trust Co.100
llo
112
1 ortland Gas Company. 60
85
90
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
118
12o
Portland Water Co.100
loo
106
BONDS

Portland City 6s, 1897.103
104
I ortland 6s. 1907.12u
122
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102% 103%
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.107
107
augor 6s, 1899. R R. aid.107
110
Bangor 6s. 1906. Water.116
117
Bath 6S. 1898. R. R. aid.104
106
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal..100
102
Bath 4%s, 1907. Municipal.100
102
Bath 4s, 1021, Refunding.loo
102
Belfast 6s. 1898.K. R. aid.104
106
Belfast 48. Municipal.101
103
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding.. 100
102
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.108
110
Lewiston 4s. 191S. Munlolnal.102
104

Saco 4s. 1901.

Municipal.100

Maine Central K, K. 7s.1898.lst mtgl06
7s, 1912, cons. migl34
"4% s
104
’’g6s, 1900. extens’nioe
”4%s, 1906, 8kg FdlOl
Leeds & Farmington K. R. 6s. i89«. 100
Portland ft Ogd’g g6s, 1900. 1st mtgl06
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.104
Portland Water Co’s 4a 1927,.... 100

101
108
13?
106
108
102
101
108
106
102

Yellow Eyes.] 80 ml 6i
do
N. Y.
9§>9ya
Ca] Pea-1 7 081 71 Alslke,
9 r® 10
RvatonStoek Market.
Irish Fotat's. bu?.6@4( Red Top,
16®15Va
The following are the latest closing quotatjweets. Vineland 6 0(
Provisions.
tions of stocks at Boston:
do Jersey— ®4 f>( PorkOnions—
clear.. 12 76813 26 Mexican Centra 4s. 69%
Mative.bbl 1 7E@2 o( backs... 12 76® 13 26 Atchison, Top. & Santa Fe. R.; 16%
Chickens...
17(«tlr
light. 12 25812 76 Boston & Maine.169
do
Turkeys, Wes. i7@ltj< Beet—light..
9 00
pfd
10 60 Maine Central.
heavy.
Union Pacific.
Fowls_
14®lcE UUtCDISaUS V IV Jt
7%
American Bell.203
Lara. tcs. ami
Apples.
American
ougar.l
common.116%
3
Fancy.
00@3 5C
Vabbi. pure6ys@6%
Sugar, "pfd.102
Fair to good 2 25*2 6C
do com’ml. 6It a
Cen Mass., pfd.
Baldwins S3 00
pails,compd 661 set's
do
common.
11%
Evan © it.7*8«
pails, purs 78'. @73,i Mexican
Central. 11%
LflmoBi,
pure If
9V»@9%
2 7o@3 EC Bams ....
Messina
« 11)
New York Quotations ou Stocks and
Palermo— 2 75@3 26
Bonds
aocov’rd
@10V*
..

Oranges.
Oil.
* 00®* 60 Kerosenel20ts
California.
10 Vi
o 00®0 00
Jamaica
Ligoma.11
6 00a6 60
Valencia.
Centennial.11
Pratt’s Usual ..13
Eggs.
Neamy.17®
Devoe’s brilliant 13
Eastern extra.. 16® 17 In half bbls lc extra

ofBcmds•0W1D^

(By Telegraph
*‘°'cla*’s °lesing quotations

ar0

Mch.

12.

Lumber.

Mch. 11.

New 4g
coup.@110%
1
*
United States 2a leg. 95
jt
Centra! Pacillo lsts.100%
101
Denver ft R. G. ist.113
Erie 2ds. 70

Fresh Western... ®16
ltaisins.
Held.
@14 Muscatel.60 lb bxs3@6
Hotter.
London lay’rll 50@176
Oreamerv .fncy. .23*24
Coal.
Kansas Pacific Consols. 73
GiltEaae Vr mt.20*22
Eetail—delivered.
Oregon; Nav.
Choice.
@18 Cumberland 4 00@4 60 Kansas Pacificlsts.109%
Cheese.
Chestnut....
186 00 Northern Pacificlsts.102%
cons 6s.... 46%
H. Y. fct’ry.12 @12V» PranKiln....
'7 26
CKkin: quotations of stocks:
Vennom ...12 @12ya Lehln.....!
go 00 Atchison.
....13
Bage
S1SW Pea.
4 Oo Adams
Express.
Bread

American

Express.Ill

I13

73

102%
46%
16%
147
HI
170
16

Pilot sup_7 @7Vi White wood—
Bosion Ail Maine.169
do sq.6
No 1&2. l-ln*32@S3S Central Pacific. 16
Crackers— 4l/a@6Vi
SaDs.l-in.
S26@$28 Cues, a onto. 16%
16%
Cooperage.
Com’n, 1-ln $23(8*26 t mcago ft Alton.166
166
Hhhd shooks & hds—
iy*, lVi&2Chicago ft Alton preterrea_170
170
Mol. city. 160*176
in, Nul&2$33®$35 Cnicaeo. Burlington ft Quincy 78
77
Bug.count’y 85 @1 OC l^,lVs&2-ln
Delaware ft Hudson Canal Co.125*4
126
Country Mot
Sans.
*28@*30 Delaware.Lackawana & Westl61%
161%
hhd suooks
Squares,
*36is$38 Denver ft Rio Grande. 13%
13
hhd hdg ml
Cypress—
Erie... 16%
16%
82 n. 24*26
1-in No 1&2 $36B$36
00
preferred
39%
Bug hd36in 21 @23
l>A,iy» &2Illinois Central.
95*4
ln.Nol&2 *34@*36 Lake Erie ft West. 96%
Hoops 14 ft. 26@80
19%
19%
12 ft.
25*28
2Vi, 3&4-in*40@*46 Lake
Shore.147
147%
8 t. 8 @9
S’th pine_$26@$35
ft Nash. 63%
Louis
62*4
Clear pin*—
Cordage.
Maine Central R.
Amer’niJiblOtii §11
[uppers.$65@66 Mexican Central.
11%
H5/a
Manilla...
7Vi@8Vi Select.$46@66
95
96
Manilla hot:
I Fine common. .44g@46 MlchicanCentrallpf.
Minn & St. L. 20
20
00@9
rope.
ISpruce. $14 @16 00
Russia do. 18 @18ya 1 Hemlock.$11@12 Minn. ft|8t. Louis, pf. 79
79%
Missouri raemc. 23%
23Vs
bisai.
6*7
! Clayboaras—
New Jersev Central..106
106V*
Drugs and Dyes.
ISpruce. X.$30@32 V.Mkan Poslfis
Acid Oxalic.... 12*14 (Clear.*26,828
do
O
preferred_ lt;%
Acid tart.83@36 2d clear.*23@26
Ammonia.1 us/20 I No 1.*16(820 Northwestern.103%
103%
A sties, pot
145
6Vi @ 8 I pine.$26@50 Northwestern. Dfd.14L%
New York Central. 97%
Bals oonabla.. .65*60 I Shingles—
97%
Beeswax.37@42 1X cedar.... 3 00g3 60 New York.Chicago A:St Louis 12%
12%
do 1st pfd. 70
Bleh powders... 7(89 (Clear cedar.2 76@3 00
70
40
Borax.9@10 IX No X.1 85@2 25 New York A N E. 40
Brimstone. .2 @2 Vi (No 1 cedar..1 25,81 75 Old Oolonv.176
176
Cochlneai.40*43 ISpruce.1 26gl 60 Ont. A Western. 14%
14%
Copperas.lVi@ 2 i Laths.spce. .1 DO.q.2 00 PaolfleMail. 20%
257/,
Creamtartar.... 32*36 I
Pulman Palace.167 %
Lime—Cement,
166
Ex logwood.
Reading. 12%
.12*16 j Lime.& esk. 1 00,8
lj%
Gutnaramc.. .70*1 22 > Cement..... 140@
Rock Island
72
71
Glycerine
126 @7 6 1
Matches.
St. Paul. 77%
76%
66
Aloesicape.I5@afi (Star,# gross
do bfd.129
129%
Camphor.66®’ H I Dirigo.@66 St. Paul A Omaha. 40
40%
M ytrh......
52*66 Excelsior.50
do prfd.124
124
Opium.... 2.60*3 50
St Paul. Minn. A Mann.109
Metals.
109
Shellac.45@60 1 Copper—
Sugar,common.116%
116’/.
Indigo.85c@$l 114@48 com.... 00(816 Texas Pacific.
8%
8%
23 Union Pacific, new.
loame.4@S4 26 FoUsneaconoer.
7%
7%
16 U. S. Exriress. 40
Ipecac.176@2 00 1 Bolts.
46
12
Licorice, rt... .16*20 1Y M sheath....
1 6%
Wabash6%
12
Lac ex.34®*C IYM Bolts.
do prfd. 18%
17%
*4-—
O J.JI l\(\
I Bottoms
22@24 Western Union. 86%
84%
oil bergamot2 76*3 20 I Ingot.
11&12
KionmonaA West Point.
Nor.Cod!iver2 25 a2 50 I Tin—
do Difd....'.
Lemon.1 762 266 1 Straits.... 15yi@16yj
Oiive.1 00® 2 60 Englisn.
New Horlr Mining Stock*.
@5 60
Peppt.300*3 26 Char. L Co..
NEW YOKE, Meh. 12.1896_The’following
IV Intergree nl 7 6@2 00 Char. LX."
@7 26
Potass Dr’mde. 46*47 1 erne.o uu&o uu are 10 day’s closing quotations 01 minioc stocks:
Chlorate.24*28 I Antimony...
12@14 Col. Coal.
.4 76@6 00 Hocking Coal. 3%
Iodide.2f8o3nd iCoke
4
Homestake.
R'i®455
30
Quicksilver.
70*80 I Spelter....
Quinine. ..37%*40% ISOiUei V3 V1
13
12@14 Ontario.
Nails.
Quicksilver. 2
Eheubarb, rt.76c@l 60 I
ao pld.•
Kt snake.3o@40 !Cask.ct.base2 55(62 R6
14Vs
’PTiran..
wire.. 2 80®2 90
Saltpetre..8 @12
Victor.
Karsl Stores.
henna.26*30
00
Portland,
Canary seed.... 4*5 Tar*M)bI. ..2 75@3
145
Cardamons 1 00*1 76 Coal tar_4 76®5 oo Golden Fleece,
Soda. by-carb3%*ft*A Pitch.2 76®3 00
Poston Produce Market.
iWU. Pltcn. .2 75(0,3 00
£»>••.2%®3
huphur.2; rd2% Ros’.n.3 00&4 00
BOSTON, Mch. 12, 1896.—Thelfollowing are
lead.20*22 Tupentme, gal 357*46 o-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc,!
Sugar
White war... .60*66 Oakum.... 7
@S
Vitrol. blue.... e *8
FLOUR.
Oil.
Vanilia.oean.. *10*13 Il.inseed.42®47
Sspring patents. 3 65 di$4 10.
Duck.
Boiled.46®160
clear
anil
Spring,
straight, 3 00@36 0.
No 1.32 ISperm.
(16(876
Winter, clear and straight, 3 66(44 90,
No 3.2t I Whale.60@60
Winter patents, 4 00;S,4 26.
No 10.20 (Bank.30(835
Add 26c to the above for the jobbing rates.
8 oz.13
Shore.. ..25(830
MEATS.
10 oz.16 11’orgie.30(636
G uepowdei—Shot. 'Lara. 46 ®65 Pork, long and short cut, fc> barrel. 12 60.
and livy backs $11 60®12 60.
3 60@4 00 [Castor.i
Pork,
light
Blasting
00®] 10 Pork, lean lends 12 60.
4 60@6 50 iNeatsfoot
Sporting.
55ci87o
Tongues pork $16 60: do beef $22 $> bbl
Drop allot.26 iba. 1 3U I Rlame..
1
Beef, corned, $8 60®11 60.
Buck. b. BE.
Paints.
T. XT. B.1 66 | Lead—
Shoulders, corned and fresh 7c.
[ Pure ground.5 25® 6 76 Shoulders, smoked, 8.
Hay.
Preasea.$14®1E Rea...
6 25®6 76 Kibs, fresh, 8V* c.
Boose Hav
*18®*2f lRnkVenRed3
®3y* Hams, large and small, 0%«10%o.
Straw, car lots .$9@10 | Am Zinc... .a 00@7 oo Bacon. 9c.
Iron.
[Rochelle...
,2y.
Pork, salt 6%c.
Common.... 1% *2
Rice
Briskets, salt 6%.
jRelineo._13/i @2% [Domestic.... *
Sausages, 7%c.
Salt.
Norway.3% @4
meat. 7c.
Sausage
Cast steel....
8*10 (Tks Is.lb lidl 60^2 00 Lard, tcs,at 6%c j palls, 6%@7%C; If, 111
pails
German steel.@8% iLiverpiol ..i 6o®i so
8%«9%.
:
Shoesteel.@2% Dia’md Crys, bbl 2 26 Beef steers. 6(4,7%.
i
Sue-* IronS ileratus.
Beef, fresh, hinds 7%@9%e: fores, 445c,
Sale, aius_6@6ya
IL C.4%@6
Lambs, 7(a,8e jp lb.
Gen.Russial3%@14
Spices.
lb: coun'ry, 4% c.
6c
Ameri’cnfiussial 1®12 Cassia, pure.... 17®19 Hoes, dressed,city,
small hens, 16c.
Mace..........
l oo Turkeys, Western,
Galr.6Va®7
Turkeys, large, & lb 14@16.
Turkeys, frozen, 13@16.
Every man, woma n aDCl obild who has Chickens, Northern, fresh killed, 16®18e.
once tried that sped do Dr. Bull’s Cough Fowls. Northern, 18®i4c.
Fowls, Western, 9®l*c.
Syrup, oannot say e lough in its praise.
Chickens. Western 12®1#,
aAmwaan

0 7/

..

..

..

1._

-I

..

....

...

..

...
■

...

..

PRODUCE.

Butter, cream, choice,
ffi26c
Butter, fair to good, 21024c.
Butter. North, choice, 17020,
Butter, unit, crni. 14016c.
Ladle packed li@13.
Cheese. Northern, choice 10*10V41 Wst, ch’ce
9gl0Vac.
Eggs, hennery choice, 16®18: East IS.
Eggs. Mich, choice, 12 Xic.
Western fresh 12*12 Vac.
Beans, pea.l 26s*l 40:mediums, 1 20*1 30.
Beans, yei. eyes, 1 20®; 36;red kid.l lBiail 25.
Beans foreign, 1 10®1 20.
Potatoes, Choice Hebrons 32035c bush.
Potatoes. Hebrons, fair to good 30.
Bose, Ar. Co, seed, 36®40.
Potatoes—Green Mountain, 28@80.
Potatoes,White star. 26028c.
bbl, 13 60®4 00.
Apples, cnotee
Apples, Baldwins at *3 00®3 76c.

_
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•
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BULL MARKET

Sell Lizzie .1 Clark. Randall, Boston.
Sch Ravola, Denning, St John, NB for New
York.
Sch Romeo, Campbell, St John, NB, for Vineyard-Haven.
Sch Georgia, Longmire, St John. NB, for City
Island.
Sch Annie Lawry. Rockland.

Merriman, Newmcn, ltockportfor

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraph!
Cleared.
CHICAGO, Mch.|12, 1896.—The Cattle markSteamship Scotsman, (Br) Maddox, Liverpool.
et—receipts 9,500; firm, 6c higher; oommon to
&
Elder,
Co.
Dempster
extra steers at 3 50®4 7 6'.Stockers ana feeders
Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—
at 2 8003 75: cows and bulls at 16008 66;
J
B
Coyle.
calves at 2 7506 10; Texans 2 10*4 10.
Sch Claras Mabel, Leeman, New Harbor—J H
Hogo—Receipts, 31,000;weak, and 6c lower; Blake.
heavy packing and shipping lots at 3 96@4 05;
common choice mixed 3 9004 07 Vi : choice asSch W 11 Clifford, from Norfolk, reported
sorted 4 1004 16, light at 3 9604 16: pigs at at
Richmond Island 11th. was towed in same
3 00*4 10.
evening
by tug L A Belknap.
Sheep—receipts 12,000; strong, 10c higher;
interior to choice at 2 6o®8 65; lambs at 3 60
FROM OCR CORRESPONDENTS.
®4 56.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Mch 11
Ar, schs
Domestic Markets.
Ripple, Banks, Boston for Vinalhaven; Mlnetta
Boston
lor Winterport; Emma W Day
Crackett,
(By Telegraph.!
searsport for Portland; J M Fisk, Rockland for
•
MARCH 12. 1886.
Boston; Eidora, Gay, Miilbridge for do; Emma
NEW YORK—The Fiour market— receipts W Day,
Winterport for Boston; Ruth Robinson.
31,012 packages; exports 3,011 bbls and ly- Boston, to load Ice; Ann E Stevens, do. at Pools
sis sacks: sates 8800packages; dull,generally Landing.
eiisy.
Sailed, sch Nahum Chapin, Arey, fm Poole's
Fiour^quoiaaons—low extras at; 2 2502 86; Landing for Norfolk.
city Bulls extra at 4 15*4 26: crtv nulls patents
ROCKPORT, Mch 11—Ar, schs XV C Nor4 20®4 46: winter wheat low grades at 2 26 a
cross, Robinson. Camden; Julia Edna. Drinkz bo ; iair to iaucy at z so a a uu: patents ato vv
water, Northport.
®4 26; Minnesota clear 2 70all 20: straights
Sailed, sells Lydia M Webster. Hooper. Bosuo at S 0043 60: do patents 3 35®4 30: do rye
ton; Puritan, Harding, Baltimore ; Calvin F
mixtures 2 60®8 80: suDerline at 2 10@2 60:
Baker,
Darlihg, Portsmouth, Va.
ane at 2 0042 30. Southern flour dull, easy;
SOMES SOUND, Mch 10
common to lair extra 2 40®3 00;good to choice
Ar, sch Stephen
at 3 00@3 30. Kye Hour quiet. Hrm 2 60®2 90. Bennett, Glass, Boston.
Buckwheat flour —. Buckwheat 40@4tc.CornEXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
meal quiet, unchanged; Yellow Western 2 20®
2 25; brandy wine 2 20.
Kye, state at 49c dlv.
Sid 1m London 7th, Augusta, Bucksport.
bush: exports 8261 bush:
Ar at Demerara Moll 11, sch Clara E Raddali,
Wheat—receipts
sales 144,('00 hush; fairly active and ^easier
Clark, Portland Eeb 20.
No 2 Bed In store and elev 79@79% ; afloat at
Sid fm Port Morant 4th inst, seh John I Snow,
BOVa ®80%c; f o b at 80481% : No 1 Northern Snow, Philadelphia.
at 74. Corn—reoelpts 61,426 bush;exports 134
bush; sales 19,000 bush; dull, firm: No 2 at 39
Memoranda.
in elev, 40c afloat. Date— receipts 108,000 bu;
Fishing schr Fairy Queen, of Portland, Capt
exports 30 bush; sales 66,000 bush; No 2 at Cushing,
while trying to get into Biddeford Pool
26-/a®26»/*c; White do 26%@27c; No 2 CbiWednesday night during a blinding snow storm
caLO at 26y2c: No 3 at 24Vac; do White at26c;
struck on Nigger Island, slid off aud then
Mixed Western 263/26%c; do Whtteauu White
struck on Phillips Ledge, where she sank. She
State 27®29c. Beef dull, steady, unchanged;
had 16,000 lbs lish on board. Vessel and cargo
family at S10@ 1200; extra mess 7 50ia)K00;
to he a. total loss. The crew of 11
beef hams quiet 14 50@$16; tierced beef in 0- supposed
men escaped in dories and landed at the Pool.
tl e; city extra India mess at $ 16® 16 60, cut
White Cloud, Carter, from PernamBarque
meats firm, moderate demand: pickle bellies 12
buco for New York, has arrived at Bermuda
lbs 4%@6c; do shoulders 4%@4% c; do hams
with loss of mainmast, mizzen topmast, foretop
at 8% @8%. Lard quiet,easier; Western steam
with yards and sails attached. The
gallantmast.
closed 6 55; city$6@6 0o: refined auiet;Contlhull Is all right.
nent at 6 90; 8 A at ti 16: compound 4%44'>/$.
The derellst schr Ella B Kimball, of Bath, fm
Provisions—Pork dull, steady :me6s at 310 00®
Pascagoula Jan 31 for New York, was towed
10 60. Butter i< in fair demand, and steady;
Into punta Gorda Feb 22 by tug A F Dewey.
State dairv at 10®2uc; dooreamy held 13® She has a
cargo of lumber. Capt Caswell aud
1 Sc: Western crm at 14®22c; do factory at 9 his
crew are supposed to have perished.
(3>13c: Elgins at 22c. Cheese, fairly active;
prices unchanged; State large at 6@l0%c; do
Domestic Ports.
fancy loVic; small at 6@10%c. Petroleum
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, schs Edward Smith.
firm; united at 1 40. Coffee—Rio is quiet and
easier ; No 7 at 13%®13w c.
Sugar—raw is Bath; J-eventy-Six. Thomaston; Wm Jones,
null and steaav; 1 efined market quiet and easy, Boston; Lucy E Friend, do.
Cld 12th, steamer Manhattan, Portland; bark
No 6 at 4%c; 7 at 4 6-16c;No 8 at 4% ;No 9 at
4 8-16c;No 10 at 4ysc-.N0 11 at 4 I-I6c; No 12 Lillian, Santos; sch P W Sprague, Barbados.
Passed Hell Gate 12th, sch Anna W Barker,
at 40: NO l3 at 3 15-16c:0lt A at 4 7-16@4 1116c; Mould A at 6% ; standard A 0;Confectlon- Blake, for Helfasi and Bucksport.
Passed east 12th, brig Mauson, from Amboy
ers'A 4Vgc;cut loaf and crusbed 6%c:powcterfor Portland.
ed 6%c; granulated at 6c; Cubes 6%e.
BOSTON—Ar
11th, sells S E Nightingale, AlQuotations are those made by refiners on the
one-pricebasis under the plan of October loth, len, New York; Ruth S Hodgdon, Armstrong,
1896 which makes large dealers and wholesale Rockland.
Cld 12th, sch Julia A Decker, Wnirton, for
grocers agents of the Trust handling sugars on
consignment, and who are at stated times of Bucksport.
BALTIMORE—Ar 11th, barque C P Dixon,
settlement allowed a cmmisslou of 3-f6c V ft.
There is also a trade discount of 1 per cent on Gilkey. Washington.
BRIDGEPORT-Ar 10th, sch Hary W Hayus,
100 bbl lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid within seven days, and no trade discount on smaller Holt. Hayti. mm
HYANN1S—Ar 11th, sch Cyrus Chamberlain,
quantities. No sales less than 26 barrels. For trom
Thomaston for New York, (and sld.)
sugar packed in bags there is no additional
JACKSONVILLE
Ar 9th, sch Nathan F
charges on granulated or softs from 1 to 14 InCobb, Benner, New York.
ft additional.
clusive, aud other grades Vsc
Cid
sell
Etta
A
9th,
Stimpson,
Coombs, GuadFreights to Liverpool—grain by steam quiet,
aloupe.
it lyad.
Cld 11th, ach Elwood H Smith, Drlsko. St
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was Domingo.
quiet and steady: hard wheat spring patents at
PORT TAMPA—Ar 11th, sch Chas S Glid5 16@3 60; soft wheat patents S3 00®@310; den, Kales. Baltimore.
lard wheat bakers at 2 16S2 30 In sacks: fo
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 11th, schs John F
ivheat bakers $2@2 20: Winter wheat at 3 20 Randall,
Crocker, Boothbay via New York: D
Wheat—No 2 Spring 62% ffl Howard Spear, Falker, Brunswick; Lizzie Bab£3 40 in wood.
53%c; No 2 Red at 68ys@67%c. Corn—N02 cock, Kennebec; Wm C Tanner, Johnson, F'er23%c. Oats—No 2 —c: No 2 Rye at 88c; No £ uandlna; barge Rattlesnake, Portland.
Barley 86436c. No 1 Flaxseed 89ysc; Mess
Ar 12th, sch M L Wood, Spaulding, Savannah
pork —. Lard at 6 3086 32y» ; short rib sides
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 11th, sch Henry
it 5 104(5 15; Dry salted meats—shoulders at H Chamberlain, Zaza: Luis G
Kabel, Gardiner,
54 62y3®4 75:short clear sides 6 37%@6 60.
Turks Island for Boston.
Receipts—Flour, 6,000 bhls: wlieat. 43.900
Ar at do 12th, sch Daisy Fariin, Dunton, from
bush: corn. 184.000 busbioats, 266,UOU bush: Mobile for New York.
rye. 6,600 bush barley. 73.000 bust:.
PROVIDENCE-Sld 11th, sch Sarah A BlaisShipments—Flour 4.300 bbls iwbeat 114.000 dell, Payne, New York.
bush; corn. 118,000 bush; oats 277,000 bush;
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 11th, sch Geo E Walrye. 6400 bush: barley 30.000 bush.
cott, Reed, Philadelphia.
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market
SAVANNAH—Cld 11th, sch Jolianaa Swan,
to-day was
quiet; patents 8 66@3 76, extra fancy at 3 25@ Shackford, Perth Amboy.
8 46; fancy 2 90@3 00; choice at 2 60® 2 70.
SALEM—Ar 11th, schs Silver Heels, Quinlan,
Wheat lower; March at 60c. Corn is lower; New York for Kookland; JR Bodwell, Speed,
Mch 26c. uals lower; March at 18%. Provis- do for Portland: Jas L Maloy, Burnett, do for
ions—Fork—new at $9 87%; old 9 37%. Lard Thomaston; Nile. Manning, Rockland for New
—prime steam at 36 06; choice at 6 15. Ba- York; Thos Borden, do for do; AbbvK Bentcon-shoulders at oVa ; longs 6%; clear ribs ley, Price, Carteret for Portland; Ella May.
6%; clear sides at 5%c. Dry salted meats— Cooper. New York for ftockport; Geo Gurney,
3
shoulders at 4% ; longs at 6; clear ribs at 6%; Damariscotta for New York.
clear sides 6%.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 10th, schs Alnieda
Receipts—Flour 2700 bbls; wheat 12,200 W ley, Apalachicola 26 days for Boston; Eagle
busn; corn 28,200 bush; oats 23.100 bush; rye Wing. East Boothbay for Washington; Henry L
Peckham, and H S Learning, do for Philadelbush.
Shipments—Flour 3,000 bbls: wheat 4 000 phia; Carrie A Norton, Phipsburg forNYork;
aud Caariton Belie, Rockland for New
Chase,
corn
oats
6.900 bUBh: rye
bush;
86,800 bush;
York; Addle Scnlaffer, and Laura Robinson,
—bush.
do for do, Jas A Brown, aud Druid.
Thomaston
DETROIT—Wheat—Ne 2 Red at 71c; Nel for
do; Jennie G
and Georgia Berry,
White at 72c. Corn—No 2 at 30c.
Oats—No z Rockland for NewPUlsbury.
York; Wm Klee, Sardinian,
White 23%.
aud Charlie & Willie, do for do; Jordan L Motf
Ho for do; Henry May. Portland for
ton on Markets
do; Morris
& Cliff, do for do; Maine, Portland for Lam(By Telegraph.)
berts Poiut; Electa Bailey, Bremen for Suffolk;
MARCH 12. 1896.
Roger Drury, Poole’s Landing lor Wilmington,
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was (.latter broke anchor.
Sld 11th, sch Henry May, Portland for New
iou
aim
sales
uuies
quid,
steauy
jimuuiing upYork, and arrivals of 10th.
lands at 7%c; middling gulf 8c.
Passed by lltli, barque Elmlranda, from Port
NEW ORLEANS—The Coton market to-day land for New York.
was steady; middling 7Vse.’
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
Foreign Ports.
was firm; middling 7 7-16
At Hiogo Feb 6, ships R D Rice.
Burnham,
SAVANNAH—Tli« cotton
market to-day
Mary
k. Cushing, Pendleton, for
was firm; Middling 7 7-16c.
Island;
Philippine
Emily
Reed,
for
Simmons,
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was Shanghai and New York.
]Ulet: niiriitling 7 7-lSe.
At Newcastle. NSW, Jan 17, ship Antelope,
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-dav was Banks, for Accapulco;
barque Portland Lloyds,
MpI nnH f/ir Vulnaroinr.
steady; middlings 7ttc.
Sid fm Honolulu Feb 27. b- rque S C Allen
Thompson, Sail Francisco.
European Markets.
Sid fm St Domingo 4th inst, barque Neptune.
(By Telegraph.)
Small, New York.
Ar at Mauzanilla 6th inst, sch Hneli
LONDON, Mch. 12. 1886.—Consols 109%d
Keliev
*
y’
tor money aud 109 16-I6d lor the aeeount.
Haskell. South Amboy.
Sid
fm
Annatto
Ja.
Bay.
Feb
sch
Belle
22d,
LIVERPOOL.lMch. 11.1896.—Cotton market
firm; American middling at 113-82d: estimat- Wooster, Coffin, Chester. Pa.
Sid fm Falmouth, Ja. Feb 18. sch Minnie J
ed sales 12,000 bales; speculation and export
Simmons, Halifax.
1000 bales.
At
Guautanauio Feb 29, barque Grace
Quotations Winter .Wheat at'6s 8d@Bs 9d;
Lynwood. Chase, for Delaware Breakwater- sh
SpringWheat 6s 8dffl5s aVid.
Chas A Gilberg, Smith, for New York
Corn 3s 4d.
at
Havana 10th inst, sch Jas W Fitch KelAr
Pork steady 63 6d.

1892.
National solvenoy established,
easy money, increasing earnings
of railroads and improving general business all tend to one result, Higher Prices.

Peabody,

Everett & Go.,

Bankers & Brokers,
Building, Boston, Mass.

_

Write,

or

call, for

our

manual

Orders executed at the New York Stock
The Boston Stock Exchange,
Chicago Board of Trade, The New
York Cotton Exchange and The Philadelphia & Baltimore Exchange.

Exchange,
the

mar4M,W&F3m7thp

STEAMERS.

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

—

—

_

ley, Philadelphia.

OCEAN STEAMER
FROM

_

MOVEMENTS.
FOR

Trinidad.New York.. Bermuda! Nch
3t. Louis.New York..S’thamptou.Mch
Friesland .New York. .Antwerp .Mch
Yucatan.New York. -Hav&Mex.Mcb
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool...Mch

11
11
11
11
11
12

“SA* J>?°

Feb 2°. »°h Anna E Kranz, Pur-

Philadelphia.

Sid Feb 26, sch R D Bibber, Pinkham, for
Navassa.
Ar at Nassau, NP, 3d, inst, Grace Andrews.
Peters, Portland.
Hooked.

Jan 30, lat IS, Ion 38 W, ship Columbus, fm
Santiago.New York. .ClenIuegos..Mch
New York for Hong Kong.
Palatia.New York. .Hamburg...Mchl4
March 10, jat 37 N. Ion 74 W, ship 8 P HitchVenezuela-New York.. Laguayra.. Mch 14 cock, Gates, from Honolulu for
New York.
Orizaba.New York. .Havana —Mch 14
Fontabelle.New Yolk. .St Thomas.Meh 14
Lucauta.New York. .Liverpool,. .Mch 14
Amsterdam
New York..Rotterdam.Mch 14
Adirondack.. .New York. .Jamaica—Mch 14
Mohawk.New York, .Louuon ....Mch 14

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
r om Central Wharf, Boston, 3
p.m. From
Pine Street
Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. insurance one-half >ne rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for tne West by the Penn. R. R„ and

South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
;ommiS8lon.
Round Trip *18 00.
Passage •10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf; Boston.
E. B. SAMPS' IN, Treasurer and
General
Manager, 89 state St.. Fiske Building, Boston.
Mas*

Germanic

...

.New

14
17

York. .Liverpool...Hch 18

Kensington. ..New York. .Antwerp....Mch
St Paul.New York. .So’amptou .Mch
Alllanca.New York. .Colon .Mch
Philadelphia. .New York..i.aguayra. .Mch
Mobile.New York. .London —Mch
Etruria.New

York.
York.

Anchoria.New
Mongolian.... Portland

18
18
20
21
21
Liverpool. ..Moll 21

.Glasgow;....Mch21

Liverpool.. Mch 21
Veendam.New Y'ork. .Rotterdam .Men21
Moravia.New York. .Hamburg.. .Mch21
Touraiue.New York. .Havre-Mch 21
Fulda.New 'ork..Bremen —Mch 21

Havel.New

York. .Bremen —Mch 24
Pomeranian ..New York. .Liverpool. .Mch 24
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool ..Mch 25
New Yolk.
New York.. S'thampton Mch 25
Westernland
New York.. Antwerp... Mch 25
New York.. Hamburg ..Meh 26
Normariia
Maasdam
.New York. .Rotterdam..Mch 28
..Mch 28
Massachusetts.New York.. London
Uuraeoa.New Yora.. Maraeaib .Men 28
Dampania.... New York.. Liverpool.. Mch 28
Bourgogne.New York. .Havre .Mch 28
Niagara .New York. .Clenfuegos.Mch 28
Mch 31
Aller.New York.. Bremen
..

....

...

I

j

j)

|5

K

J

(j

“j
j

What’s Best
for shortening pastry ? What’s
best for frying things ? What’s
best for every cooking purpose for which lard was formerly used ? What’s best
for digestion —for health?
Thousands of women answer:

j

J!
C

$

1
1

cI

S

W
ri

1COTTOLENEI

International Steamsdip Co.
FOB

Easfport, Luieo. Calais, SLJohn, N.3.. Halifax,N.S,

and all parts of Now
Brunswick, Nova ScoRrince Edward Island, and Cape Bret>
on.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St, Andrews. N. B.

Winter

Friday,
Wednesday,
to
p.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.... MARCH 13.
•
I
Sunrise.. -5
m*uwaMr
Sunsets. 6 49
....
Moon rises. 6 35

68l.j.
(Height

....

10 45

)--..1100
8-5—

8

7

Soyou

-Boxes?

CASCoPAPmfidX Co,

«-"9MlBDiEST.

^avUccYvEL.

Return,

Monday March
Friday.

Wed.

Friday',

issued and

2.
6.
n.
16.
20.

baggage checked

or* Freight received

m.

*•

Monday,

18,

destination.

ua

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply
Treo Ticket Office, Monument
or for other information at
Company's
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
.1. B.COYI.H,Gen.
ap29dtf

1

w

<

L1C mtic

and Charleston, via

to 4.00

|

Coast Line

3 Trains
St.

Augustine.

Daily, ^

No Extra Fare.

J. H. JOHNSON, N. E.

1

w

iding the celebrated
New York and Florida
:ial
solid Vestibuled train to Jacksonville and
or rates and information address

igent,

300
or

Washington St.,
any

■
W

£

S

Boston.

-5

Coupon Ticket Office.

twwwwwwwwwg
I

Portland & Worcester Line

Boston & Maine
In Effect October

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

0F>KEBLE

STATION FOOT

R.

STREET.

after Sunday, December
6, 1895,
trains wl!* Leave Portland:
For
Wsrcwtsr, Clintoa, Avar J auction.
Nasau, Windham and Kpping at 7.30 A
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a m. and 12.3C p. in.

For Rochester, SprlngynlA Alfred. Water,
boro and Saco Rlvor at 7.80 A 1A 12.30 ana
4.25 p.

m.

For Oorhsm at 7.30 and 9.45 a m.. 12.30
3.00, 4.25, 5.20 aad 8.25 p. M.
Ror Westbrook, Cumboriand Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
9.45 A
m_
12.30,
3.00.
4.26, 6.20

and 6.25 x>. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Tortlana connects
at Ajar Jaaotloa with
"Haas.a Tnnnol
Route” for the West and at Union Station.
Worcester, for Providenco and Now York
▼la “Providence Lino,” for Norwich
New York, Tia “Norwich Lino” with Boston
A Albany R. R. for the West, and with th„
New York All Kail via “SnriniclloldTrains arrive at Portland trom WorceaMr
at 1.80 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 A m.,
1.30
and
5.45 n.
m.:
from Gorham
at
8.30 and
8.40.
10.50 a
m.. 1.3U
6.45 and 6.15 p, m.
4.15,
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket

aid

Agent, Portland, Ma

■>.

leag

W. PETERS, Supt.
dtf

20,

R.

R.

189S.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Tralue leave Portland. Union Station, for
Scarboro Crossing. 10.00a. in.. B.16,0.20, p.
m.; Scarboro Beacb. Pina Point, 7.00,10.00
а, m., 8 30. 5.15, 6.20, o m-i Old Orchard,
Saco, Blddeford. 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m..
12.40, 3.30. 6.16,
0.20, p. m.; Kennebnnk, 7.00, 8.40, a. m., 12.40. 3.80. 6.15,
б. 20 p.m. j Walla Beach. 7.00.8.40 a.m.. 3.30,
6.15 p. m.; North Berwick, >3.45, 7.00,8.40,

a. m.,
nort,

12.40, 3.80,

5.16 p.

m.;

Kennebunk-

Somerswortli, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. m„
12.40. 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bny, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40, 8.30 p. m.:
Wolfboro, 8.30 p. m.;
Worcester
(via
Somers worth and Rochester.) 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 n. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, law.
renee, Lowell. 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
m. Exeter. Boston, >3.45. (7.00, 18.40a. m.,
$12.40. 8.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, >7.25,
10.16 a. m 12.56, 4.20. 7.15 p, m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.80 a. m., 1.00,
4.16 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express 8.46 a. m. For Boston
and way stations. 1.00, 4.15 p.m. Arrive In
Boston. 7.V5 a, m., 6.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Capa Elisabeth,
»8.45 a. m.; Saco. Conway Junction,
Wolfboro

9 00

a.

m.;

Blddeford,

Ports-

mouth, Amesbnry, Newburyport, Salem.
Lynn, Boston. t2.00, t9.00 a. m. I $12.65
16.00 p. in. Arrive in Boston, 5.68 a. m.. 12.49,
4.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
7.30. 9.00 a. m„ 12.30, 7.00. 7.46 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

GRAND

TRUNK

RAILWAY.
On

aad after MONDAY, Nov. 18th, 1836
trains will run as follows:
LEAVE.
For Auburn and Lewiston
7.15, 7.55 a. m
1.10,1.30. 5.20 p. m.
For Gorhamand Berlin, 7.65a.m.. 1.30 and

5.20 p. m.
For Island Pond,7.56 a. m„ and 1.30
p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 7.55 a. ra., and

1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 A m„ and
12.15 3.10. 5.16 and 6.30 p. m.
From
Island Pond, Berlin and Gorham.
8.25, Am..12.15 and 5. 30p. m.
From Chicago ana Montreal. 12.15 and 6.30

For Blddeford. Portsmouth* Newbury
port. Salem. Lyno, Boston. 2.00 a. m„ 19.66
p. m. Arrive 111 Boston, I 68 a. m.. 4.16 p.
m. Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,
7.00 p. ro,
tUoes not run Mondays,
tConnects with Kail Lises for New York,
South and West
(Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
vi esiern division irom jn or in

mrwioa

oun-

days only.
MConneets at
with
Boarboro Crossing
train tor Boston Tin Eastern Division.
Througn tickets to nu points In Florida,
the Boutn and West tor aala at Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. F. and T. A., Boston.
dtl
1e2l

From

p. m.
From Quebec, 12.15 a. m.
On aud after Sunday March

8th, a train will
leave Portland, every Sunday at 7.30 a. m. for
Berlin, N. H., and all intermediate stations, arriving at Berlin N. H., at 11 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
TICKET
OFFICE
NO. 177
MIDDLE
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
ST REE1.
CIIAS. M. HAYS, GenT Manager.
Portlana. Nov. 18th. 18»o.
dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R
In
Effect December 22. 1895.
Trains leave Portland, Uuior. Station, Railway
for
stations named below and interSquare,
mediate points as follows;

7.00

a. m.

For

Brunswick, Batli, Rockland

Augusta, Watervllle, Skowhegan, Pittsfield',
Bangor, Bucksport. Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
Brunswick.

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springsi
Mechanic Falis, Rumford Falls.
Lewiston,
Llvermoro Falis. Farmington, Phillips, Range,
ley. Oakland and Watervllle
Man.
?.45 a. to. For Brldgton, Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster,
81. Johnslmry, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
and all points west.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL 8TEAMRHS
10.30 a. in. For Brunswick, Hath, L.sbon
BAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Whare, Portland, For Falmouth Foresicle, (ousens Inland, Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick. Gardiner Augusta and Watervllle.
svery eveniug at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
Littlejohn’s and ChebenRtie.
1.00 ii. -n. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
for connections with earliest trains for points
Falls. Augusta, Watervllle. Bangor, Bar Harbor
Str. Alice,
beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, will leave Portland for above landings at 7 a.m. Oldtuwu and Hmiltou. via B. Si A.
1.15 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
Worcester, New York, etc.
2.00 and to.30
in.
station. Mechanics
Rumford Falls,
Fails,
Returning, leave India Whare, Boston, Return—Leave p.
Chebeague 8.30 a m. and 3 30 Lewiston, Farmington, Klnglield.
Phlllipi
svery Evening at 7 o’clock.
Leave
m.
Falmouth
p.
Foresicle, 6.00, D.16 Oakland. Bingham. Watervllle. Skowhegan.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
a. m. 4.15 p. m.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Bangor aud Vaiiceboro.
not run to Chebeague.
tDoes
Oct, 1, 1895.
1.80 p. m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Audtf
mar5_
gusta. Bath, Rockland and ail stations on
Knox it Lincoln division. Watervllle, 8kowBellas!. Dover and Foxcroft, GreenPortland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Go. hegau.
ville, Bangor. Bucksport, Oldtown. Vanceboro.
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF. PORTLAND, ME.
St
John, Halifax! Honlton and Woodstock.
Resumption of service. Beginning Friday,
3.30 p. m
For 3ebago Lake, Brldgton, FryWinter Time Table, in Effect Nov. 25, ’95.
March 16, 1896, the steamer
burg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
Leaves Portland For Forest City Banding,
FRANK JONES.
St Joliusnury, liiontreai;and Chicago.
Peake Island, 5.45, 6.40. 8, a m., 2.16 ana Will connect from train leaving Portland at 1.20
5.05 p. m.
For Brunswick. Bath,
Lisbon
6.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond, p. m, Thursdays and leave Rockland, weather
and Watervllle.
Trefetbens and Dong Island, 8.00,a. m., permitting, at 6.00 a. m., on Fridays, for Falls, Augusta
6.10 p. to
For New Gloucester, Danville
and 2.15, p. m.
Castine. Deer Isle.
Sedgewick (Blue Hill).
Poland Springs station, Meohanio
C. W. T. GODIN G, General Manager.
Brooklln, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Har- Junction,
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
bor (on signal). Bar Harbor, Millbridge, Joues___nov25dtf
11.00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping cars, for
and
port
Maehiasport.
Bath,
Lewiston,
Watervllle,
Augusta,
Returning, will leave Maehiasport, weather
MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St
permitting, on Mondays at 4.0ct a. m.. con- Bangor,
St
John
and
all
Aroostook
County,
For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor and necting at Bar Harbor with Kerry leaving at Stephens,
Halif.x and the Provinces, but does Mt run to
10.30 a. m., which connects with train for
Dover and Foxcroft or beyond
Wisoasseit
Bangor, Portland and Boston, arriving in Bos- Belfast, Dexter,
On and after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the new ton at 9.20 p. m„ steamer continuing on to Bangor, Saturday nights.
ind fast
Rockland, arriving there at 6.00 p. m„ pasSUNDAY TRAINS.
sengers remaining on board and taking morn7.20a.m., paper tram for Brunswick Auing train for Portland and Boston.
F. E. BODTHBY,
PAYSON TUCKER, gusta, Watsrvlll* and Bangor.
1.00 p. m.
For Brunswick. Lisbon Falli.
lays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m. GenT Pass & Ticket Agent.
GenT Manager.
[or Popham Bt&ch, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Watervllle, and
niar9to31
Bangor.
mil Wiscassett.
11.00 p. m„ Night Express with sleeping
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
cars for ah
points.
Wednesdays and Fridays at 6.45 a. m
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND,
for Boothbay
Harbor, Bath, Popham Beach
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Brldgton,
md Portland
FALL ARRANGEMENTS.
8.26 a in.; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
Fare, Si.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
8.30 a. m ; Wr.terville. Augusta and Bath,
Wiscassett.
After Monday, Sept. 2,
8.36a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland
O. C. OLIVFR.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
12.25; Kingfleld, Phillips, Farmington, RumPresident.
Treasurer.
THAI*
AW1TH1 Cl A
ford Falls, Skowhegan. Oakland and Lewiston
oct29
dtl
uvvwiuvi
lOV
12.30 p. m ; No. Ctnway and Frye burg 4.40
uuwxyi
Will leave East Bjotlibav Monday at 7.16 p. m.;
RockSkowhegan,
Watervtfle,
a. m. for Portland,
Stephen,
touociug at So. Bristol, land 5 25 p. m.; St, John. St.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel Aroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bangor
Island.
5.35 p. m,; Rangeley, Farmington, Rumford
Royal Mail Steamships—Liverpool Service
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.46 'a. m. for Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 5.45 p. m: Chicago
^
via Londonderry.
White Mountain
at
Pemaquid.
Touching
Squirrel
Island, and Montreal and all
r roni
F rom
From
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol points. 8.10 p.m., all points on B. & A. R. R.,
Liverpool. } Stearowrs. | Portlnnc*. 1 Hnlifai and
East Boothbay.
Bar
1.40
a.
Harbor,
m.:
Bangor,
March 5
| Vancouver I March 28 | March 28.
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at 6 a. m. for express Halifax, St. John. Bangor Wateryllla
a.
m.
March 19 | Labi ad or
Portland
and
above
3.30
and
Augusta,
9
| April
landings,
April 31
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. 4r G. M.
\.pril 2
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.46 a. m. for
i i-coiwnjHn 1 April 23
1 April 25
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
P/.sHawA
-I xy
1QAC
Steamers sail on Thursday after arrival of Islahd.
ill trains due at Portland of noon.
ocU
leave
dtl
Friday,
Harbor
9
at
a.
Boothbay
m.
Bates of passage—First Cabiu *50 to *70;
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
return *10O to *130, according to steamer
leave
Portland
at
6.4S
a.
for
Saturday,
m.
snd berth.
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, LivBoothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ir ool or
Londondery, *30.00 and return
ALFRED BACK, manager.
§55 00.
To London, Bristol or Cardiff *3
aue31dtf
In Effect
Oct. 7. 1895.
additional, or *61 return. Steerage to
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast,
DEPARTURES.
MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
Queenstown and Glasgow
*334.50
and
§25.50, according to steamers.
8.30 a. M. & 1.16 p. M. From Union Station
New York Direct Line.
Apply to H. G. STARR, 3 3-3 Union
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buchfleld, CanWharf, T. P. BcGOWAN. 418 Congress
ton.
Dixtield and Rumford Falls.
itreet, J. W. PETERSON. 3 Exchange LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT 8.30 a. m„ 1.06 and 6.10 p. m. From Union
dreet. or DAVID TORRANCE& CO.. Gen
Station
for
Polanl
and
igrnts. Foot of Jndia street.
Mechanic Falls.
declldtf
and
Train leaving Union Station T.16 p. m. conThe Steamships Manhattan ami Cottag nects at Rumford Falls with K. F. Si R. L. R. K.
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thurs train for Byron nd Houghton.
days and Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, same days at 6 p. m.
passenger coaches between
Fare to New York, one way, *4.00; Round
Portland and
trip *7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LI8COMB. General Agent.
Through tickets on sale for all points
nv2-dtf
Pine

at

the

Square
office.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT CO.,

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO

STEAMER

SALACIA.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Go

Dominion

HIE.

Portland & Romford Falls

Delightful

4^. LIT El

IB. E. 0. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT
a sold under positive written
guarantee, by
uthorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
joss of Brain and Nerve Power; Lost
MnLhood;
Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
jniekness:
Confidence; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
joss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
ex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors or
Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
rhich leads to Mis6.y, Consumr aon, Insanity
ud Death. By mail, $1 a box; six for $5; with
written guarantee to cure or refund money.
Lample package, containing live days’ treatment!
rith full instructions, 25 cents. One sample
inly sold to each person by mail.
Sold by J. H. Hammond, corner Free and
Center Sts.; L. C. Fowler, corner Congress and
vafayette Sts., and H. P, S, Goold, 681 Con;ress St., Portland, Me.
#

R'y.

Invigorating Sea Trip.

f| NEWl

Through

Station,

ALLAN LINE.ltOYAL &Ai&STJiAMLlverpool and Portland Mall Service,
Calling: at Londonderry.
From
Portland
Feb.Mongolian.19 Meh.
April
April

Union
Rumford Falls.

onP. Alt. F. R'y.
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Mgr.

Portland, Maine.
L. LINCOLN Superintendent,
FeblOdtf
Rumford Falls. Maine

L.

From

Liverpool

Steamship

27
12 Mch.Numldtan.2
26 Mch.Parisian.16
9 April.» Laurentiau.28

April

•From Portland to Liverpool direct, carrying
cabin passengers only.
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is felt.
Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout. the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
feck. The Saloons and ctaterooms are heated

Wiscasset£QnebecRailroad Co
In effect Monday, November, 4,1895.
Trains leave Wlscassett for Albion and way
stations at 9.55 A m. and 3. 66 p. m. Arive lit
Wiscasset at 9.C6 a. m. and 5.15p. u.
Trains leave Albion at 6.00 a. m. and 1.40
p. m. Arrive m Alblou at 1.20 and 6.68 p. m.
J. P TUCKER, Supt

RICHARD T. RUNDLETT. Gen’l Mgr.
atf
mayl8

by steam.

t,

use

awy muA,
fli FcmtV

Arrangement.

13,

Through tiekets

..

..

_oct22dtf

Leave,
Wednesday, March 4,
Monday,
9,

*

Thomasville, Ga.

Only 1 Niglit Boston to Jacksonville & St. Augustine,

Wharf,

...

Tjomo.New York. Demerara.. Mch
Saale.New York. .Bremen ....Mch

Saturday.

and

mond

Rich-

Passenger

for 1808,

—

—

M.
Through Washington,

On and

Ames

mailed free.

and

I/IQ

The constant buying of securities for investment, both for domestic and foreign account is
steadily but surely developing
into a popular movement.
As soon as the demand becomes a little more general we
shall see the materialization of
a Bull Market the like of which
has not been experienced since

Boston.
Soli Oregon, Gross, Rockland for Boston.
Sch A W Black, shore, with 16,000 lbs fish.
Sch Lilia B Eernald, shore, with 10.000 lbs
fish; Amy Wlxon, 6,000 do; Eva & Mildred, do
6,000 do.

Ar
vere,

RAILROADS.

PORTLAND.

Cleared.

Sch Ethel

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MARINE NEWS

WINTER RATES—Cabin, *50 and *00. A
reduction of 10 per cent, Is made on Round
irlp Tickets except on the lowest rate.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool and Londonderry. *30; return, *66.

*

v

Cj

Steerage—To Liverpool, London.

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
I SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work
md Typewriting.
!
CENTENNIAL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE S
faul

eod

Glasgow,

Belfast or Londonderry.
Including every rebuiilte for the voyage
*24.50 and 26.60 accruing to steamers.
For tickets or further Information
ipply to T P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St.

H. G. STARR. 2Va Union Wharf
H. & A. ALLAN.
Portland,
)

.......

febllcllf

!

)

or

and 92 State St..
Boston.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning November 5th, steamer Merry*
will leave Portland Pier, Portlanddaily, Sundays excepted:
For Long,
anti
Lbebeague
Islands.
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s islands, 3.0$
p. in. For Cliff Island, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr's Island
6.45 «. m. calling at Harpswell and Intermediate lBPHint*
\rrive at Portland 9J5
a .m'
^ataH DANIElB,
oetodtf
Manif^
coneag

FOR THE WAR.

FBISfcto-

TETjE

THE RECORD BROKE1N,

Deadly Drugs

Or

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Salvation

fcvrorn The Scotsman Had the Largest Cargo

Recruits

Army

In.
Owen. Moore Si Co.
Larrabee’s White Store—2.
J. S. Libby.

Staff

Bastinau Bros. & Bancroft.

F. P. Tibbeus & Co.
City of Portland.
AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre,

Ever Taken From Portland.

Captain Marshall Loyal to General
Army.

Booth and the Old

There was a well attended meeting
the Salvation Army at the Federal street
“barracks”
last
evening. Under the
motto, “Holiness Unto the Lord” over
the platform was a large framed portrait
of General Booth and there was no doubt
of the position of the oorps on the ques-

of

_

Now Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and Shnlibr advertisements will be found under
their appropriate neads on Page 6.

Wrecked Four Master the Bourne?
Fishermen Sustain Minor Damages—The
Wrecked Fairy Queen.
Is the

Mr.

Leighton,

the shipbuilder, is repairing the schooner Fred Jackson.
A number of coasters got in Wednesday

_

Invigorator.

BRIEF

meeting.
Bishop of Maine,”

but

that

is

a

title
he is

unknown to the army except that
the chief pastor of the diocese.
Captain Marshall “deaconed” the opening hymn, “We Claim This World for
Jesus” and it was sung with really fine

JOTTINGS.

ter.

J. W. Trefethen reported the arrival
yesterday of the following fishermen Jos-

eph Warren of Boston with 14,000 pounds
the storm.
ood and haddock, Eva and Mildred with
Israel Gruenstein is the name of the
Etta May with 4,000
14,000 pounds,
Immigrant who Is being detained on the effect. Two soldiers and the staff
pounds, L. B. Fernald with 10,000Jpounds
capLabrador. He Is a Russian Jew.
and the Amy Wiokson with 3,000 pounds.
tain offered prayer.
second trial
The
of the new patent
All the schooners had a hard time durMarshall
then called upon
Captain
fuel for Are engines will be held next
one of the soldiers, a woman, to lead in ing the storm.
They found shelter under
Tuesday afternoon. Engine 2 will be
Richmond’s Island. The Amy Wiokson
singing:
used in the test as before and General
suffered the most and had her sails split.
Agent Pigeon of the fuel company will “We are marching fortvard in the Thfi storm mm a nn
anriflAnlv «.nr1
strength of God,
superintend the use of the fuel.
soma of the schooners had their
dories^out
for
our
blessed
Fighting
heavenly
There will be a meeting of the Ladies’
very late. The Ella M. Doughty was reKing;
Veteran Fireman’s league this afternoon Jesus is our Captain, He will lead us on,
ported to have had her dories out after
Yict’ry! vict’ryl we will shout and night set in. Some of the Maine
at 2.30 o’clook in Firemen’s hall, corner
fishing
I”
sing
Boring and South streets.
fleet were still out yesterday afternoon
The regular meeting of the Oritio club
Captain Marshall then read selections and the owners were somewhat conoerned
was bold at the residence of Mr. Leroy from the scriptures.
He made n running regarding them.
Mr. Trefethen teleL. Hight last evening. On the occasion commentary,“And the Lord said,led
phoned to Portsmouth, N. H and found
of this meeting Mr. B. T. Whitehouse him to say “The Lord never opened his that no Portland schooner ran in there
read a paper on “Scholars and Polities.’' mouth
without
something, for harbor. “No Portland schooner here,”
saying
J The Uujtarian Women’s Alliance will There are people who talk for hours was the reply telephoned back. All
meat at the Parish house this afternoon without saying anything, or giving you tha schooners found it hard work
getting
to
at three o’clook.
take
with in. The storm was
anything
away
very thick and they
In
the
Don’t
to
evmunicipal you.
e Yesterday morning
try
please
made this port with great difficulty.
court a woman named Kate Foote was erybody, try to please God. Remember
The Elizabeth City made all her trips
called from Stafford’s block as a witness that salvation is the first duty. John Wednesday
night despite the storm and
The woman was ao- the Baptist was a free and earnest man, was crowded
in a case on trial.
every time. She was not
oompanled by her child, and both of them but he was termed a fanatic, one who even late, running np to her regular
almost
and
starved.
had gone mad over religion, and Jesus time. Of course it was a hard
were soantily elad
night,
The woman in addition to this was very himself was railed at as a friend of pub- and the aocomodatiou was
greatly appresiok and Deputy Sterling ordered her to licans and sinnors. The men who try to ciated
by those who reached home on
serve God are not popular.
bo sent to the almshouse for treatment.
Luther and time when
they had feared a long detenthe
of
The highest point
gale during Knox and Wesley were misunderstood.” tion among the snow drifts.
He paid a ringing tribute to General
Wednesday night was 33 miles an hour,
The schooner Loring C. Ballard was
and
the snow fall was about seven In- Booth, who has stood for God for more towed out
yesterday but it was too rough
ches.
than fifty years. “I speak of him, for and she returned to her
anchorage in this
their
we all love General Booth of the Salva@ The Cape eleotrlcs bravely kept
harbor.
and yesterday got pretty tion Army,” he said, and there were
oars running
The lobster steamer Mary Janearrived
well back into shape.
cries of “Amen” and “God bless him,” from the Bristol
pound yesterday with
The Capo Elizabeth ferry lost no trips and Captain Marshall said that if the
3,400 lobsters. Thoy lost 8,000 lobsters
on account of the storm.
world, or for that matter Portland is to under the ice and for a time thought the
The Rev. Charles T. Ogden will preaoh be won for Christ it must] be through whole catch a total loss.
the third sermon in the Lenten course the efforts of devoted, earnest mou and
The Scotsman went out into the stream
at St. Paul’s on Friday evening. Service women. Ho would say to those who
yesterday at 13.30 taking advantage of
"
were about to be enrolled that they must the tide and
begins at 8 o’clock.
then waited for the mails
There will be a meeting and banquet be a living embodiment of the religion
from Montreal. It took nearly an hour
of
Mt. Vernon Chapter, R. A., next of Jesus Christ. No man has done his
before the big steamer could be got about
Monday
evening at whioh the Royal full duty until he has surrendered him- and beaded out. There was a
strong
Arch degree will be conferred. R. Ex. self to God.
wind and an ebb tide to fight against.
Harrison Piper, D. D. G. H. P., will
“En sign Walker and his string band The Scotsman’s
cargo was the largest
make an official visit. The Masonic hall will now give us a selection,” said the
ever taken from this port.
The Canadian
come
for
aotion.
will
“and
let
report
up
captain,
everybody piok up the portion was composed of 33,700 bushels of
“The storm was very severe over at the chorus.
The band is a good one and
peas, 3,713 barrels of apples, 351 bags of
Cape Wednesday night,” said a milkman reflects great credit on the leader and or- seed, 1,800 bags of! oatmeal, 1,630 bags
who left there yesterday morning.
“It ganizer.
of rice meal, 1,513 bales of hay, 30 tiercwas the worst we have had this winter,”
Captain Marshall then suggested that es, 10 kegs 15 barrels, and 644 boxes of
he
continued.
“In many places you as a collection was to bo taken up it
meats, 9,531 maple blocks, 5,006 bundles
oonldD’t see the road, and twice I was might be well for all present to give all
of boxed shook, 131 packnges of sticks,
obliged to get outj and shovel my horse they had brought with them. Ensign 78 packages of machinery, 141 bundles of
ont.” The snow drifted badly. In some Walker said that they received $3 at the blaok
walnut, 99 organs, 4,393 boxes of
places the drifts were ten feet high, door and he asked for a $7 collection. He cheese, 48 cases and 33 bales of
leather,
while in other places it wasn’t six inches got $3.50, and said that the army in
513 bundles of wood, 129 horses, 43 packstill
in
debt.
“All
deep.
$4
Portland.is
through ages of sundries. She will take 36 more
Mr. G. C. Carmine, accompanied by his this cold and discouraging weather,” he
horses at Halifax.
were
Yesterday

was

bright after

They

-I_j—1

said, “we’ve managed to keep above
from
San Franolsoo. Mr. Carmine has water.”
Testimonies were given in rapid sucjust been transferred from the U. S. cutter
Thomas Corwin of Portland, Ore., cession, briefly and well* while bright
to the U. S.
cutter Woodbury of this singing was thrown in here and there.
port.
This was no slight or uninteresting feaThe monthly business meeting of the ture of the meeting. That feature of the
W. 0. T. U., will be held this afternoon programme closed with the singing of
at S6 Oak street at 3 o’clock.
“We may change,but Jesus Never; Glory
The meeting of the Mission Circle to His name.”
which was to have been held at the
Captain Marshall then read the “ArtiCburoh of the Messiah this afternoon, has cles of War” the recruits about to bo
been

postponed.

? Up

to midnight there had been but
two arrests and the station would have
it not been for tbe
heen deserted had
presence of Weary Higgins, Dusty Rhodes,

Wandering Willie,

Tired

Hopkins,

and

three other less well-known tramps.
Cape Elizabeth Railway.

The Cape
Railway Company
engaged yesterday bauling the snow
Elizabeth

were

Fore

chants

pnbUo

and

Exohange

streets and
spreading it upon tbe western end of
Commercial street at points where it
Tbe merwas moat needed for sledding.
from

the street generally praised this
spirited action.
on

received must accept.
ing the recruits to be

The clause pledga

faithful soldier of

the army until death was explained by
the captain who said the army has no
use for “Spiritual tramps,” and that
when

a man
gets tired of the army ho is
longer a faithful soldier, and is at
To the articles
liberty to go elsewhere.
no

read he added one of his own, pledging the reoruits not to use tobacco in
Some reoruits came forward,
any form.
as

and the army flag and Old Glory formed
the background. Thoy then repeated this
vow: “And I do here and now call
upon all present to witness that I enter
into this undertaking of my own free
will, feeling that the love of Christ who
died for me requires the devotion of my
life for the salvation of the world.”
Captain Marshall gave the right hand
of fellowship, and spoke of the army as
He said that if they
a universal factor.

Has Put

from

shipped

Montreal too late

to be sent from
here. The American portion of the cargo
was made up of 35,359 bushels of corn,
3,013 sheep, 450 oattle, 14,653 bags of flour,
637 tierces of tallow, 377 barrels of grease,
865 barrels of pork, 1,303 boxes of meat,
455 cases of canned meats, 3,300 pails, 130
tieroes and 50 kegs of lard, 61 maple

and no

fears

were

entertained

for her

safety.
It is thought that the wrecked four
master oil the Pollock Hip lightship may
be the Jonathan Bourne and of the pet
dog owned by Captain Hose, the following odd story is Aold: A peculiar incident connected with tho big sohooner’s
departure from this city was the action

accompanied the dootor. In a little room
at the brick building at the corner of
the streets named the patient was found
who proved to be a man named James
Smith, who la employed, when he works,

woman,
earnest closing words.

said

a

few

Damaged by "Water.

it was with
got aboard

difficulty
the

ship.

to neighbors,
relatives and his wife,
White
is a bad man, drinks heavily,
spends ail the money he earns and beats
and

abuses his wife; and she, a rather
feeble woman, says she has to provide
everything that is needful for the house.
As
one
of the neighbors expressed it,
“White is a terrible bad man and he almost bills his wife.” Last night as White

In this oity yesterday afternoon of the loss at sea of a
Maine man.
The first of the month the
large schooner Augustus E. Palmer left
for Philadelphia. The
this port light

one

regular prioe.
umn.

TO CUKE A COLD IN ONE DAY.

Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets
Sea adv. in another col- all druggists refund the money if it fails
to cure. 25c.

for the little ones

Dresses

In

Baby
Dresses,

new

every

we’ve

style and
things you’ll

many new
not find elsewhere.

dresses
are
handsome this season—
and so low priced.
It's

really astonishing
how
you

a

can

1.25
Some

to

see

and

pretty

good

how

or

1.00.

even

of

them

prices
trimmed and

on

rich
with
Honiton Irish point, and
Old English style of embroi-

Decorated

at

are

have

other

priced

styles

and

tensive

of

ones

a

leaders at

our

75c and $1.00.
These are of Nainsook of very fine
—well made in

quality

respect—fine
edges.

Special.

Another
two
one

styles

every

dainty

good thing—
at $1.25—

fine

of

with full

Nainsook

baby

waist—

skirt—and

tucked
other of

WHITE

Drawers

everybody.
“her

Even

ing can.
We know

a good woman
who abominate?
St rawberries; she can't sit at the table with
them.
Every best eatable in the world is an offence
to somebody, and so is every make ot Corsets,

the

Nothing more,
enough, isn’t it?)
yoke—handThey suit more

slips

dozens of things that go

baby’s outfit—long
in

and

TvT
.•__1
x ciiiiouua

bonnets

—

socks

there

to make
1

iidiuici

—

a

t

«

lUiliiS

sacks— bands—

at your

Builds permanent
Good Health

Because it
Purifies, Vitalizes
And Enriches the Blood.
Cures

Scrofula, Catarrh,

Rheumatism,
Nervousness, Weakness,
Dyspepsia.

Try

it.

Prepared by C. I, Hood * Co., Lowell, Mass. $1.

Hood’s Pills

CITY~OF
Notice

family

cathartic.1*

PORTLAND.

to Contractors.

SEALED

proposals for building masonry
abutments tor Pride’s bridge will be recelyed at tbs office of the Commissioner of

°t

Public Works until Wednesday the 18th day
Of March. 1896, at* o’clock p. m. when they
win be Publicly opened and read. The successful bidder will be
required to give a bond In a
sum and with sureties satisfactory to
Commissioner. Blanks on which proposals must be
made, plans, specifications and further information can be obtained at the office of said
Commissioner, who reserves the right to reject any or all bids should he deem it for the
Interest of the cltv so to do.
Bids should be
maraod" Proposal for Masonry” and addressed
to GEORGE N. PERNALD,
Commissioner
of Public Works
Portland. March 12,1898.
marl3dtd

as

Silk and soft

25 cent

quality—Price

as

19 cts.
a

hundred styles.

Concerning
Ginghams.

the

cheap

to have another
lot of the 2 1-2 cent dam-

WE expected
aged

Ginghams for our
this morning, but a visit
to the mill at Westbrook shows
that the process of drying them off
puts most of them in perfect condition, so that there are not as many
customers

damaged ones as was anticipated, and
they accumulate slowly.
We hope to have a lot to offer for
sale sometime next
announce

week, and will

the date

in

the

daily

papers.

modest

that’s

CREPE CREPE.
Made abroad. Per
pencelings of

CRINKLE
pendicular
LETS.

well-to-do

people

>V

one

veils—mittens—wrappers— brushes—
soaps—powder, &c,— in fact
thing for

every-

of these

Ana

ting,
ure,

by
jesty’s”
figure know exactly whchi

they

shapes

to

have

the

so

you.

knack

adjusting them
that they seem

part of your system
or
your heart.

BABIES.

give

and

as

oi

lu-

figreally a
your lungs,
to

your

as

wool challies.
Sixty-eight styles at 29 cts.
Another lot at
37 1-2 cts.
Satin Stripe French Challies,

French

fiQ

takes

TU«

I HG

Night

place

Friday

Shirt

Safe

\jaiKS

r»tc

onrl 7 ft

oia

CAN’T RE-SELECT your
complexion, the color of

YOU

youv hair, your eyes or nose,
any bodily organ.
DAY brings some new
But you can re-select your Cor1,250 of
in Silk and Wool, and
thing
and take “Her Majesty’s”
them t0 be sets,
Mohair and
Wool Dresa
and be Corset-comfortable ever afsold at
Goods.
ter.
a
good figure,
49c each, hold They give you
Yesterday it was a dainty pencil
reduce your stoutness—
you
up,
Come early
Silk and Wool fabric at 75c.
stripe
without discomfort.
if you’re inFour color combinations.
Retain their shape.

a“""i"g

or

EVERY

terested.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

A REMINDER
at this time may be in order, that we do a great

of Repairing and
old
Reiipliolsteriug of
deal

season

Repairing

Reupholstering

over

and

Renovating

Few

Structural Paints,

Odd

g

Oeln-es,

to,or8 ln

X

10 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
White Lead,

<9

Y

x

X

KeadT

9

Mixed

Fai|ltg

9
$

For

X

Almo8t

Varnishes,

Nothing;.

L——

Brushes.

6

old
Mat-

tresses.

|

PAINT DEALERS.

Polishing old Mahogany Furniture by
an expert finisher.
PRINTING
All work nicely done.
at :: Lowest :: Prices
Charges very moderate.
WELCH, 93 Exchange St.
Telephone or postal will bring our teams for
PERFECT SATISFACTION.
any article you wish repaired,
Get Our Prices on What You Want.

F. P. Tibbetts & Co.,
4 & 6 FREE STREET.
522-2.

marlSdtf

dlw

H. E. MILLS,
Plano Tuner.
Older slate

at Chandler’s Music
Congress street,

481
eodtl

Store,

values in Lace Collars
of any house in the

State; further
in Lace and

| §3“' l

mar9

that he has the
handsomest and best

proof

x

X

Middle St., Portland, Me.

p

Contends and submits

sayeth

<5

oooooo

FITZCERALD

$
6

l H.H.HAY&SOnr, l

Furniture.

Making

x

Iron Ore Paints,

Colors in Oil,

begins.
and

———

Bridge Paints,

Dry Colors,

Furniturg is well known
and
to
NOT
many,
KNOWN to a great many
others.
Special Inducements in
low prices for ail
upholstery work, if we can
have it during Itlarch bethe
fore
busy spring

J. R. LIBBY.

J. R. LIBBY.

Health

Sarsaparilla

giant

Also printed in the simple edge1
OREOVEROUR “EXPERT outline of a leaf only in one color.
Four ground tints, tan, two blues,
FITTERS” of “Her Ma37 1-2 cts.
a look old rose; washable,
Corsets,

are

Short Skirts

.f!

Blood,

Hoods

and

plaids’

WE CLAIM for “Her Mais that they are the
best in the world.

...

Miss Salford’s class in pliysioal oultura
will meet
at 2.30 o’clock this afternoon
at the Fraternity rooms on Spring street.

Dangerous.

checks

ALLjesty’s

•'

Besides dresses and

Brown, .tsoston; u. .J. Dunn, urono; H.
O. Pope,
Bolfast; A. D. Riohardson,
Brooklyn; J. E. Scanlan, Rochester; H.
E. Riohards Farmington.

and

minute

pncker, alternating with plain lines,
than any other Gorset.
Both of these are
The highest-priced advertising writer can’t each about as wide as this line of
advertise them halt as
as do tlie
worthy of your attention. ladies who wear them. effectually
type.
work.

on an extended tour through the southern
and western slates. Mr. Burleigh is in
much need of rest, haying taken none
since he first engaged in the work of

Temporary

majesty’s”
that—noth-

Corsets can’t do

same material

with round

daughter, Francis, will start next week

Narcotics
And Nerve Stimulants are

ex-

quisite

More than

very exof low,

line

called to

Hon. Albert A. Burleigh, president of
the Bangor & Aroostook railroad, accompanied by Mrs. Burleigh and their

lasting.
Opiate Compounds,

STYLES,
CHARMINGcolor-combinations,
Texture fine

’Twould be a miracle
medium and fine goods.
if a Corset
could
be
Special attention is made that would suit

E.
Portland, and President
Butler of Colby University, and
there
will be others.

Is real and

Ginghams.

Laces; Cluny, Torchon,
Nainsook,
Point de Paris, Point Venise and
Real

SK I R T S and
to
match the
course, some as low as 50c and from
Gowns, embellished with
that up to $7.00,
the same Laces and Embroideries as
the Gowns.
In
Long
Long Slips we
This is your invitation to visit our
show a great variety of
Slips.
“White Fair.”
We

Fred

the
G.
Gregory, Chas. M. Ballard, John W.
Mills, E. B. Bailey, Boston; A. L. Tal
hot, Lewiston; John G.||Quimhy, W. E.

Robes of the
artistic lines.
Made of fine Nainsook and Cambric.

Night

C

iLcuiiijr.

Llewellyn Powers of Houlton, Hon. A.

and scenery would do him good.
These were among the arrivals at
Falmouth hotel
Geo.
yeBterday:

ever

lace Valenceinnes.
Prices froia $1.50 to $6.50.
very

are

the

building the Bangor & Aroostook railroad. Besides, he has never wholly recovered his strength since his sickness
last fall, and thinks a change of oliroate

INGHAM
ELECTRICITY,
The air is charged with it 1
“Bargain-apolis” and the
connecting central counters are load,
finest type, ed with genuine Anderson’s Scotch

in “white fair”
assembled some of the
choicest bits of Lingerie
brought to the state.

Here

baby’s dress
buy for $1.50, dery.

these

Governor Cleaves has been invited by
the Waterville board of trade to he present at the meeting of the State board of
trade next Wednesday as the speoial guest

Lewiston, Hon.

•

OUR

cut

The

PERSONAL.

R. Savage of
Richards
of

a

our

are

was

Waterville board. Among the
speakers who have been invited to give
addresses alter the banquet are Hon.

itself,

for.

prove he was sober) and left the house
at half past five without a trace of liquor
about him. At 6 o’olook ha was found by
two men lying on a street corner uncon-

of

FAIR” ,sa F -enchy little room adjoining
Musi in Underwear department,
For all the world like a little bit out of Paris
Salon of the Empire

VV

departments in the store, and you will
always find just what you’re looking

Something did ail him, too. In faot
his case is rather an interesting one. According to the testimony of his wife and
the neighbors, White was perfectly sober,
split the wood, (which would tend to

there Officer Keating
found him and sent for the city physician.
If ever a man was dead to the
White was last
while living,
world,
night. It looked as if he had been
drugged and all efforts to bring him to
were fruitless.
The doctor finally succeeded in
getting the information that
White was drunk Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, and despite the overwhelming ovidence that White was sober when
ho left the house the doctor was disposed
to doubt it.
He aecided the man was suffering from
chronic alcoholic poisoning, and White
was still unconscious
at a late hour last
night. He has a slight touch of pneumonia, too, and had he laid in the cold a
little longer, he probably would not have
needed the services of a physician.
If
he ever comes out of his stupor he will'
probably regrot his aotions.

White Fair.

LINGERIE MANACI IR, with the Decorator have
transformed
an
ordi nary little apartment into
may be found at this department.
what an enthusiastic person called a “Dream”,
This is one of the most important another called it a “Poem.”

Everything needed

utterly unconscious and the
worked over him, his wife wept
and wrung her hands and took on terribly with anxiety lest anything serious
should ail her husband.

It

to o ur

ifiUlfHITE Ladies’

INFANTS’ WEAR
DEPARTMENT.

doctor

scious.

NUT* ADVEBTISKKXJm.

I

Welcome

there

lay

that he could be
He howled and

Manson G. Larrabee purchased from
vessel arrived in Philadelphia WednesEowle & Pierson, Boston, a part of their
day. On the voyage Poter Johnson, a
stock of
outing shirts, oheviot shirts,
was
swept off the deck and
seaman,
men’s and
boys’ sweaters, whioh were drowned.
were
Efforts
made to save
slightly damaged by water caused by
but without success. Johnson was
him,
extinguishing a fire in their building. from Norway and was unmarriad.
These goods were bought
for less than
half the cost to manufacture, whioh
enables him to give his customers these
goods at a tremendous discount from

in coke.

He was in a peculiar
condition last night, a sort of stupor
from
whioh it was impossible to rouso
him.
Human nature is peculiar. According

of the dog Spot. Ho never before refused
to go with his master; in faot, he always
acted as if he enjoyed going. T his time

News was received

a

J. R. LIBBY.

Unconscious

Among the arrivals at the Preble house
blocks, 75 barrels oil, 170 barrels of ap- yesterday were:
E. C. Robinson, M.
ples and 360 bundles of headings. She J. Collins,
D. Noonan, Boston; L. E.
took out three iutermodiate aud 15 steer- Steinfleld, A. B. Stevenson, C. A. Lomage passengers.
bard, H. M. Noyes, James Lowe, New
The fishing sohooner Albert W. Black York; F. H.
Bowen, Lawrenoe.
came In
late yesterday afternoon with
16,0o0 pounds of fish. She was out
Built
through the storm and lost her foresail.
On the
She reported ha-ing seen the Uncle Joe
and Ella Jl. Doughty after the storm
Solid Basis
was over.
The Mary K. Hagan was the
Of Pure, Rich,
only schooner unaccounted for last night
Red

they would And the whined piteously and hung back with
army there, conducting a revival among all his strength. He was finally secured
the Zulus. If to Japan, then the army on board with a stout rope, but during
“Re- tho night be tugged at his rope until he
would be there. It is everywhere.
broke it and escaped. He then made for
member you have joined the largest tem- a restaurant where his
master took his
He has been in
perance organization in the world,” he meals while in port.
town ever since.
said.
“Where
is
the
Cottage City?” was the
Ensign Walker then offered an earnest very
interesting question yesterday, a r.d
prayer committing the now reoruits to was
answered at 6.30 when she steamed
God, and to his service. Captain Marshall in. She made a safe anchorage at ProvBald a few words to each of the reoruits. Inoetown.but the storm was so thiok and
Wild that sho was seen ana reported.
To one of them un old man he said “God
bless you brother, may your last days be
Lost at Sea.
Captain Clark,

an

Maple streets, and.thlnklng it might be
fraoas or accident, a PRESS reporter
a

putting

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Something Deadly

Condition.

should go to Africa

your best.”

or

James White lu

Last evening Officer
Keating sent a
Hard Times for Fishermen—With One Excall for City Physician Pudor to oome
ception All the Fleet is Accounted For— and see a man at the corner of York and

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothi g Syrup”
Has been used over Fifty Years by millions of tion of
nigfft before the storm and more yestergoing with the late oommander
from various points along the coast
mothers for their children while
Teething or
day
old
the
general.
staying with
It soothes the child,
with perfect euocess.
where they found shelter.
A considerable portion of the audienoe
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
The schooner Fairy Queen,
Captain
bad assembled before the mueio outside
Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the best
lost upon Phillips’
Cushing,
and
it
was
ledge, at
told
the
that
army
coming,
for
Diarrhoea
whether arising from
remedy
Biddeford Pool, was owned by Cushing
teething or other causes. For sale by Drug- entered the staff, captain at the head.
& McKenney of Portland, and was valued
gists in every part of the world. Be sure and Twice with drums beating and colors
She was insured for $600, and
ash tor Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts. flying the soldiers marched around the at $1500.
the underwriters will save a
a bottle.
portion of
hall, and then took posossion of the
that sum,
having secured her sails,
Mo bullet should be without a bottle of Dr. platform.
anchors and other articles of value. She
Staff Captain Stephen Marshall led the
JMegert’s Angostura Bitters, the South Ameriwas built in 1857 and was 46 tons
regisand
He had been announced as
can

appetizer

NEW

DEADLY RUM.

deponent
JVovelties

not.

JVeedle=

and

materials
work,
can
for same,
alway
be fovnd at yjo Con=
gress St., City.

MOLASSES.
First Arrival New Crop
Porto Rico Molasses

156 Hhds. 1
16 Tierces.}

Choice Arroyo
Molasses.

Just arrived per Schr,
“Mary”. For sale by

GEO. S. HUNT & GO.

,

aaarlMlw

